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INTRODUCTION.

This study reprekts an attempt to trace the *Influents, of philanthropy in
the development of higher education in America. Incident to this has been
the further question o? what has been evolved by why of ix theory of educa-
tional endowments, or, broader still, of educational philanthropy. The im-
portance of such a study is obvious when weconsider the .part philanthropy
has played in the development of the American eoliege and university. Its
importance is equally clear. too, when we view the recent enormous Increase
in educational'philanthropy, and the wide variety of et:,xcational enterprises
to which philanthropy Is giving rise. If we are to avoid the waste that must in-
evitably come from bad management of gifts, from wrong dispositions of
money over which the future can exercise no rntrol, we must study our
lready extensive experience and develop a set of guiding principles or a

ndaental theory of educational philanthropy.
It was evident from the outset that any rellsonal4 brief treatment- of a

subject occupying so large a place in the history of American higher education
would present certain difficulties. not only in the seleetion of facts, but also
in the interpretation of the comparatively small amount of first-hand data
that could satisfactorily treated in brief space.
. It has been the writer's purpose carefully to scrutinize Me materials pre-
sented to sex, that they were fully representative of one or another important
type of philanthropy affecting our higher education; to see that no type of
effort was without 'representation; to draw only such conclusions us the
facts clearly warranted; and, finally, to present the data in such form as to
make them fully available for future use in mon, intensive studies, if occasion
for such should arise. Min/hese resibects the effort has been successful, thep it
is believed to offer, in broad outline, the history of philanthropy the de-
NeWqmient of American higher institutions of learning. As such It is presented,
with the hope that it may add somewhat to the general perspective we now
possess fOr the various features of enr, institutions for higher training, and
to the development of a sound theory of *-.:1'ution'al philanthropy, aim well as
with a full consciousness th-at there is very much yet to be done before ire
shall have adequate details concerning'any one of the many phases of flits
voblem.

At the beginning of our experience In this field -Europe had formulated no
theory of educational endowment or of educational philanthropy, but sub-
sequently the subject received treatment in the writings of their social and
political philosophers, and also to no less extent by practical statesmen en-
gaged in correcting the evils of past mistakes In practice. These ideas ha4e
been traced briefly in an introductory chapter. Following.this, it has been
my purpose to describe our own practice from the beginning to. the present
time,and-to make such generalizations as the facts seemed' to warrant. Two
types of data have been studied: First, the fouLdation documents, such as
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INTRODU

charters, artlelevot incorporation, constitutions, bylaws, deeds of trust. wills,
and conditions controlling gifts on the one hand and, second, the slat
of gifts on the other. To fold to the value of bare description. the eomparatife
method has been utilized wherever it was possible.

The writer is indebted to numerous librarians unit eellestibll booriN for
special courtesies, and especially to Dr./ hail Nlonioe t for having sug-
gested Ibis prollem; -but also for,imortant sug ons concerning the nietbod
of its treatment.

The original study of which this bulletin is a conensation is an file at
Teachers College, Columbia University, where it was presented in April. 19114,
in outbid fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy,

Szalo.t.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CAUL,

April fO, 1919.



41111,ANTHROPY 'IN THE HISTORY OFF AMERICAN
HIGHER EIK-CATION.

C apter I.
DEVELOPME T OF A THEORY OF

PHILANTHROPY.

THE EARLY CONCEPTION OF PHILANTHROPY.

So long as charity ret loained intimateW associated with the church It Is notstrange !hat the work It Was doing should never have been oalINI in question.
The term "charity" meant Christian virtue; and its economic significance

overlook I41. In praising a man's goodntentions it was not thought
important that society should hold him responsible for having wisdom in ez-pre.sing them.

PLACE OF EnCCATIoNAI. FoUNDATtoNs IN TI2114:0T's SOCIAL THEORY.

It Is left, therefore, to the economist to look critically into the problem solong ignored by superstition, religion, and sentimentalism\ It is interestingto note that it was in an age When all social life was being carefullY scruti-nized, that .Turgot published his unsigned article "Foutalations," in theEncyclopedia, in 1757. It is at this point that a teal halt Is called, and -phi-lanthropy becomes u problem 'for the intellect.
All peopift; and ages have regartred active benevolence as an importantvirtue, and to such acts the severtst economist offers no protest. the -baldmmisdom evident in the presumption that nmn Is competent to judge what Isgood for all the future is what drew from-Turgot this classic criticism, whichJohn Morley says is "the most masterly discussion we possess of the advan-tages and disadvantages of endowments."'
The native instinct which underliN man's desire to relieve 1015 brother indistress makes no distinction between present and future good; nor does Itdiscover that good is a relative term. Consequently, it is not strange that

much evil is done where only good Is intended. But add to this native impulse
the best wisdom of our day and yet we can not gay what will be the need ofanother generation; .and if we-could, and were large-hearted enough to endowthat need, we would not be able to guarantee that our auccessom in whose

-.John Morley : Diderot and the Eucyelopaedidta, p. 101.



2 PHILANTHROPY IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION.
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hands we place the right, would execute with the same enthusiasm with which
we have founded. Business, but not enthusiasm, may be handed doNikfi.

It is because the history of European endowments was written so plainly
in these terms across the faces of the church, the hospital, and, the school,
that Turgot was lead to inquire into the general utility of found:Aims, with a
view to demonstrating their impropriety. Ile does not, approach the subject
in a ptirely abstract way, though he had a well-defined social theory which
later received a clear statement in his " Reflexions sur In Formation et la
Distribution des Richesses," since for every principle set forth he appeals to
history for its justification.

Turgot sees so little good accomplished by endowments that he is led to
say :" Un fondateur est un homme qui veut kerni.s-er l'effet de ses volonte."
His motive may be good, but results prove his lack of wisdom. After citing
cases which are convincing, he concludes : " Je ne craindrai point de dire que,
si l'on comparait les advantages et les inconvenients de tuutes les fondatious
qui existent aujourd'hut en Europe, 11 n'y en aurait peut-etre pas une qui
soutint l'exaen d' une politique eclaire." ' Granting that at its conception the
object is a real utility, there is yet the impossibility of its future execution
to be reckoned with, because the enthullasn,of the founder can not be trans-
mitted. If even this, however, were overcome, it would still not he long till

,time would sweep away the utility,for society has not always the same needs.
Thus Turgot pointed out the difficulties and the consequent eviis inherently

connected with the establishment of perpetuities. If we suggest the idea of a
periodical revision, which is done by later thinkers, Turgot quickly points to
history and shows how long periods usually elapse after a foundation has

,IN become useless before its uselessness is detected ; that those closely.acquainted
With such a charity are so accustomed to its working as not to be struck by
its defects and that those not acquainted have little chance of observing its
Weakness. Then there is the difficulty of determining the proper character
and extent of the modifications, to say nothing of enforcing its adoption against
the opposition of the vested interests.

The author distinguishes two kinds of social needs which are intended to be
fulfilled by fonndations: One, " appartiennent it la societe entiere, et ne seront
que he resultant des intereta de chacune de ses parties: tels sont les besoins
generaux de I' hurnanite, In nourriture pour taus les Jimmies, les bonnes inoeurs
et 1' education des enfants, pour toutes les families; et cet interet est plus
ou moms pressant pour les diff6rents besoins; car un homme sent plus vivement
le besoin dela nourriture que interet gull a de Bonner A ses enfants une
bonne eel cation." 4 This need, he says, can not be fulfilled by a foundation or
any sort ofIfatuitous means, for the general good must result from the efforts
()teach individual in behalf of his own interests. It is the business of the
state to destroy obstacles which impede man In his industry or in the enjoy-
ment of its fruits. Similarly, he insists that 'every family owes to its chil-
dren an education, and that only through these individual efforts can the
general perfection of education arise. If interest in education is lacking, he
would arouse it by means of a system of pilzes given on merit.

The second class of public needs lie would propose to meet by foundations
he has classed as accidental, limited in place and time, having less to do with
a general system of administration, and that may demand particular relief, such,
for instance, as the support of some old men, the hardship of a scarcity, or an

I Turgot-OeuTres, Vol. I, p. 300.
p. 301.

4 p. 305.



DEVELOPMENT OF A THEORY OF PHILANTHROPY. 3
epidemic, etc. For the amelioration of such needs he would employ the public
revenues of the community,' some contribution of all its members, and volon-
Lary subscriptions from generous citizens. This scheme he declares to be notonly efficient but impossible of abuse, for the moment funds are diverted front'their proper use their source will at once dry up. This puts no money-- into
luxury or useless buildings, it would withdraw no funds from general circu-lation, and place no land in idle hands. He points to the success of such asso-ciations In England, Scotland, and Ireland, and thus supports his theory withreference to present practice.

By these lines of thought he justifies the proposition that government hasa right-to dispose of old foundations. " publique est In lot suprem,"he says, and adds that a superstitious regard for the intention of the founderought not to nullify it.
These are the principles, not deduced from an imaginary law of nature alone,but carefully supported and justified at each point by the clear facts of history.All foundationS are condemned by Turgot as worse than useless and his laissezfaire doctrine would forbid the establishment of others. This was a bolddoctrine to preach in the middle of the eighteenth century, but its impress wasfelt throughout Europe, and it is only a few decades till another member Of thesame school of economists lends support to these views.

PLACE OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS IN ADAM SMITH'S FREE-TRADE ECONOMY.

Adam Smith's " Wealth of Nations," first pliblished in 1770, tends to substan-tiate all Turgot had taught and to show that it applies particularly to educa-tional endowments. In discussing the natural inequalities of labor and stock,he insists that where there is " perfect liberty " all advantages and disad-vantages tend to equality.' And in the following chapter on political inequali-Ces of wages and profit he points out three ways in which political interferencewith " perTect liberty " has produced great and important inequalities. " First,by restraining the competition in some employments to a smaller number thanwould otherwise be disposed to enter into them; secondly, by increasing it inothers beyond what it naturally would be ; and thirdly, by obstructing the freecirculation of labor and stock, both from employment to.employment and fromnitre to place."'
In support of the second lie shows how public money, " and sometimes thepiety of private founders. "' have drawn many people into the profession of theclergy, thereby increasing competition to the point of making the salaries very;low. Exactly the same thing, he says, has happened to men of letters and toteachers, and when contrasted with the time of IsocrateA " before any charitiesof this kind had been 'established for the education of indigent people to thelearned professions, "' the 111 effect upon the teacher's income is evident enough.
There is yet another phase of the subject which is touched upon lu Smith'sdiscussion of the expense of the institutions for the education of the youth.Referring to the many endowed sthoolsthroughout Europe, he asks:
Have those public'endowments contributed in general to promote the end oftheir institution? Have they contributed to encourage the diligence and toimprove the abilities of the teachers? Have they directed the course of educa-tion toward objects more usernl, both to the individual and to the public, thanthose to which it would naturally have gone of its own accord?"

sTurgot-Oeuvres, Vo. I, p. 808.
4 Smith, Adam: Wealth of Nations, Bk. I, Ch. X, p. 101.Ibid., p. 121.

Ibid., p. 131.
lbid., p. 184.
zoibid., p. 249.
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He then states as a universal principle that the exertion of most people in a
profession is proportional to the necessity they are under of Making that ex-_
ertion. He believes that the endowments of schools have, diminished the nece4
sity of application in the teachers, and shows how the older and richer college's
have clung longest to a useless and worn-out curriculum, while the poorer
universities, dependent upon their popularity for much of their income, intro-
duced the modern subjects much earlier." He says:

Were there no public institutions for education, no systems, no scienceswould be taught for which there was not some demaml, or which the circum-
stances of the times did not render it either necessary or convenient, or at leastfashionable, to learn." .

This extreme application of the principle at free trade is modified only
slightly by Smith to meet the inequality- opportunity brought about in a
complex society where division of labor has been carried to great length. While
he state' that'inf most cases the state of society places the greater number of
individuals in such situations as form in them almost all the abilities -and
virtues which that state requires, yet there are cases in which this is not
true.

The man whose whole life Is spent in performing a ew simple operations, ofwhich the effects, too, are perhaps always the seine, or very nearly the same,has no occasion to exert his understanding or to exercise his invention in finding
out expedients for removing difficulties which never occur. He naturally loses,
therefore, the habit of such .exertion, and generally becomes as stupid and igno-/lint as it is possible for a human creature td become."

Thud Smith would have the state intervene in behalf of the great labor popu-
lation, whose Intellectual tendency must inevitably be in this direction.

This brief presentatiou of Smith's attitude toward perpetuities shows how
his principles of social organization exclude them ; and, like Turgot's, his
theory is constructed in the presence of existing 'facts. The sum of the con-
tribution is little more than a specific application of Target's argumehts to
educational foundations.

If the social theory underlying the objections to endowments made by these
two men is sound, surely the facts they have cited would warrant their con-
clusion that endowuients are evil because they interfere with the real laws
of human progress. Certainly the evidence they cite makes clear the difficul-
ties attending their establishment.

Is a laissez, faire policy a sound basis for social organization, and can these
evil practices be overcome? Thesere problems for their successors.

WILLIAM VON HUMBOLDT'S THEORY.

William von Humboldt wrote, in 1791: " Ueberhaupt soli (lie Erziehung nur,
ohne Rilksleht auf bestimmte, (len Menschen zu ertheilende bilrgerliche Formen,

n bilden; so bedarf es des Staats nicht."" Thus he not only accepts
e sys of free exchange laid down by Turgot and Smith, but excludes the

possible modification which Turgot implies under the head of " aacidental"
social needs, and- which Smith makes to correct the slight disadvantage to
which some are placed by the effects of the extreme division of labor. " Unter
freren Menschen gewunen elle .Gewerbe.bevren Fortgang; bliihen alle Kiinste
sehtiner auf ; erweitern rich alle Wissenschaften," says William von Humboldt,

"This argument is quite obviously beside the mark in America.
"Smith, Adam: Wealth of Nations, Bk. V, Ch. I, p. 200.

Ibid p. 267.
Wilhelfn von Humboldt, Werke, Vol. VII, p. 57.



LOPSINT OF A THEORY OF PHILANTHROPY. 5
and again, " Bei freuen Menschen entsteht Nacheiferung, and es bilden etchbessere Eizieher wo ihr Schiksal von dem Erfolg ihrer Arbeiten, als wo esvon der Befdrderung abtflingt, die ale vom Staate zu erwarten haben."

Here we find a leading German statesman insisting upon these social andeconomic principles in matters of education. Surely he did not foresee, the
future development of schools in Germany, wl*re the Step has been'responsible
for practically all educational work.

While our purpose here is not to write, or even to sketch, the history ofeconomic theory, yet it is interesting to note that the objections soon to beraised against a wholesale condemnation of educational endowments are focusedupon the economic doctrine of the physiocrats, uud tit in as early steps in thehistorical decline of the laissez faire economy.

CHALMERS'E MODIFICATION0OF THE EARLIER THEORIES.

Dr. Thomas Chalmers, an early nineteenth' century economist, interested inthe practical problem of handling the poor, accepts the idea.of free exchangeto the extent of condemning the state endowment of pauperism but urges thatan endowment for-the relief .of indigence is not to be compared with one whoseobject is the support of literary or Christian instruction. For education,though it is a real want, is not a felt want. He says:
The two case so fur from being at all alike hi principles, shad in direct anddiametric *opposition to each other. We desiderata the latter endowmentbecause of the languor of the intellectual or spiritual appetency; in so 'muchthat men, left to themselves, seldom or hever originate a movement towardlearning. We deprecate the former endowment because, in the strength ofthe 'physical appetency, we have the surest guarantee that men will do theiruttermost for good; and a public charity having this for its object by lesseningthe industry and forethought that would have been otherwise put forth in thecause, both adds to the wants and detracts from the real work and virtue ofthe species. And, besides, there Is no such strength of compassion for thesufferings of the moral or spiritual that there is for the physical destitution.

An'endownient Tor education may be necessary to supplement. the one, whilean endowthent for charity may do the greatest moral and economic inischififby superseding the other. Relatives and neighbors could bear to see u manignorant or even vicious. They could not bear to see him starve."
Thus an important modification of the above 'petal theory is proposed.

Whether the practical philanthropist has since shown such discrimination ortrot, the pritciple involved in the criticism was important. Shall the provision
for education j)e dependent upon the mere demand of the market, or shall thisimportant but " unfelt "'need.be stimulated by sonic kind of endowment?

MILL'S OPPOSITION TO THE THEORIES OF TURGOT AND SMITH.

In February, 1833, John Stuart Mill published an article in the Jurist" inwhich he declared ignorance and want of culture to be the sources of all social
evil, and adds that they can not be met by political cheeks!' He says:*

There Is also an unfortunate peculiarity attending these evils. Of allcalamities, they are those of which the persons suffering from them are aptto be least aware. Of their bodily wants. and ailments, mankind are generallyconscious; but the wants of the mind, the want of being wiser, and better, is,in the far greater number of cases, unfelt ; some of its disastrous consequencesare felt, but are ascribed to any imaginable cause except the true one."
.

"Quoted by Thosj Mackay in "The State and Charity," p. 38."Later published in "Dissertations and Eliscussions," Vol. I, pp. 28-88."Mill, J. S.: "Dissertations and Discussions," Vol. I, p. 54.pp. 54, 55.
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In answer to the question as to what wenthave depended upon and must
depend upon for the removal of their ignorance and defects.of culture, lie says.

mainly on the unremitting exertions of the more instructed and cultivated,"
which, he adds, is a wide field of usefulness open for foundations. He com-
bats Smith's argument that such foundations are but premiums on idleness
and insufficiency merely by saying that such is the case'only when it is nobody's
business W see that the trust is duly executed.

To show further how the idea of endowments tits into Mill's general social
philosophy, note what he says in his essayN" On Liberty," written 1S58:

With regard to the merely contingent, or, as it way be called, constructive
injury which a person causes to society, by conduct which neither violates any
specific duty to the public, nor occasions perceptible hurt to any assignable
individual- except himself, the inconvenience is one which society can afford
to bear, for the sake of the greater good of human freedom."

Individual freedom is as carefully guarded as by Turgot or Smith, but the
implication that it is best preserved by a complete system of free exchange is
carefully avoided.

Mill does not believe that in a government where majority rule predominates
the ideas of the minority should be lost. In his essay on " Endowments," pub-
lished in the Fortnightly Review, April 1, 1869, he says:

There is good reason agAst allowing them to do this (make bequests) in
favor of an unborn individual whom they can not know, or a public purpose
beyond the probable limits of human foresight. But within those limits, the
more scope that is given to varieties of human, individuality the better..

And,

Since trial alone can decide whether any particular experiment is successful,
latitude should be given for carrying on the e erililent until the trial is com-
plete."

Ills contention is, then, not only that found tIons soul be permitted, but
that over a reasonable period of time time exact wishes of the foutler should

strictly adlAril, to. Ills defense, later in the essay, of a foundation just
then being stverel criticized by the press shows the great social import which
he attaches to the preservation of an unusual Idea of an unusual pettOn. After
a complete trial of the experiment has been etrecteill, the obligation of society
to the founder has been diischarged, and the value of the gift to society can be
indicated.

The explanation of this relationship is the first object of the essay of 18:13,
the second being a discussion of the spirit in which\vid the reservations w:th
which the legistature should proceed to accept and modify the original plan
and object of the fountlation. In brief, be regards the endowment as public
property after about fifty years from the date of its establishment, and in every
sense subject to the will of society, even to changing the prpose of the gift,
if necessary, to meet the changes of succeeding ages.

Mill's economic 'justification of man's right to establish endowments is quite
as interesting as his social justification. He says that it is due not to the
children but to the parents that they should have the power of beStowing their
wealth according to their own preference and judgment, for=

Bequest is one of the attributes of property; the ownership of a thing can
not be looked upon as complete without the power of bestowing it, at death or

"Mill, J: S.: " On Liberty," published In the Harvard Classics, p. 289.
"Mill, J. S.: " Endowments," Fort. Rev., vol. 5, p. 380. See also essay on " The

Right and Wrong of State Interference with Corporate and Church Property," iu " hisser
balms and Discussions," p. 32.

rm,



PMENT OF A THEORY OF. PHILANTHROPY.

during life, at the owner's pleasure; and all the reasons which recommend thatprivate property should exist recommend pro tanto extensiotk of it."
This is no small modification of the theories of Turgot and Smith, and is a

definite stand taken by Nli II in respect not only to a philosophical but to an
important practical issue then before the English public. And only a few
years before his death he wrote in his autobiography" that the position he
had taken in 1833 was as clear as he could now make it. Indeed, this very
principle of Mill's was in- 185:Ifernbodicd in the legislative enactment carried
through by Lord Broughnm and others.

MR. LOWE'S RETURN To EREE TRADE PRINCIPLES.

Mill's position, however, was too conservative, and too considerate of the
numerous abuses of endowments then so well known to everyone, and drew
forth sharp criticisms." In condemning the report of the commissioners 'ap-pointed to inquire into middle-class education, whose procedure had been
generally in line with the ideas of Mill and Chalmers, Mr. Lowe" (later Lord
Sherbrooke) calla for a return to the ordinary rules of political economy. He
would class teaching as n trade. and keep it in the quickening atmosphere of
free exchange. This .return to the notion that failure of endowments is due
not to founder wo 'rship, as Mill would say, but to the principle of endowment,
shows the influence of the free-trade economy.

In practice at this time the cry is,not that all foundations be used to pay
the national debt, and so place education where Mr. Lowe would ask, but
rather iltiNV can the terrible waste. of funds be checked, or, what system of con-trol can the State legitimately exercise? We have Mill's suggestion that
society will progress most rapidly-when it gives wide rani,e to social and educa-
tional experimentation, and that this is done best dot by the State through
a commission, which' would tend to force all endowments into euniform mold,
but by legal enforCement of the exact conditions of the foundation till the
merits of the experiment become evident.

HOBHOUSE ON " THE DEAD 'HAND," IN EDUCATION.

During the period 1868 to 1879 Sir Arthur Hobhouse delivered a series of
addresses, afterwards published as "Thp Dead Hand,"" in which he accepts,
with Mill, both the principle of endowed education and the idea that every
such bequest should be made to serve the present. The question of method,
however, is a point on which he takes issue with Mill. He can not see that the
term "property " implies power of posthumous disposition. Tried by history,
lie says, " the further back we trace any system of laws, the smaller we find
the power of posthumous disposition to be."" Furthermore, he insists that
250 years of English experience does not reveal one useful educational experi-
ment resulting from such foundations as tr. Mill regards Impor"ant In the
development of new ideas and lines of social and edueational practice."

Mill, J. B.: " Political Economy," Vol. 1, p. 287.
23 Autobiography, p. 182.
"See Report of Schools inquiry Commission of 1868.
"See his Middle Class Education, Endowment or " Free Trade."

London, 1880.
Hobhouse, Sir A.: " The Dead Hand," p. 14.

ri Ibid., p. 94.
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This attitude 1% further emphasized by Sir . Joshua ?itch, whose practical
contact With English educational endowments gives weight to his words when
he says:

One uniform purpose is manifest in the testaments, the deeds of gift and theearly statutes by which the character of the schools was intended to beshaped. It is to encourage the pursuit of a liberal education founded on theancient languages."
Further, in his analysis of the motives which have prompted bequests to public

uses, Hobbouse does not tballustification for Mill's position. In the list of
motives which he finds underlying the foundations in England are: Loveof power and certain cognate passions, ostentatiousness, vanity, superstition.

'patriotism to a slight extent, and spite." While this list might not fit individual
eases, he insists that it is true for the mass.

Mill thinks that the public does not know Its own needs fully, because it isonly the majority speaking. Hobhouse regards the public as an individual
competent to judge its needs and naturally endowed with the right to express
them: hence he would lay down two principles upon which all foundations must
be established: First, " If the public is chosen as legatee, the legacy shall be,
as it ought to he, an unconditional one"; " and, second, "there shall always he a
living and reasonable owner of property, to manage it according to the wants
of mankind." " The excuse for such a title to his book here becomes evident.
He can not see that the living have need force continual advice and control ofI 'the dead.

. OTHER ENGLISH THEORIES.

As interest in education grew in England, respect for perpetual trusts de-
creased. The act of 1853 above referred to, giving a commission power only to
Inquire into and report the condition of charitable foundations,-was later revised
giving the commission greater power. And finally, in 1869, one year after the
report of the School Inquiry Commission. we have the "Endowed schools act," "
giying the commissioners power to " render any educational endowment most
conducive to the advancement of the education of boys and " etc. This
act was somewhat strengthened by revision in 1873 and again in 1874."

During the last half of the nineteenth century there was wide discnssion of
the practical problem in England, but little of theoretical value was added: SirJoshua Fitch, in an address at Pennsylvania University,' lays down two prin-
ciples: First, an endowment's only right to exist is its benefit to the community;
and, second, the State is the gipreme trustee of all endowments. ThoMas Hare,
in 1869," regards all property%s either public or private. An endowment, being_,
public property, is subject to the public will. Before the Social Science Asso-ciation," he accepts Mill's notion of endowments as valnane social and educa-
tional experiments, and insists only upon the State's right of supervision.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

Many other writers have added bits of practical wisdom, but the results of
more than a hundred years of theorizing may be briefly summed tip as follows:

Pitch, Joshua : " Educational Aims and Methods," p. 191.
* Hobhouse, Sir A.: " The Dead Hand," p. 16 Q.
le Fitch, Joshua : "Educational Alms and Methods," p. 120.

Ibid., p. 121.
",See 32 and 33 Viet, C. 56.
",Title : " The Endowed Schools Act, 1889 " (82 and 38 Viet., C. 56),86 and 87 Viet., C. 87, and 87 and 38 Viet., C..87.
s' Published in " Educational Aims and Methods."
In Fortnightly Rev., 6, 284-297.

Traaa. Soc. ie. Aimee., 11169, p. 1St
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There Is perhaps no universally acceptable theory of eduentIonnl endownwpts
yet worked out; the early free-trade economy has been tempered by substantially
removing education from its scope; the experimental value of the endowed schoolis accepted on the ground that social progress is dependent quite as much uponthe ideas and interests of the minority as upon those of the majority, and that
with wide variation in educational endeavor, opportunity for wise selection isincreased; thal endowments are public property, since the are given to public
service, and stmuld therefore be subject to such public supervision as will pre-vent their being wasted or becoming socially obnoxious.

Recalling Turgot's position, we can see that his statement of the meaning andfunction of foundations is yet a fairly acceptable presentation of the philo-sophical problem.

..



Chapter II.
THE COLONIAL PERIOD.

INFLUENCES AFFECTING THE REGINNING OF AMERICAN HIGHER
EDUCATION?,

1. TIIIE PROBLEM.

In early 'colonial America there was little theorizing; as to who should
build colleges or as to lniw such schools sinothl 1w financed. From the
beginning higher education was a serious interest of the people, and one
which early found practical expression. Whatuthe scholars and statesmen
thought of endowments, therefore, we cap infer only from what they actually
mild. They faced college building as a practical problem, and whatever we
have since developed by way of a theory of endowed education in America
we have developed very largely out of our long and varied experience.

In this and succeeding chapters, therefore, it is the purpose to assemble
facts which will adequately. describe that experience, to the_end that the
character and extent of the influence which philanthropy has had in the
development of higher education in America may be seen. Oniony, from an
interpretation of these facts \it should then be possible to state whatever
theory of endowments there has been evolved in this country.

When in the early history of Harvard College we find among its donors
the general court, numerous towns and churches, as well as individuals, we
realize that it is necessary to define the term "philanthropy." In this study
the term is used to include all gifts except those from State. Again, if, as
we are told, philanthropy means an expression of love for mankind, the
names of Eleazer Wheelock, Theodorus J. Frelinghuysen, Morgan Edward,
James Blair, and other notable ministers of the gospel would loom large in
the description. However important the work of such men may have been,
it would' he impossible satisfactorily to show its results in a study which
is designed to be quite largely quantitative. Accordingly, this study will 1w
concernedvw!th only those facts and forces which play some measurable part
in shaping our institutions of higher learning.

2. COLLEGE CHARTERS ANALYZED.

The forces which entered into the founding of our first colleges were many
and complex. Certain of these stood out clearly and for many years played
a large part in directing the growth of higher learning. Everywhere and
particularly in the foundation documents of the colonial colleges we are
able to see these forces at work, giving form to these infant institutions. In
Table 1 are shown such data. taken from the charters of the nine colonial
colleges.

10
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ENGLISH INFirPNCES.

11

English influences are suggested by the three names, William and Mary,King's, and Queen's. To these Dartmouth must be added, having taken itsname in honor of its chief benefactor, Lord Dartmouth. of England, and, fora similar reason, Yale. Further, important subscriptions were collected inEngland: £10,000 for Dartmouth; $4,500. for Brown; aro) for William andMary in addition to the gift of the English Government of .C2,000 and 20.000acres of land; King's and Pennsylvania together, some £10,000;' and overf2,000 for Princeton.' In all comm. these subscriptions furnished relativelylarge sums for the colleges, and were among the early, and in case.Tf Williamand Mary, Dartmouth and Brown, the founding gifts.
AIM OF THE COLLEGESGIFTS EXPECTED. p

Harvard Usirersity.---=" Through the good hand of God " men " are moved andstirred up to give for the advancement of all goal literature, arta,and sciences."'
" Many well-devoted persons have been and daily are moved and stirred upto give and bestow sundry gifts, legacies, lands, and revenues for the advance--wilt of all good literature, arts, and sciences in Harvard College."
College of William and Mary." That the Church of Virginia may be fur-nished with a seminary of ministers of the Gospel, and that the youth may hepiously educated in good letters and manners and that the Christian faithmay be propagated amongst the western Indiana, to the glory of Almighty God;to mange a place of universal study, or perpetual college of divinity, philosophy,languages, and other good arts and sciences.
Tale rnircraity.To found a school " Wherein- Youth may he instructed inthe Arts and Sciences, who through the blessings of Almighty God may be fittedfor Public employment both in Church and Civil State."several men have expressed by Petition their earnest desiresthat full Liberty and Privilege he granted unto certain Undertakers for thefounding, suitably endowing and ordering a Collegiate School," etc., also notefluffier. the power given to the trustees of the college.

Princeton Unicerxity."For the instruction of youth in the learned languagesand in the liberal arts anti sciences." All religious sects to have equal educa-tional'opportunity.'
Columbia University." For Instruction and Education of Youth in theLearned Languages and in the Liberal Arts and Sciences." "to lendthem from the Study of Nature, to the Knowledge of themselves, and of theGod of Nature; and their Duff' to Him."
Unirerxity of Pennolvanra.The academy out of which the College grewwas " for instructing youth for reward. as poor children on charity" " we,being desirous to encourage such pious, useful, and charitable designs." Col-lege Is for instruction "in any kind of literature, arts, and sciences."
Pennsylvania University HOAK Vol. III, p. 4, January, 1509, contains a copy of the" Flat ".,for. the Royal Brief, issued 'by Ring George III, granting the right to the. twoSeminaries" to take the subscription.

'See Maclean : History. of the College of New Jersey, Vol. I, 147 tf., for a discussion ofthis undertaking; also copies of some documents connected with it. The full amount ofthe subscription Is not known.
"Charter was not granted till 1650. " New England's First Fruits" shows clearly thereligious aim. Also the legislative act of 1642 uses the words piety, morettty, and/earning as expressing the aim of the college.-

-
4 See Princeton'Univ. Catalogue, 1912 -13,: p. 46. The quotation is of from the charter,the first charter not being extant but is from an advertisement the PennsylvaniaGaaett of Aug. 13, 1746-47. Neafirtge same words are used In tb charter of 1850 toexgress the aim of the college,

.
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"Several benevolent and charitable persons have generously paid, and by
subscriptions promised hereafter to pay, for the use of said acad-
emy, divers autos of money." spent "litt maintaining an academy there as well
for the instruction of poor children on charity," etc."11.

Brows reirerifty.--L" And whereat a Public School or Seminary,
to which the Youth may freely resort for Education in the vernacular and
learned Languages, anti In the liberal Arts and Se lencee would be for the gen-
eral Advantage and Honor of the tlovernment."

"And whereat Daniel Jenckeik Esq..; with many other+ appear as
undertakers In the valuable Design praylUg that full Liberty and
Power may be granted unto such of them, to found, esttlow.

a ('ollege." etc. And, further, "Being willing to encourage
such an honorable and woeful Institution, We, the said llovernpr."

etc.'
Rodger! Cotlege.The eollege is for " the FAlucation of youth In the learned

languages, liberal and used arts and stiences, and especially in diinity."
Did It try to preeerve the Ifutch language ?'

nart motif ?, f'ollege."Ihirt111011111 ll'ollegr, for the education find instruction
of Youth the Indian Tribe; in Learning . necessary

for civilizing and christianizing l'sgans . in Arts
and Sciences: also of English Youth.-

"It hatif been represented that the Reverend Fienaer WheeloCk
did , at his own expense, set on foot an Indian

'Charity school and for several years thrOugh the assistance of well-41800ml
Persons ," etc.'

3. RELIGIOUS AND DENOMINATIONAL 114TLI:ENCES.

The religious influence is, of course, prominent. The statements showing
how the movements for mitabliehtne the as'hools were Flirted, those showing
the source of control, the le tit loners for the charters, and the religious Alibi-
Hone of the first presidents. as well as the last one, showing the aim of the
college, all point to religion as the large motivating force in the ease of every
one.

The beginning of William and Mary, Yale, Princeton, King's, Brown, Queen's,
and Dartmouth (Harvard should probably be included) lies with groups of
ministers or religious bodies. In the. ease of Yale. Princeton, Brown, Queen's,
and Dartmouth the formal request for a charter was presented by represent-
atives' of religious bodies; whit the source of control in the case of Yale,
King's, and Brown was pine"( in the hands of religious bodies. In effect the
same was true of Prineeto Harvard, and Queen's. All the first presidents
were ministers.

It is- in the charter, however, that the religious motive stands out with
greatest prominence. The qpotations presented are those which seem best to
reveal the chief aim of the institution. Somewhere in every charter, Penn-
sylvania a possible exception, there is evidence that the teaching of religion
was to be a prominent feature of the work of the college.

'Academy charter, in catalogue, 1912-13, p. 15. This is of course the basis of the
charter for a college granted two years later.

Charter, In cataligue for 1912-13, pp. 29-30
'Murray: A llielt.-of Educ. is N. .1.," p. 288, refers to the charter of 1770_sa amend-

ing a statement which was said to have been included in the first charter, via that the
Dutch language was to, be used exclusively In the college.

'Charter, in Chase's Hist. of Dartmouth College and Hanover, X. H., p. 612.
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To what extent denominationalism was a factor dues not appear fully from

this table. From other sources we know that the chancellorship of Williamand Mary was by charter granted to the. Bishop of London; that Yale, whichwas built by Congregationalists Congregational colony, said in her charterthat at least the major part of their 10 self-perpetuating trustees .must always"be ministers of the Gcepel inhabiting within this eolony." Princeton's char-ter does not call for denominational control. yet. according tti the charter of
itl4S, there were 12 Presbyterian ministers on the tailod." It is also true that
governor Morris, of New Jersey, refused Princeton's first request for tt char-ter made. in his opinion, by a body of dissenters."

These, as well as tile connection which the him', in the Presbyterian
Church In 1741-1745 had with the beginning of Princeton," are evidence enoughthat denominationalism, if not even sectarianism, was a factor in its earlylife. In King's College about two-thirds of the 41 trustees were membersof the Church of England, though they were not chosen officially upon religious
grounds. The Pennsylvania College is an exception. for its charter shows its
alai to have tin broadly human, though not specifically religious, and cer-tainly not denominational. By Brown's charter, however, 22 of her 36 trus-tees must be Baptists. There are no statements in the charters of Queen's andDartmouth that they are to be controlled by certain religious sects, yet there isno doubt that the Dutch Reformed Church controlled Queen's and 'that Dart-. mouth was nonsectarian, but with half the board of trustees constituted ofministers." the whole enterprise being threatened when the Reverend Wheelockrefused to accept Governor Wentworth's proposal to make the Bishop of Londonan ex undo member of the board of trustees." It is noticeable, too, that theformal request for the charter of Yule was made by a group; of congregatitrtutl
clergy,-that of Princeton by l'resbyteriau clergy, that of Brown by the Phila-delphia Baptist- Association, and that of Queen's by -the clergy ant; congrega-tions of the Dutch Reformed Church.

The first president of Harvard was of Puritan training, and later wasforcei! to resign becamee he agreed alth the Anabaptists on the subject ofinfant baptism." The first president of King's was a minister of the Churcaof England, and the inclusion of this requirement in the charter causedbitter opposition to the granting of the charter, a bitterness healed only by theaddition of a professor of divinity "To be (*boom by the Consistory of the(Dutch) Church for the time being."" The first rector (president) ofYale was a Gongregational minister. Brown's first president was a Baptistminister, and Queen's a minister of the Dutch Church.

POIATICAL I NM:MN CZ.

The political influence Is evident enough. Harvard was established by thecolonial government,. William and Mary was founded by the English andVirginia Governments, and Kings by the New York Legislature, 'Yale's charter
Charter of the Colleglete School (Yale

College) Catalogue, 1912-13, p. 84."Macimn : " History of the College Of New Jersey," Vol. I, 92.u Ibid., p. 14.
ibid., p. 24.

"Charter, is Chase, F., " ilietry of Dartmouth College end Hanover, N. H., Vol. 1, 642. ,"Letter of Wheelock to Gov. Wentworth, of New Hampshire. See History of Dart-MOOth Conte* and Hanover, I4411.. by F. Chase. p. 115 Q.
"Pierce, Benjamin : " Hist of Harvard Univ. from its Foundation, In the year 1838, tothe Period of the Amer. Rev.." p. 10.
"Fulton, John. "Memoirs of Frederick A. P. Barnard," p. 302 F. bee also 'Ceded-astIcal records at the State of New York.
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says the youth are to be Instructed to the end that "they may be fitted for
public employment- both in the church and civil state." and her first money
gift was £120 country pay from the colony.

That these collegeS were intended from ethe beginning to rest upon gifts of
the pedle is suggested in fir quotations from the' charters given above.
If not so stated, then ,the fat- that the charter is granted to a body of
men seeking to establish a college, together with the absence of any evidence
that the state was accepting the responsibility, makes the inference clear!
It is to be noted, too, that Harvard, Yale, Brown,' Rutgers, and Dartmouth
received their names from their first great benefactors, and that in only
three cases were the first funds of the college granted by the legislatures.

To seek further evidence that the colonial colleges were or were not State
institutions is not our present purpose. There is evidetice here to show that
the principle of State aid to higher education .is as old as Harvard College.
Yet the movement for each of the colleges, possibly excepting Harvard, was
initiated either by a single man with great missionary zeal, or by a group
of men, and not by the, tate,

From this preliminary examination of these foundation documents, then,
one gathers eDie notion of the setting which our problem is to have. Judged
by the facts pWsented, as well as in terms of the hard work associated with the
starting of these institutions, philanthropy is clearly the mother of the colonial
colleges.

FINANCES OF THE EARLY COLLEGES.

I. SCARCITY OF MONEY.

Down to 1693 we' hatibut one college, that founded at Cambridge in 1635.
There is probably nowhere available to-day a complete record of all the early
gifts to Harvard, but what have been brought together here will doubtless give
a fairly satisfactory exhibit of the mature and extent of the earliest philan-
thropy devoted to higher education in this country.

There is one thing so characteristic of the early gifts to all the colonial col-
leges that it must receive brief notice at the outset. That is, the size and kind
of gifts. Harvard records the receipt "of a number of sheep bequeathed by
one man, of a quantity of cotton cloth, worth 9 shillings, presented by another,
of a peWter flagon, worth 10 shillings, by a third, of a fruit dish, a sugar spoon,
a silver-tipt Jug, one great salt, and one small trecher salt, by others." " From
Yale's early history the sentiment attaching to the words: " I give these hooks
for founding a college in Connecticut," pronounced by each of the trustees as
he placed his little contribution upon the table, could not be spared, and before
a charter had been granted a formal gift of the " glass and nails wich should
be necessary to erect a college and hall" had been made," Eieuzar Wheelock,
the founder and first president of Dartmouth, in a letteF replying to criticisms
of the-" plainness of the surroundings" at the college, says " As to the college.
it owns but one (tablecloth), that was lately given by a g erous lady in Con-
necticut, and of her own manufacture," .9 and again in a lett r to the Honorable
Commissioners for Indian Affairs, etc., he says, after indi ting the impossible
financial condition in which the college finds itself : " I have, with the assistance
of a number of thine who have contributed their old put-o clothing, supported
them (the scholars) along hitherto."... Doubtless shall r examples could be

ri Peirce: Hist. of Harvard Univ., p. 17.
"History of Yale CollegeBernard's Jong'. of Educ., V, 542. 1858.
*Quoted In Chase's Hist, of Dartmouth College and Hanover, N. H., p. 232.

Old:, p. 548.
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taken from the subscription Hats that yielded relatively large amounts to
Princeton, Queen's, Brown, and William and Mary if these were extant.

In these gifts there is reflected nnich of the simplicity of the social and eco-nomic life of that time. Actual money was scarce, as shown by the repeatedissues of currency by the various Colonies, hence such gifts as Dartmouth's -sawmills and blacksmith shop and Harvard's printing press entered most nat-urally and effectively into the making of colleges in those days.

2. USE OF THE SUBSCRIPTION METHOD.

These colleges were ail active in gathering funds by the subscription plan
both In Engltind and in America. Princeton received a subscription of f1,000proclamation, given in produce and money, in the southern Colonies in 1769,
another of f1,000 from Boston in the same year, and £2,000 in England. Brown
received $4,500 by ....subscription in England and Ireland in 1764." Blairbrought home from England £2,500 which he had gathered by subscription forWilliam and Mary in 1693. Dartmouth collected £10.000 in England. in 1769,while King's and Pennsylvania shared equally a subScription fund of £10,000gathered in England. These are only the most striking instances of the useof this method of collecting the gifts of the people. Through the churches thismethod was repeatedly used and frequently the colonial court or the townofficials would name a day on which a subscription for the college wculd beasked from every citizen.

8. FEW LARGE GIFTS.

In that day of small gifts a few names Df great benefactors stand out..Whatever the " moiety " of Harvard's estate was, it was a princely sum inthe year 1638 for a college with orfe or two teachers and a half dozen students.**
This was the first great gift to education in America, and it is worthy of notethat it was not tied up with conditions which might iliake it useless to theHarvard College of the future. It was given by request to the college out-right, and constituted half of the fortune and the entire library of one If thewealthiest and most noted men in New England.

The immediate influence of this was great, and is well recorded by the histo-rians of the college, Quincy and Peirce. During the heat few decades severalgifts of £100 were received, and in 1650 Richard Saltonstall, of England, gave" to the college" goods and money worth 320 pounds sterling. In 1681 SirMatthew Holworthy bequeathed " to be disposed of by the directors as theyshall judge best for the promotion of learning and promulgation of the Gospel"£1,000. The ..Hon. William Stoughton, erected a building in 1699'which cost
£1,000 Massachusetts current7. These are the large gifts of the seventeenth
century, with the exception of the gift of William and Mary, of England, to thecollege of Virginia.

During the next century Thomas Holls established a professorship of divinityat Harvard (1721). In his " orders " he asks " that the interest of the fundsbe used, f10 annually for help to a needy student for the ministryas manyof these as the funds will bear:" He reserves the right to sanction all appoint-Luents during -his lifetime,. then leaves it to the " President and Fellows ofHarvard College," and asks " that none be refused on account of.his belief and
Names of the first subscribers are given in the Collections of the Rhode Islandtorical Society, Vol. VII, 273. to,

A careful discussion of the amount of this legacy is given in Quincy's History ofHarvard, Vol. I, appendix I, 460.
See Quinq's Harvard, Vol. I, Appendix XLII, for copy of the instrument of gift.
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practice of adult baPtism."" The conditions. which he places upon this, the
first professorship established in America by private donation, are of interest.
These are his words:

I order and appoint a Professor of Divinity, to read itctures in the Hall of
the College unto the students; the said Professor to be nominated and ap-
pointed from time to time by the President and Fellows of Harvard College,
and that the Treasurer pay to him forty pounds per annum for his service, and
that when choice is made of a fitting person, to be reconhended to me for my
approbation, if I be yet living."

In that day of fierce theological controversies these seem to be teey liberal
conditions.

A few y rs later Hollis established a professorship of mathematics and
natural ph osophy. In all, his donations total over f5,000, a sum which far
exceeded y single gift to education in America up to that time. Aside.from
books and goods the purposes of all his gifts were stipulated, but in such gen-
eral terms and, as his letters show," so fully in terms of the wishes of the presi-
dent and overseers, that it constitutes an example of educational philanthropy
that is worthy of note.

Madam Maryaltonstall, who bequeathed 11,000 in 1730 for educating young
men ".of bright piths and good diligence for sem& of the Christian Church "; "
Thomas Hancock, who founded the professorship of IIebrew and other oriental
languages in 1764 with a gift of f1,000; John Alford, Whose executors, acting
in accordance with his wish that his money should be used to aid " pious and
charitable purposes," gave £1,300 to establish a professorship " of some ,particular
science of public utility " ; " Nicholas Boylston, who bequeathed 11,500 for the
support of a professor of rhetoric in 1772; and Dr. Ezekiel Hersey, whose gift
estpblished a professorship of anatomy and physic in 1772, are other pre-revo-
lutionary names which figure on the list of Harvard's greatest benefactors.

At the Collegiate School of Connecticut the names of Elihu Yale and Rev.
Dr. George Berkeley, with gifts of f500 \sit £400, respectively ; at the College of
New Jersey the names of Tennent and Wavy, of Englanii, witk a gift of over
£2.000; at King's the name of Joseph Murray with a bequest of his library
and his estate worth 0,000 in 1762; and at William and Mary the natues'of
James. Blair and Robert Boyle give us other instances of edlicational philan-
thropy on a liberal scale in the colonial' days.

4. OIFTS FROM TOW N8, CHURCHES, AND SOCIETIES.

In addition to these gifts from private individuals there Is frequent evidence
of support coming from towns, churches, and societies. In 1764 the town of
Boston collected £476 by subscription, which it gave to Harvard to repair the
loss occasioned by the destruction of Harvard Hall by tire. Nine other towns
made smaller contributions to the same end, while two years previously 44
towns had made contributions to the college. Wheelock received funds from
public collections taken in several eastern towns between 1762 and 1765 which
were of great value to his struggling school, soon to be known as Dartmouth

so Bee Quincy's Harvard, Vol. I, Appendix XLII' for copy of the instrument of gift.
Quincy's Harvard, Vol. I, Appendix XLII.
Numerous letters from Mr. Hollis to his agent and others in the Colonies appear as

appendixes in Vol. I, of Quincy's History of Harvard.
"Quincy, Vol. I, p. 424.
"Quincy, Vol. II, p. 10.
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College!' In the cases of Princeton, Queen's, King's, and Brown the donations
from churches were large and frequent.

The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts found thecolleges appropriate agenda* through which to operate in the Colonies. Asearly as 1714 reference is made to a gift of books to the Yale library; in 1747-the society made a large donation of books to Harvard, and £100 in money in1761." From the same society King's received f500 sterling and in 176? alibrary of 1,500 books. The society also assisted in getting a collection madein England which raised nearly £6,000 sterling for the college In 1762." TheSociety for Propagating the Gospel in New England and parts adjacent gaveto Harvard 1,101 volumes and £300 sterling to repair the loss of its libraryin 1764. , The Edinburgh Society for Promoting Religious Knowledge presentedHarvard with some books in 1766, and the Society for Propagating ChristianKnowledge, in Scotland, gave #30 for the purchase of books is 1769.

a. GIFTS OF BOOKS, BUILDINGS, AND LAND.

It is noticeable in the early ,years that many gifts of books wereimade to thecolleges. HoweVer strongly the titles of the books may suggest the religiousand theological nature of higher education, in those days such gifts were ofthe greatest importance when both the bounds and the methods of knowledgelay almost wholly within books alone.
There is an occasional gift of a building, and frequent reference is made togifts of land. During the colonial period Harvard received from towns andindividuals over 2,000 acres;" Yale received over 1,000 acres, including 300acre's from the general assembly ; " King's received 5 acres in the heart of,New York City and 34,000 acres- more from the State which were lost to thecollege and the State as well at the close of the Revolution; " Dartmouthreceived 400 acres from proprietors of the town of Hanover;" the College ofNew Jersey received 210 acres from the town and people of Princeton; anda l'arge portion of Queen's campus was the gift of a pivivate citizen. Gifts ofreal estate were for many years of little productive value however ; so the chiefsupport had to be money or something- that could be exchanged at an time.

ANALYSIS OF THE GIFTS 70 FOUR OF THE COLONIAL COLLEGES.

To get at the full meaning of the philanthropy of this period, however, com-plete lists of all the gifts to Harvard, Yale, King's, and the College of NewJersey, four of the nine colonial colleges, hqve been -made -and appear inTables 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Remembering that it is not the absolute amount of a gift, but rather what.the gift will purchase, that measures its value, we may ask, first: What was
"Chase: History of Dartmouth, p. 31.
so The motive back of this may be seen in the following quotation, which throws somelight on the (lenominational motives which impelled many gifts. Referring to the gift ofboas: "A good investment for the conformity of four graduates of the PreqbyterianCollege at Yale. Connecticut, bad been mainly effected (in 1722-23) by theological workssent to the college to 1714." "Two Hundred Years of the S. P. G., 1701-1900." p. 799.sD Ibid., DD. 775, 798.
" Barnard's Journal, Vol. IX, 159,wgives a full list of gifts of real estate.Ibid., Vol. X, 693, mentions the important gifts.
"A History of Columbia Univ., 1754-1904, p. 85 ff.
"Chase: History of Dartmouth, p. 174.
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the size of the problem which philanthropy had undertaken and what did
education cost?

1. SIZE OF THE COLONIAL COLLEGES.

The numbers of students attending these colleges can be Judged by the
number of their graduates. Harvard rarely if ever had over 100 students be-
fore the year 1700, and at no niacin the colonial period did she have over
350 or 400 students, while Yale and King's had fewer still. Pennsylvania
,graduated in all unly135 students before 1776, Brown 60, and 13artinouth 31.

The teaching staff was also small. The president's ddministrative duties
were insignificant, his chief function being that of instructor. Before 1720
Harvard's faculty consisted of a president and from 1 to 4 tutors. At Yale
the president' was assisted by from 1 to 4 tutors, rarely more. than 3, before
the year 1755. After 1720 Harvard's faculty gradually increased to 9; Yale's
to 8 ; and King's to 11. In the case of King's a much larger percentage were
from the start of professorial rank..

Thus, judged by the size of student body and faculty, the actual work done
in the colonial colleges was small, and great sums of -money were not needed.

2. THE COST OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION.

The cost of a college education at Harvard in its early trays is shown in an
old account book for the period 1649-50 to 1659, from which it appears that for
those graduating from 1653 to 1669 the total expense ranged from £30 25s. 11 d.
to £61 11s. 81d., or from about $100 to about $200 for four years' residence in

An emized account of a student, ThomasiGraves; of the class of 1656. by .
quarters, shows that he paid about 32s. for tuition. His firit quarter's expenses
appear-/ts follows: a

'V Pounds. 8. D. Qr.
8, 10, 54 Commones and Menges 2 8 9 2

Tuition, 8 s; study, rente, 4nd bed, 4 s ; fyer
and candelle 2 a 14 0

Fower loode of wood 17-
The other three quarters' expenses were similar to this. lin 1797 this cost,

according to an account of Judge Daniel Appleton White, given in volume 8
of the Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, page 272, would have
been about $480 for the four years.

Students' bills were often paid in butter, rye, malt, hog, lamb, eggs, etc. At
Princeton, Maclean tells us that a student's entire expenses in 1781 were f25 6s:
proclamation money.

A fairly complete account of the tuition cost at Yale, as set forth in Table 2,
data for which were gathered from Dexter's Annuls, shows the tuition not to
Wave been, much different at the beginning from the above account of 'tuition
cost at Harvard a half century earlier.

From Mass. Hist. Proc., 1860-1862, Vol. V, p. 60.

I
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Table 2.Cost education at Yale College.

Date. Tuition. Room, Board.
Presi-

dent s
salary.

C. P.,
120

100
140

140

212

Salary
of tutor.

1701..
Shillings.

30
30
30

30.

30
40
AO

20s 4s.4d.

4s. Ad,

C. P.,
5
50

-----

85

1712..

17IR..

1719..

1725..

1726..
1727..
I72R.. 50 250 60
1729.. 50 300 85
1734.. 50 300 65
1737.. 60
1738.. 60 300
1740.. 60 320
1742.. 24
1745.. 17 I
1748.. 17
1749.. 20 (22 to 26 5.1

24

24

3.,. or 4s
hd ,

1756.1

1759.. 26
1764.. 30
1767.. 200
176R. 200 (21,
1769.. Gs.
1777 160

In country pay 120 equaled about £80 sterling or one-third.
1.£57 6s. Sd.

4..

.At Dartwouth in 1773 tuition and board togethe were £20 year. At Wil-
liam and Ary the tuition 01 1724 was '820B, entr ce and 208./a year for pupil-
age for each scholar." A woman offered to undertake the keeping of the
college table at the rate of per annum for each scholar, wifh the other ad-
vantages allowed to Mr. Jackson."' At Princeton tuition was £3 in 1754, £4
in 47th, f5 in 1773,1ind board in 1761 was £15 a year, according to Maclean.

Reference to the prices of a few well-known commodities will telp one to
appretate the apparently small gifts whicK we are to exam:ne. In 1641,com-
mon labor was worth 1s. Gd. peF day, the next year.corn was worth 2s. Gd. and
wheat and barley 4s. per bushel. In 14370 wheat was worth 5s., cord p.; the
year following labor was Worth from-ls. 3d. to ls. 8d. In 1704 corn was worth
2s. and wheat 3s. 8d: In 1727 wheat was worth Os. Gd. to 8s. In 1752 corn was
worth 4s. and -wheat 6s. In 1776 corn *as as. and wheat Os. 8d."

3. SALARIES OF COLrZOK PROFESSORS,

One further item of interest in this connection Is the salary of the teaching
staff. This was the chief item of expenditure in every college and is a fair
index to the value of any gift or to the value Of the funds available for the
use,of the college ai any time. As shown in Table 2, Yale's president received
front HO to £300, while the salary of a tutor was very much less. Maclean
thinks that Princeton's president did not deceive over 150 annually before 1754.
In that year his salary was fixed at 1150 proclamation, rising to 1200 proelama-

" Proc. of Visitors of William and Mary College, 1718," in. The Virginia Magazine of
History and Biography, Vol. IV, p. 17*.

"From Weeden's Economic and Social History of.New England, 1620-1789, Vol. II.
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!ion 41757 and.to 1400 in 17661, only to be reduced again tO £260 with the usual
perquisites, and finally to #200 in 1767. In 1768 it rose again to £350 proclama-
tion, or about £206 sterling. In 1752 Maclean states the salary of a -tutor to
have been #20 sterling and fee in 1767. The three professors at Princeton in
1767 received: Divinity. £175; mathematics, £150; language and logic, £125.
In 1654 the overseers of Harvard College offered Rev. Mr. Charles Channing
the presidency of the eollege at a salary of £100 per annum.' Front Judge
Sewell's diary the salary in 1698 appears to have been £200."
. At the close of. the colonial period Harvard's president was receiving £300," a
professor about 1200, and the librarian £60. In October, 1766, a committee of
the colonial assembly of Connecticut reported that Yale ought to have:

1. A president, at 1150 per annum.
2. A professor of divinity, at #113 Os. 80. per annum.
3. A senior tutor, at £115 Is. 40.per annum.
4. Three junior tutors, at £51 ls. 40. per annum each.

Salaries at William and Mary were little different. President Rlnir, the
flrst'president, received £150 at first, and latur only f100, increasing in 1755 to
1200, During the same period a professor received £80 and fees of 20ss per
student. In 1729 each professor received £150, but no fees." In 1770 the-
president received £200, each of two divinity professors #200, two other pro-
fessors each £100, master of grammar school £150, first .usher £75, second
usher #40."

When one considers that the entire expenditures of Harvard for the year
1777 were but £1,086 18s. 2d. and that the college had but 1386 18s. 2d. to pay
it with, the residue being paid "by assessments on the scholars for study-rent,
tuition, and other necessary charges, amounting communibus annie to about
COO; " or that the average annual income of William and Mary College during
the decade 1754 to 1764 was 11,936 145. (ad.," these salaries appear relatively
high.

THE FUNCTION OF PHILANTHROPY IN THE COLLEGE&

What now is the character of the educational philanthropy which was
practiced in the midst of these conditions? Was it constructive, or did it follow
tradition? It might be hard to answer these questions to our entire satisfac-
tion, but an examination of the parts ofiTilbles 3, 4, 5, and 6, which refer to
this period, Will throw light on the (subject.

31, Quincy : Vol. I, Appendix IV.
so Ibid.. Vol. I, Appendix451, p. 490.

Ibid., Vol. II, p. 241.
" Tyler, pp. 187, 144.
"Tyler quoted these amounts from tee college bursar's books, Williamsburg, the Old

Colonial Capitol, p. 158.
Quincy: Vol. II, p. 241.

"Tyler, Lyon 0., " Williamsburg, the Old Colonial Capital," p. 156.
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TABLE 3.-Mniations and grants to Harvard University, 1636- 1910 - Distribu-tion of the donations by individuals.'

'

ilates.
Total don a-

lions by
individuals.

Per
cent
of all
gifts
trod'
Eng-
land.

Total
grant by
colony.

i

2
a

'11c
u.

fter cent

,'
X
ii?..-ja
e

a,
.-

of total donations by individt nil, given

t
e3.4
..1

to-

.;
143
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g,
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-
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....r.
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n ei
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-41
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Per cent
Ps'in

....

:3

in
(d-

°
F

P:1

1636-1640 . . S1'036 62,002 99 1 100
10016.41- 1645.. 4,826 19 60 40 91 9 9 31 1001646-1650.. 333 I 445 100 100 100 '1651-1655.. 1,475 666 27 73 88 22 18 1001656-1660.. 6,7R5 1 12 1,665 79 1 85 15 r 15 1 61 39

1661- 16655.. 266 63 37 63 100 63 00 101666-1670.. 4,754 9 66 36 64 36 64
413 100 ...,..1671-1675, . 7, 74.5 6 1.6:31 .5 99.5 99.5 .5, 5 99.51676-164.. 900 42 1,665 82 19 100 18 33 671681- l685 7,041 34 1,998 75 25 100 2.5 30 70

1686-1690.. 2,558 1,865 100 R7 13 1 13 1001691 - 169.5.. 462 i 1,332 100 100
3 971696-1700.. 3,724 I 1,831 10 90 1011

1001701-1705..
1706-1710..

1,498
1,232

j.
32 2,337

89
13

11 100
97 100

.

50
01 11

54
89
46

1711-1715.-. 2,979 70 2,758 11' tsV RS 22 77. 231716-1720.. 9,171 11 11,107 30 60 2.5 75 37 .... 7 90 101721-1725.. 8,259 15 907 75 2.5 39 61 12 2.5 4 9 90 101730-1730.. 5,153 ,, 53 4,485 I 26 74 I 40 60 25 33 25 2 7S 251731-173.5.. 2,496 80 2,354 60 40 I 48 54 17 3.5 97 3
17.36- 1740.. 2,643 37 654 9 91 48 52 11 44 12 77 231741-1745.. '2,973 76 378 3 97 97 3 3 1001746-17.50.. 1,277 78 942 16 84 83 17 12 3 971751-175.5.. 1,112 90 9,4.59 9 91 81 19 1001756 - 1760., 2584 71 , 1,946 38 82 79 21 2 20 47 53,1761-1765.. 17,397 13 35,507 42 58 46 54 23 1 3. 971766-1770.. 6,336 17 14,162 13 87 100 49 97 31771-1775.. 12,989 27 6,5941 14 96 10 90 64 .7 19 35 651776-1780.. 1,814 3,203 44 56 100 66 441781-1785.. 1,900 4,678 3 97 14 86 60 4 40 60
1786-1790.. 7,905 3,220 l 100 riR 42 42 58 421791-1795.. 9,163 ...4. 100 100 79 1001796-1900.. 4,000 ' 100 87.5 12.5 12 ....... 47 12 8819131-1805.. 33,333r 100 6 94 94 1001606-1810.. 5,444 100 8 92 8 100
1911-1815.. 47,333 20,000 100 1 99 -.,7 99 53 471916-1920.. 76,700 50,110 5 95 15 65 36 12 52 481821-1825.. 60,003 30,000 3 97 17 8.1 2 76 16 26 74196-1830.. 145,652 66 34 1 99 21 .6 29 711831-1835.. 44,9.51 100 14 86 2, 44 14 14' 86
1836-1840.. 31,180 1 100 10 90 6 16 93 71841-1845.. 303,702 4 96 25 75 . 1 . . . ... 1.5 9 37 631646.1850.. 205,383 2 98 43 57 1 .2 52 481851-1855.. 131,898 100 58 .42 29 12 4 39 611856-1860.. 254,713 I 12 88 38 62 8 . 11 62 38
1861-186.5.. ." 8689,917 I 2 88 7 93 .7 . 2 . 2 3 29 711866-1870.. g 2.54, 741 78 9 91 .3 14 23 96 41871.1875.. 773,427

22
I 7 93 64 36 6 8 75 251876-1880.. - 784,541 5 95 16 R4 3 12 8 7 51 491881-1885.. 1, 487, 508 17 83 22 78 .3 8 3.5 12 66 33

1886-1890.. 2,564,554 I 21 79 23 77 03 .5 16 24 761891-1895.. 1,586,855 22 78 29 71 .. 3 10.: 4 45 551896-1900.. 4,306,609 26 74 52 49 6 11 5 1.5 43 571901 - 1909.. 7,648,309 14 86 38 64 1.43 8 3.5 1.4 79 .211906-1910.. 7,309,959 13 87 20 80 .2 If 9 3.4 '64 36

These data were compiled from three sources ma nly. Those before 1851 were taken from Quincy'sHistory of Harvard University. 2 vols., published in 1840 and from the lists of "Grants and Donations toHarvard College" published In Barliard's AmericanJournal of Education, Vol. IX, pp. 139-160, Sept., 1860.Those for the years 1852-1910 were Taken from the annual reports of the president and treasurer of HarvardCollege.
Gift of 27 acres of lind, Income to be used for scholarships for students from town of Dorchester.'Data for the years 1862-03 and 1867-68 are not included.
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TABLE 4.- Donations and grants 'to Yale Ultirersfty. 1701-1900-Distribution of
donations by individuals.'

Dales.
Total
grants

by
colony.

Per cent of total donations be individuals given to---

Total
donations si

§
vkluaLs. val

c
.!

G .;
:a c..9:

t E'83
=ig

ct. it 14

1701-17*. $1,:135 $I34 100 100
1706-1718. 1,33.5
1711-171.5. 1,627 . 1,424 100
1716-1720. I, 7,)m 5,416 s7 13

1721-1725. 4,005 NIX 1, 51 49
17711-1730. 2, 21N3 1,971 I 100
1731-1735. 2,448 17,608 . Inn 99
1736-1740. 2,997 67 100.

100
100

100
190

1

100

29
1(50
II

too
100
100
Ion

1741-1745. 2,879
1746 -1730. .5,233
1751-1755. 4,520
1756-1760.

1781-1765. 1,460
1766 -1770. 3,595
1771-1775. 1,2m2
1776-1780.

1781-1715. .....
17M-17110.
1791-1795.
1796-1800.

352 19 81
53 SO 20

1.59 IAD
968 100

1,041 100
103 S9 II
62 100

1, 290 73 27

3,233 50 50
1,458 100

10,629 { 1'122 100

2,000 100
4801-1%5
1806-1810.
1811-ISIS. s,
1816-1820.

1445-1a).
1631-1K35.
11,36-1840

11141-11145.
1646-1850.
DM-1855.
1856-1860

1861-111115.
1866-1870
1871-1875.
1876-1880.

18141-1885
1886-1890.
11441-1895.
D413-1900.

7,(01

.....

6,000 100

79, MR
14,4164

126, 13m
12,000

344,100
15, 434)

177,490
329,400

434,648
743,481

I, 13.5,007
5417,000

111 623,200
J,349,471
1,553,382
1,729,094

2
3

30

25
21

2
6

IS
33

53
1

21
35

99
97
70

100

100
75
79

100

98
94
85

47
99
79
65

100

71
37
*9
97

$2

14.5 (v)
52

10

13
*9
18

0.5

50

100

100

30
75
32
17

31
27
96
58

33
.60

89
45

96
92
74
81

1011

70
25

69
71

5
42

47
38
11

20

26

'Z2 1

6
20
3
1

30
40

21
11
42
5

21
6

10
3

9
60

6
17
24

2

214

13
26

50
21

.00

12

100.

16
10

10

100

Psi' cent in
form vt-

3
16

641

24 6

.44 4
9

11 .5

28 3

2 1.5
1

5 10
15 3

5

3
'14

34

0.5
.3

4

3
1

.5

2
2
4

4

100

100
100

100
100
I00
100

.50
100
inn
101)

90 10
100
100
SO :8)

50 59
I00

100

100

50 50

nR
, 2

100
97.3 1.7

, Rl

100
44 Mi
95 5
92 8

3
8
7

54

15
82

Sources for this table: Conn. Colonial Records Dextr -1 ale Biographies and Annals, 1701; Steiner-Hist. of Educ. in Conn.* Bagg-Four jeers at Yale; Stile's Diary, Vol. 111; Trumbull-111st. of Conn.V.4. 11; Papers of New Haven Hist. Soc.; Kingsley-Yale Book; Baldwin-Hist. of Yale College; andreports of the president and treasurer of Yale College.
£3,009 of this was the value of a farm which the college leased for 999 years, and t gh now worth11.40,909, brings the university only $145 per year. New Haven Hist. Soc. Papers, Vol. I, p. 156.

2
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T,nt.r 5 . Donations and grants to Prineeton Unircraity, 17454856 and 1906-
1910Diatribution of the demotion,' by indiriduals.'

Dates.

1715-1750
1751-17.55
1756-1760
1761-1765

1766 1770
1771 1775
1776 1751
17.1 1795

17,1i-1790
1791 1795
1796- ono
1901.1905

11416- 1910
1911-1S15
1416-1920
1521 -1425

1926-1130
1s31 -1435
1s36-11140
1S41-1845

1.46-1950
1.61-1s55
1906.1910

Total
donatigns
by

66. 9.53
16, '261

973

Tot
grants

by
Colony.

(I)

Per cent of total donations by Individuals given to-

aa

100
1

7,(.5P 92
146

*3, 300 100
1, 5:0 . 6

3,6.57 10
10, 677

14) 1c. 010
52, 275 1

13,500 3
3, 49(1
3,04)
9,b40

99
100

i4

100
100
100

S

100 1g
100

04 SO

90 14
100 100

99 99

97
100
100
100

.25 67 25
100 100

21 6

6331 .7

42

100 100
1

97
12

2
67

55
12

2
1 68

2

17, MO .. ...... 3 97 27 73 70
4,7s5 I 100 9B 1 1

3, It:5 100 914 2 2
6,tts0 37 63 99 1 1

3,540 100 98 2 2
105, 094 100 4 90 1 95

1,759,115 :3 77 15 94.5 4 1

90

16

17
-9s

IS
44
60
37

51
3

aaV

lb

I 5

100

93

Si

1 . 5

52 9`1
97
97
33

11
27 62

97
49

5
6

3
.01 5

Given in
form ol

og
mo
100

99
100

31

9

ii

1(10

69

91
100

100
98 2

96
*I 12

1(10

100

100
73 35
9S 2
63 37

inn
InA
s7 13

I)ata for this table were taken from Maclean's Dist. of the College of New Jersey; Murray's libt. ofEdw. in New Jersey: and from reports of the president and treasurer of the college
In 1m60 the library contained about 12,000 volumes, practically all of which had been donated. SeeMaleati, Hist. of the College of New Jersey, Vol. I, p. Mo.
Right to conduct lottery.

There were three sources of income for the colleges : The general court, philan-
thropy, and student fees. In the accompanying tables we are concerned with
that,,of philanthropy mainly, though for ecniiintratfve purposes, column 1 gives

amounts received from the State.
The gifts are grouped into five-year periods. Column 2 gives us a picture of

the stream of donations that has been flowing, for so many years into the
treasuries of four of our oldest colleges.

The first large grouping of the giffs is that which shows them to have been
given to the college unconditionally on the one hand, or with certain conditions
which wholly or in part determine how the money shall be spent on the
other. The next grouping Is that which states whether the gift is for present
use or for permanent endowment. Further than this it is a qUestion of just
what is the specific condition. Is it for the library, for scholarships, for appa-
ratus, etc.?

PTINCTION OF THE STATE IN HIGHER EDUCATION.

During the eighteenth century Harvard received relatively much more from
the State than in the seventeenth century. Yet during the entire colonial period
the lots of that support would have been almost fatal 'to the college. The same
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1TABLE 6.Dostationa and grants to Colombia University, 1754-1910DistriQs-
lions of the donations by individuals.'

Dales.

1750-1753

Total dona-
tions by
individ-
oils.

Total
grants

b
colony.

VI. SW

P61* cent of

?t,
! I

total donations

a; 0.

by individuals

-
c3
c

15'64
A.

I

given

0 1:11

C.

to- t. In form of

§

i

1758-1760 27,510 29 ; 711761 -1765 36,466 4,1160
149 I1768-1770

1771=1775

1776-17R0
1781 -1785 4,450 12,462 '100ITR6-1790 4, /460
1791-17AS 416600
1796-1830 t1,105

1101-1603 6, 958 i

1106-1810 2,700
IRII-IR15
1$116-1S0 ....... . 10,010
1831-1625

1828-100
1831-1105
1886-1840
1841-1865 2(1,110 100 1m 1001846-1850 I

tast-tris 1,non 100 100 13 j 671891-11160 1,150 ti7 13 100 28 , 721R61-18t4 2,100 100 2't 72 j 72* l001106- I R70 200 100 100 1001R71-1875 4,300 100 100 100

1876-100 10,610 100 40 M) GIl 40 60IRRIARRS 1!4, 945 9.5 37 at (;1 96 A1686,1830 247,911 40 00 9 al 14 34 311891-1685 4,974.3s1 6 92 612.4, IR 3 i 22 93 71106-1900 3,530,160 0.3 99.7 44 56 6 2.5 66 32

1901-1906 3,910,57(1 3.0 97 51 49 12 (1.6 2 92 -...81906-1910 4,362,015 26 74 52 46 0..1 15 2.4 1.5 75 , 2_
1 The data for this table were taken from an offleiel publication of the university entitled "ColumbiaUnlveraltyGifts and Endowments -- 1754 - 1604," and from the reports of the treasurer of the universitycovering the years subsequent to 1901. This covers the Columbia Corporation alone and does not includeBarnard and Teachers' (.olleges.

is true of Yale and Columbia. For Princeton, however, there is a different
story. Only once during the colonial period was any aid given by the State to
Princeton. In 1762 the assembly granted the right ,to hold a lottery for nn
amount not to exceed 0,000." This was very real help, and since it involved a
special act of the legislature it is fair to assume that it Shows friendliness on
the'part of the' State. A few years after this period closes, the State granted
to the college £600 annually for three years, to be paid in quarterly payments."
In the report of the committee which 'represented the college before the legis-
lature it appears that legislators retied the objection that the institution was
under the " sole and exclusive control of one denomination of Christians."
The difficulties with which this act was passed and the result of the act show
the extent to which the College of New Jersey was not a State institution.

Murray : filet. of F.duc. In New Jersey. p. 27.
Maclean, Vol. 1, p. 13, gives a copy of the repoit of2a committee appointed to apply tothe State for aid.
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It Is said onsgood authority, declares Maclean, that not one of the legislators
who voted for the act was returned to his office at the ensuing election, so

. -bitter was the feeling against the act.'
_ It is to be remembered that New Jersey, unlike Connecticut and Massachu-setts, was setIld_liy people of several different religious sects. mid that while
religious education of the Congregational type practically meant State educe-
tion for Yale and Harvard, it meant only church education for the New Jerseycollege,"

A more careful study of ge problem 'of higher education and the State isinviting. but a ketv illustrations to show that State education of collegiate grade,while understood and practiced in part, was not a fully established educationalsocial philoSophy in the colonial days, serves our purpose. Wheelock's Indianschool received aid, £50 per. annum for five years, once from the Colony of NewHampshire. gild after the school became Dartmouth College it received aid of#00 in 1771 and f500 in 1773, after which no formal request was ever. made,though one was prepared in 1775." New Hampshire apparently had no thoughtof Dartmouth as a State institution.
The college of Rhode Island was essentially a denominational echool estab-lished in a State where the Baptist faith predominated but hy'the church ofthat denomination in several Colonies. There should theoretically' have been

no hindrance to waking their college quite as much an object of State concern
as was the ease with Yale, Harvard. and Kings; but tLe facts show that little
help was ever received by the eollege from the Colony, due, no doubt, to RhodeIsland's insistence upon a rent separation of church and stn to.

At *Witham and Mary the relation of college anti stale varied With the
governors of the province,, several of whom were exceedingly unfriendly to.higher education in geueral, and to President Blair and his college in particu-lar. But in spite of these the college received min, genuine assistance fromthe Colony; At the outset it was granted a duty, on liquors imported, and onFkins and furs exported, which by October., 11I95. amounted to f441 sterling,*
and "upwards of 3,0(a) pounds communibioconabi."" In 1718 a grant of #1,000was made by the Colony to establish three scholarships (part 'of this fund wasInvested In negro slaves). In 17211 a grant of £200 annually for 21 rt.ars w'asmade 4rom the duty on liquors. In 1734 this increased to include the entireincome of the 1 penny per gallon duty on liquors, providing that part of themoney should be used for the purchase of books, each of which was to bear
a label, reading "The gift of the General Assembly of Virginia in the Year1734."" In 1759 the college received another' grant in the form'of a tax on
peddlers.. Without making the list exhaustive, it is evident that the State
took an interest in the college and bore a fairly substantial part of its financial
burdens, even if it did not assume the real responsibility.

CONDITIONAL AND UNCONDITiONA14 GIFTS.
In the case of Harvard there seems to lave been a gradual and fairly per-sistent tendency for people to speci the college should use their gifts.At Yale there was somewhat of a general tendency toward unconditional gifts;
*Madsen, Vol. I, p. 18.
*During and following the Revolution Yale-could not get help from the State for muchthe same reason. The legislature demanded that " civilians" be placed on the boeld oftrustees; before the State rendered aid. This was finally done.
* Chase, pp. 272, 277.

Sr*Bruce, Philip Aleiander: Institutional History of Virginia in the Seventeenth Cest-Atnry, Vol. I, p. 895.
Howe's History of the Colony of Virginia. p. 825.

am. is another evidence that the Stite did not consider the rodeo a State thetatetien..111512*-22-41
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hut moat of the early gifts were Conditional. At Princeton also there was a
tendency to place some condition upon the gifts, and with the emphasis in the
early years somewhat hetween that for Yale, which emphasizes conditional
and that for Harvard which emphasizes unconditional gifts.

In the early days a college was Just one thing. It was a teaching institution
only and there was little occasion for giving other than " to the college." Yet
many gifts were carefully safeguarded with conditions.

A glance at the succeeding columns of the tables, however, and, an explana
that of some of the large figures In the." purpose specified" column will suffice
to show that the main current, even of the conditional gifts, was generally In
line with the fundament aim and practical needs of the college. Taking the
73 per cent in the " pu lose specified " column of the Itarcard table. the ex-
planation Is simply £60 worth of books and am Iris. dd. toward ': the repairs
of the college." The 99.5 per cent in li17l-1075 is largely accounted for by the
contributions from 44 towns "for the erection of a new building far the
college," amounting to over £2,000. The 90 tier went in 140-1700 is mostly
accounted for by the east of Stoughton Hall, built and presented to the college
by the Hon. William Stoughton in 1099. The first ton per cent in the "purpose
wedded" column of the Princeton table was gifts to the aid of pious and
indinent students, a very-comilkon mode of aSSistnee in those days, as it is
now in many eolleges. in the Yale table the first 10 per tent refers to hooka
for the library, and the swond to nearly 1.000 volumes, mostly from England.

GIFTS FOR PRESENT USE AND FOR ENDOWMENT.

'1.1w next general. grouping Of the funds is into those for present use and
- those for permanent endowment. It is very noticeable-Mar all through this

iviod the gifts were the Main 1w by the colle,,ze. The "dead
lunar good or had, player little !tart In this period of our (Attention& history.
The 100 per cent in the ilarcnrd table, "permanent endowment column,
1646-16.10. was just toe bequest, and that to the college in general. The 64
per cent in 1(166 -1670 was for the establishment of two fellows and two
scholars." The 75 per vent in' 1710-17344 was for the maintenance ccf preacia44.
and for the education of pious young men for the etistry, itoth entirely
appropriate to the needs of Harvard at that time. This saMe tendency appears
to have been true for the otherecolteges.

now GIFTS WERE CONDITIONED,

Mimi and how many kinds of restrictions were placer) upon these gifts?
From the very. start there are restricted gifts. at* tirst few in number, and
falling within the main object of the college:but gradually increasing in
number and variety until in the present day they are extremely numerous.
During the period under discussion, however, they _vere few in number.. They
are for buildings, for the library, for aid of pious and indigent students, for
Scholarships and fellowships, for equipment. and for professorships,

INFLUENCE OF CONDITIONAL GIFTS UPON THE GROWTH OF TUE mum,:

To what extent do these restrigftil gifts tend to broaden the purpose and
function of the college? There can he cited numerous instances of where an
entirelt new fleld,of work has been undertaken Wv a college as the result of
such a gift. Observatories, scientific schools, 11 pitals, and botanical gardens
are common illustrations of this. In the colonial days, however, when the
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economic and *slat life was restricted : when for the tnie .part professionallife meant the ministry. and a ministry whose profession rested upon oceeptedtruths and philosophies long ago written. down iu books. and not uponand training in the discovery of new truth and the making of new creeds: whenall learning was book learning: we expect the condition", hiee,i upon beliee
factions to reflect these ideas and conditions.

To say that "endowineut Iia not prod idol an eilucutional exiirrimett ntltllit tins completely departed from the common aims and ideas of people in gen-eral. honever. is to restrict the meaning of educations] experiment. The found-ing Of a profesSorship of divinity in 1721 was an experiment In a wity, eventhough theology wat then the venter of the college curriculum. It this pro-tessorship did iwthing startling by way of edilettriollA experimentation. it otleast shifted the emphasis in the Harvard curricultim, which means that itwade liarvanl it slightly different Harvard from what it had been.
So, while on examination of the tables shows that nothhg cry unusual wasstargsi by gifts during this periode- it also shows that without the gifts thetdieges would lime been different front what they were.
.t study of the gifts "to pious and indigent students" is especially interest-ing. Yule seems to haverecei4d nothing for this purpose before 1s2.1. Thesame is not true. however. for either Harvard or Princeton. The fact that thetendency to add to these funds toThiy, and that they are of witch large emise-tilleilve in our theological rolleges particularly, gives us a weial interest inthe-early ancestry of this particular kind of beneficence. We cap not helpnoting the absence of such fowls in our modern ientitie schools T. y. thatour present res earch fellowship is the Mille thing is mit true. 011111101H VCsellolarships and fellowships are very old metlusls of 0111etits and notifl an. way elinnelell with the funds here considerlst. In _eolonhil times

the comfit ion almost always read "for the benefit of idotis and 1mill:en( studentsI flit, gospel ministry," or words to that effect. $ hive a large pervelittigy. of
el 4011 of college p.t intents we re training for the ministry." it is lorhaps unfair
to lissome that indigence was regarded as a virtue or proper qualification forentering that pnifession. The ineoutue of a minister was shout equal to that of
a professor, sa"the economic ()Wool: for tie' theillogica) student could scarcelyIse respousihie for the ministry calling its members largely from the indigentclass. Whatever the explanation, It seems a fact that, kolonisi .Harvard and
Princeton did silifridiA` a class of strident,: Who rho:shit4 its " indigent. pious,and desirous of entering the ministry."

The plan of establishing scholarships anti fellowships. granted on basis of
scholarships and general ability, appears first at Harvard in 1643, with it gift of
£1151 from. lady Moulson, of England. There were 'Very few such funds es-tablished in the colonial period: but there were enough to show that the idea,
old in Europe of course. had been brought into the colonial college.

The gifts for the establishment of professorships.- usually regarded as on thewhole the most usefttl'of all conditional benefactions to higher education," haveplayed some part in the development of our colleges since the first gift for thatpurpose In 1721. when the Hollis professorship of divinity was established at
Harvard. From then on these gifts take a prominent place among Harvard's
benefactions. and there are a few such gifts to Yale and Princeton. Table 7will show, In order of their establishment, the kinds' of professorships whichwere established in this period, the field of work each covered, and how eachwas endowed.

',See ^ Professional Distribution of College and University Graduates," by Battey R.Burritt, U. B. flu. of Witte. Bul., 1912, No. 19.
M see President As. Rep. of Harvard Univ., 1001-2, p. 61.
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TABLE 7.Distribution and character of pre-Recolutio»ary professorships.

. .
Dates. Field of work t6 be covered. How endowed. Place. Founding gift.

1721 Divinity. (lift by Thos. Hollis Harvard Income £40 an-
nually.

1727 Mathematics and natural
philosophy.

Gift by Thos. Hollis Harvard £390 sterling.
1754 Divinity Gift by Philip Livingston.... Yale .C2t,I sterling.
1764 Hebrew and other oriental

languages.
Bequest by Thos. Himeock.. Harvard £1,000 sterling.

1766 Divinity. Gift by Jim. Williams Princeton .£100 sterling.
1771 Rhetoric and oratory......,. Bequest by Nicholas Boylston Harvard £1,500 sterling.

Here are six professorshipsthree of which are divinity and two others
more or less allied to divinity, four founded by bequest and two by gift, all
but one on a fair foundation and that one soon enlarged by subscription
founded ifi the half century preceding the Revolution, which, when considered
in the light of. the .small faculties of that time, represent is very substantial
accomplishthent for philanthropy. The fields covered by these professorships
were all entirely legitimate, in fact essential to the -meaning of a Tollege at
that time. We must not overlook the fact, however, that such a gift was not
made at Harvard *during almost its first century of work. at Title during its
first half century, and at Princeton for 20 years. The precedent for founding
professorships is, of course, very old in Europe, and it is 41 bit surprising that
such endowthents were begun so late in the Colonies.

The endowment of the library is scarcely second in importance to that of
professorships. The column representing gifts to the library is only partially
complete, since so many of the gifts were in books and manuscripts, the value
of which was only occasionally to be found. The money gifts te libraries
during this peri0d, includi,tig gifts of books when value was stated, were more
prominent in Tale than in Harvard or Princeton.

THE FORM OF GIFTS.

. The form of the gift varies somewhat with the college. but in all the larger
percentage of benefactions for thisperied are by direct gift instead of by be-
quest.. This is slightly so for Harvard, more-so for Princeton, and pronounced*
so for Tale. The bequests are more often presented for permanent 'rather
than for immediate ,use, though they have not been segregated here to show
this.

IMPORTANCE OF GIFTS FROM ENGLAND.

Before passingfrom this period some note should be taken of the important
part which the mother country played in providing money for the infant col-
leges in this country. Evidence for this is shown_ for Harvard only. From
these figures, however, it is evident that the colonial colleges had many friends
in the mother country. In fact, without these gifts It is' hard to say what
might have been the fate of colonial Harvard.

English donations did not come through the avenues of the church and
religious societies alone, though religious motives are often evident in the

'conditions adhering to the gifts, which were for the aid of library, professor-
ships, indigent students, etc.

When war broke down the friendly feeling between the tWo countries this
remarkable source of support, valuable in more ways than one, rapidly dried
up. It is frequently pointed out that the beginning of our national period is
the ending of English .and the beginning. okFrench influence in our higher
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education. Co it is. and the ;4141illg of the column of figures here referred ,fn
is a concrete statement of one of the things that is meant by 04' ending of the
English influence.

When we.consider these figures in the light of the developments which the
gifts opened up and the suggestions they hroukht to our colleges, we have
more than a word picture -of this transition stage in one of our higher _institu-
,tions of learning.

There i§ one table (Table 6) not yet referred,to, dealing -with King's -Col-
lege, later Columbia University. The fact that -this college received so little
by way of donations through this period, and a fairly regular amount from the
Colony, makes it a marked exception. This study is dealing with philanthropy,
and not with the lack of it, and can only pass this with the suggestion thaf
the political life of New York. the religious restrictions attaching to the founda-
tion of the college, and the general and growing attitude of unfriendliness
which the people felt toward the English church, and also the English Crovern-
nient, made it more diflieult for the people to sympathize with the college and
treat it aq an institution of the people. Without attempting to analyze the
cause further, it must he referred to here-as a markcd exception to the rule of'
college building in colonial gmerica ; and in view of the fact that gifts for
other colleges not infrequently came from people in New York, we can only
infer that the people themselves were not neglectful of higher education, but
only of this college.

8IIMMARy AND CONCLUSIONS.

This concludes a description of the educational philanthropy of the colonial
period. If we were to try to characterize it briefly, we. should say that, In-the

of the economic conditions under which a group of young
forming, it was extensive and that it was consciously focused' upon a vital
social problem. We should say that organized religion dominated practically
all the colleges and a large proportion of the gifts, and often denominationalism
tried to bend the college in this or that direction, most often with little illeffect. We should say that there is good evidence that a very large per-
centage of the gifts were solicited, usually for a specific purpose, and that,
therefore the conditions of many gifts were actually determined by the col-
lege authorities themselve% which argues that, after all,. the colleges did 'not
take 'form to a very marked extent in terms of the ideas,' or v' ',9 either,'
of philanthropists. We should say that the restricted gifts which _cut to the
colleges were focused in reasonable prpportion uptni the fundamental needs of
the schools, such, for instance, as buildings and grounds snot shown separately
in .the tables), professorships, library, and scholarships. We should say that
the unrestricted gifts, though in relative amount they varied for the three
colleges, show flsubstantial and-,fairly dependable source of support for leach,
and that the tendency to give for immediate needs was' as commendable as It
wits,pronounced, when we realize the11mired resources of the colleges.

We should say also that there is evidence in the foundation documents and
facts pertaining to the actual establishing of the colleges that they were all
William and Alary a partial exceptionintended from the start to rest upon
philanthropy, and that the important service' of philanthropy was not in its
money and property gifts alone, but in responsibility borne and service rendered,
service which meant not' only self-sacrifice tp a cause but constructive thinking
and planning.

While the cohytiai governments rendered most important service' to William
and Mary, Yale, Harvard. and- King's, though not to- Princeton, Brown, Dart-

. mouth, and -Rutgers, it does not appear that in any case the Colony frankly
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and fully aceeptqd the responsibility for developing a college. State aid to
higher education was an accepted fal.t when we think of Massachusetts. Con-
nectieut. Virginia..und New York, but not elsewhere. And in these cases there
are explanations to be made which do not fully. justify our calling any of
them State institutions in the present accepted sense.

If there is in this's lesson for modern philanthropy, It is in the persistence
with which the gifts flowed into the colleges under all circumstances, and the
sic and sane direaions under which these gifts did their work.



Chapter III.
THE EARLY NATIONAL PERIOD, 1776-1865.

THE PERIOD CHARACTERIZED.

The treatment of the years 1776 to '1S4I5 its one period in the history of
educational Philanthropy is a more or less arbitrary division of time in the
nature, extent, or methods of giving during these years. Yet there are some
reasons, aside from cunvenience, for studying these first 90 years of our na-
tlanal existence as a single period.

As was pointed out above, the gifts from England, practically ceased at thetime of the Revolution. The Colonies now became independent States, d
begun to face grave social and political responsibilities. Not only were theties with the mother country broken, but new, and for future educational
development, significant friendships were formed in Europe with peoples
whose educational ideas and institutions were quite unlike those of England.
In .losing this important source of support and influence, in'fohning new poi
laical and, as it proved, educational ties In Europe, and in facing her new po-
litical future, all American institutions enter upon a new period and must
learn to function in new terms.

Once a Nation was established, its next great political crisis was in 1861.
During, these years there had been remarkable political and industrial aehieve-
ments, important religious movements, an utiheard:of expansion. of population
to the west, and numerous and .varied social philosophies had been tried out
and proved failures in practice.

All these movements and ideas were mere or less reflected in the develop-
ment of higher education. There had been a decline in interest in education,
succeeded by an educational revival; there had been a rapid growth in the
number of colleges; the Nation find the States had shown an interest in edu-
cation by the'ordinances of 1785 and '1787 and by the actual founding of sev-eral State colleges. It is mainly to philanthropy, 'however, that we must
lotik as the chief agency 'in the development of the American college during
these first 90 'years of our national iffe. To trace the development of collegesthrough these years. and to describe the part Which philanthropy played, is*
the problem or this chapter.

.
THE NIJMBER OF COLLEGES AND tioW STARTED.

So far as mere numbers of institutions are concerned, private giving bore the
larger part of the responsibility for higher learning during the early years.
The States took no very 'definite step before 1794, and then in most. cases fol-
lowed rather tardily the lead of private and church -endowed colleges. What

33
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the States did, however, wassnot insignificant. From the foundation of 'Mr-
iiard doivn they had contributed liberally to higher education.'

While making an occasional grant upon request from a college is different
from taking full responsibility. yet wo must re..dember two things:' First,
States were themselves in uroceSs of making and had no traditions oprece-
dents to follow in such matters,: -second, private liand church-endowed educa-
tion, had ,Lenturies of-precedent and traditions to point the wily. in other
words, society had been accustomed\o using the church and private agencies
for handling its college problems, and it is not surprising that it was slow in
placing that function upon the State.'

During this period, then, 'one stiy that the, ideas of State support Apid
control of higher education worked themselves out, but that the chief buTden
rested upon private and church donations:
* This is brought out still more clearly in Table 8, which showsoe names of
all the States added .to the 'original 13 during this period, the dittos of their

AIR

admission, the name, date, and source of control of the first college 'established
) in t:tit'it, 0)6 date whey the State college or university was. founded. and the

nymber of colleges which had been founded in each State before the State tint
vt.rsity was established. ,

There are 23 States in thi group, and in only 2. Nevada and Florida, was
the State university the tinist institution of higher education founded. 0In tltree
others, however. the State and a Ornately endowed school were started in the
smile year. A comparison of the date columns in the Wilt. will show that in
most cases the State was"more than 10 years ()Id before it established a State
college or university. This was dollbneaS due in most cases to the fact that
the State was already well supplied with colleges, as appeal's from the next to
the last column in the table. One other set of facts in this table is of interest
viz, the control of these colleges. In nearly every case it was the church which
did the pioneering. Those marked nonsectarian were usually none the less
religious projects, and some of them so marked were originally denollamtional.

Philanthropy, for the most part- through the church, is therefore not oply' re-
sponsible from the standpoint of mere numbers of colleges throughout this
period, but also for the actual college pioneering of the ever-broadening frontier
of the new country.

Williams College (1793) received State grants as follows: 1789, lottery for £1,200.
building for free school: 1793, L1,200; in 1816, three-sixteenths of the Massachusetts
bank tax for 10 years, equaling $30,000; in 1859 a moiety of money from sale of flack
Bay lands, ;$25,000, last grant in 1868, $73,000. Colby College (1813) _(Nlaipe was
then part of Massachusetts) received State grants as follows from Massachusetts: in
1813 a township of land, and again in 1815 a township of laud: from Maine, in 1821,
$1,000 a year for T years (to reduce tuition fees) ; 1825, $1,000" annually for three years;

_1829, $1,000; 1832, $1,000 (one-half to help indigent students) ; 1861, two 'half town-
ships of land on condition that' college raise $21,000 by Apr. 1, 1863; In 1903, $15,000to rebuild (after fire). Amherst College (1821), in 1827, in 1831, In 1832, 1838, and in
1839, requests refused; In 1847, $25,000 granted. Bowdoin.College (1802), in 1704, live
townships of land; in 1820, $1,500 plus $1,000 annually "until the legislature shall
otherwise direct "; in 1820 also $3,000 annually for seven years, beginning. 1824.

-r
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'11Ast.tc R.Thife of estahltAhment and sources of support and ennlent of the firstconeOe or UniFerRiiY in each of the tatem admitted before 186.7.

States.
Data 1
ad-

mitted.;

Kentucky
Vermont
Tennessee
Ohio
Louisiatta
Indiana
Mississippi
Illinois
Alabama
Maine
Missouri
Arkansas....
Michigan
Florida

Iowa.
Texas
Wisconsin
California.
Minnesota
Oregon
Kansas
West Virginia
Nevada

- 1792
1791
1796
1102
1812
1816
1817
1818
1819
820

.18
Kt
845

ISIS
1845
1848

1850

1858
1859
1581
1863
1864

First college.

Name.
Dal

estab-
lished.

C

Control.

State
univer-'
city

found -i
ed.

Col leges
found-

ed
before
State

univer-
sity.

Transylvania University 1798 Nonsectarian. . . ... 1865 ILMiddlebury College 1800 do 1800 0Tuseulum 'College 1794 do 1794 0Marietta College 184 do 1808Jefferson College 1832 Roman Catholic... 1860 4Vincennes University MO i Nonsectarian 1524 1Mississippi ColJege 182n Baptist .>t 1848 2Shurtieff College. . '- 1527 do 1868 21Spring Hill College 1830 Roman Catholic... 1511 1Bowdoin College 1802 Nonsectarian 1868 2St. Louis UniverAity 1818 Roman Catholic... 1847 4ArkansasCollege 1872 Presbyterian 1117 0.Kalamazoo College 1833 Baptist. 1841 1
1847 0Jews Wesleyan College. 1842 Methodist 1.869 13Baylor University 1845 Baptist. 1876 6Carroll College 1848 Presbyterian 1848 21College of the Pacific

\University} of Santa Ctars
1851
1,61 .

Methodist _

Roman Catholic 1869 5Hemline University.. 1854 Methodist 1969 4Vacitic University 1854 Congregational.,.. 1870 5St. Mary's College.. 1848 Roman Catholic... 1863 4Bethany College 1841 Disciples 1868 1
1886

THE BEGINNINGS.

..During the Revolution higher education received a brier setback, but soonshowed a tendency to keep pace with the growth of the population. The storyof the beginnings of practically all the colleges founded duKing this period isone of penury: They were'not launched with large foundation gifts or grants,such as were common at4he close of the century, but most often by small giftscollected by subscription, as the following illustrations plainly show:- Williams College, founded in 1793, grew out of a free school established in1755 by a bequest from Col. Ephraim Williams.'
Bowdoin. College, founded in 1794, received its first important gift of $1,000.and 1,000 acres of land, worth 2 shillings an acre, from Mr. Bowdoin.
Middlebury College, founded in 1800, started with $4,000. made up of small.donations from the citizens of the town of Middlebury.
Amheist College, founded in 1821, began as an academy started by 4 sub-Fription in 1812 and us a college with a subscription,of $52,244, known as thecharity fund.
Oberlin College, founded in 1833 as one of the manual-labor projects, startedwith a gift of 500 acres of land, worth about $1,50 per acre, supplemented byale usual subscription plan.
Mount Holyoke Seminary and College, founded in 1836, started oh smallsubscriptions, 1,800 of which amounted to $27,000.
Marietta College, founded in 1835, received her first funds of $8,000 by sub-scriptions and erected her sect:Intl building on funds raised 'by subscriptions at$2 per subscriber. t

This bequest could not have been large, for In 1789, upon request, the Sate grantedIts trustees a right to raise £1,200 by lottery, the proceeds to be.used to erect a buildingfor the free school.
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A very large number of these colleges began as academies. The idea of a
college as an academy grown large seems to have been an accepted principle
In philanthropic and State education alike.'

Of -the 1-1-c4Ileges founded between the close of the Revolution and the open-
ing of thp nineteenth century. Williams. Hampden-Sidney, Union. Hamilton,
Washington and Jefferson, and Washington and Lee. all began as academies or
schools of that rank, with practically no funds. The story of this period is
therefore a story of simple pioneering, and that on n small scale.

HOW THE WORK WAS ACCOMPLISH):D.

From the above it is clear that higher education was to be largely- supported
and directed by the church. The college was a definite part of the plan to
propagate the Christian religion, and early in the new century the cry for an
educated ministry was voiced by almost every religious publicutioji. Response
to this need in the -form of church boards of education will' be discussed later.
It must be pointed out here, however, that between the years 1S30 and 1850
the number of theological seminaries increased from 2r to 38.

This religious work in founding colleges is often denominational, tiff may be
seen from the fifth column in Table 8. The older colleges in the East sent
missionaries into the new country across the mountains to meet the " spiritual
necessities of the western country," as an officer of one of the earliest colleges
declares. Table 9 shows that all but 33 of the colleges of this period were
established by philanthropy, 167 of the 271 being distinctly denomination-al
projects and 71 others being religious but nonsectarian.

TABLE 9. .Number yf colleges, universities, and technical schools established
during the three periods and number under the canoes types of control.

Periods.

Colonial period, 1635-1776.
Early national period, 1776-

18
Later

M
natidnal period, 1865-

1915.

Method- Roman
ist. Callteho-

31

27

Sectarian. Non-
sects-

rhiaurti ,

Ba Pres-rus byte Others.'Others.' Total. reli-
gious.

r
1

27

21

27

35

37

53

167

178

Total
rah- State.

gious.

71

68

238

246

1

33

62

Thus the work of philanthropy through this period is to remain where it was
in colonial timesin the hands of the church. There is, then. nothing specially
new by way of general motive or machinery for putting that motive to work.
Religion tries to meet its problems by training, for religious and political leader-
ship. It does this in the hand-to-mouth fashion to which it has long been
accustomed. Williams', Amherst, Middlebury, Hamilton, and Oberlin were

'The laws of Maryland, Ch. VIII, 1782, concerning "An act for fOunding a college at
Chestertown," says: Whereas former legislatures of this State have, according to their
best abilities, laid a considerable foundation in this- good work, in sundry laws for the
establishment and encouragement of county schools, for the study of Latin, Greek, writ-
lag, and the like, Intending, as theiroeuture circumstances might permit, to engraft or
raise on the foundation of such schools mow extensive seminaries of learning by erect-
ing one or more colleges, or Rlaces of universal study, not only In the learned languages,
but in' philosophy, divinity, law,- physic, and other useful and ornamental arts and
sciences," etc.

'Quarterly Register, Vol. V, p. 331.
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foam' .y much as were Harvard. Yale. anal Princeton. The problems theyhoped ve were match the same, and (fie methods of carrying on their workwere icKgIy the same, with the exception that early in the new centurythe churches hOzain to develop hoards of education through which a new typeof philanthropy. aimed directly at the preparation of a trained ministrywasadministered.

Further detail"? study of the development of philanthropy in the older founda-tions, In typical foundations of this period, and of church boards of.edneationshould bring to light'any new ideas or methods of work which be philanthropythis riod has to offer.

PHILANTHROPY 1N THE OLDER COLLEGES. (
1, A PERIOD OF SMALL. GIFTS, SMALL INCOME, AND SMALL ENDOWMENT..

To follow out the developments which took plaice in the older foundationswe have to refer again to Tables 2. 3, 4. 5, and 6. where the data discussed inchapter :i are carried forward.
These c011eges passed through the stormy periaal of the Revolution, In whichthey all suffered more or less. Yet they survived. and an examination of thetotal columns in these tables seems to indicate that the spirit of philanthropywas kept alive throngli it all. The total gifts to tin rvorti during the years1771-1775 were relatively large, though they dropAd during the decade follow-ing. Yale and Prineton, on 'the other hand, received but little by way ofgifts during th!s period, but came well up to their average during the decadefollowing, while King's College appears not to have been affected seriously.Aside fri-min few large gifts just before the (Iv I War, this was a periodof small gifts for these old eolleges. Harvard de dell upon small sabscrip-(Ions to erect Divinity Hall in .1826, to establish a professorship of naturalhistory in 1805, and a professorship of geology in 1820. More than three-fourths of Yale's endowment fund of $100,000 was ra sed in 1831 and 1832 by1Vyllis Warner in a similar way.'

It was also a time when permanent endowments w re mall, and when thecolleges were often struggling with heavy deficits. 'ale'S income from in-vested funds In 1831 amounted to but $2.300, while tie income from tuition''us too small to cover tote necessary expenditurescof 05.474' In appealingto the legislature for aid in 1822, Yale declared her debt to he $11,000, vilthpermanent productive funds of but $:410410. In 1825 HUrvard's expendithres
exceeded her income by more Until $4,000, while as late a.. 1840 her productivefunds amounted to only about $156,120.' 'Rhode Island ollege changed hername to Brown University in 1804 for a gift of $5,000.

An examination of the total columns in these four tabl shows that it Wasnot only a period of small gifts but also,one of small total income. With thefunds. that were at the disposal of Yale in 1800, it is not .urprising that theambition of the college to become a university could be satisfied with theestablishment of schools of law, medicine, and theology in terms of a singleprofessorship for each of those fields.
o

'Baldwin, reissue oi"innals of Yale," appendix, pfesents list of subscribers.'Steiner, B. C. Hist. of Educ. In Coon., p. 152, Washington, D. C., 1803.Quincy, " History of Harvard College," II, 880, makes the former of these statementson authority of the treasurers report of that year. The second Is from the tieasurer'Ireport of 1840, ibid., appendix No. LX.

ti
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2. EXPANSION OF .THE COLLEGE ASO INFRFASE OF CONITIONAL GIFTS.

Our corn era here is not with the mere size of the gift, homover, but par
ticularly with the conditions upon "which the gift is received. As a college
expands from one ti Many buildings, fromsa classical to a seirtifie program,
frog one to many instructorshi other words. front a traditional college to a
university its needs tend to become more and more diverse, and so, specific.
as opposed to general The donor who in the old day saw only the college
now sees laboratories. various kinds of professorships. buildings, libraries,
departments of this and that, etc., and if not consulted about- his gift. Is less
likely to give to the "college." since the college has now become a vague innd
indefinite thing. .

A lid such developments we should ?meet gifts to be made less frequently.
to e general funds of the institution. an more often to a single specified partthe
of. it. An examination of"oilumns four and five of our tables shows that this
was roughly the tendency in all cases. The per cult given to "general fund,"
with some exceptions, gradually grows smaller and the per cent to "specified
purposes" larger..

The question arises as to whether the new depailures were more often initi-
ated by the president or hoard of trustees or. by some donor Who eoliceIveil the
idea and proposed its adoption by offering to endow it. This can not be
answered fully for the reason that all the facts concerning the naming of row
ditiona_upon which a 'gift is -offered can not now be obtained. It appears that
most 'Of the gifts of this period were conditional. While it is true that the'new
professorships, by way of which new departments and schools were usually
opened up. are named in memory of some special donor,' yet we eau (lot be sire
that

A
growth in these terms was not largely directed by the college.

E. IIOW,.THE GIFTS WERE CONDITIONEIN

A second question of interest about a gift Is whether it is to be available
for immediate use or to become a part. of the produetive funds of the college.
Thief* colonial times, as was pointed out above, gifts were most generally for
immediate use. That Is slightly less true for this period, as may be seen .from
a study of columns six and seven of the table. It is decidedly less ti to for
Harvard, whose. "'Permanent endowment " funds show a steady grimth all
thrOugh the period. ,

A further study orthese tables will show the conditions under whicrthe
early narrow streams of beneficence flowing' into these colleges gtadually
widened duringthese 90 yvars. The library column would be enlarged if all
of the gift,, of books could have been included. It appears that the library
received proportionately lesS at Yale through thki, period than it had been re-
ceiving, that no money gifts went to the libraries at Columbia and at Princeton,
while- at Harvard such giftS increased slightly and became more constant.

The first professorship evgr founded in this country was that of divinity at
Harvard, endowed by Thomas Hollis in 1721. There' were five others founded
in Harvard, Yale, and Princeton during the colonial period, after wifich almoSt
aconstant stream of gifts at Harvard and Princeton are for this 'prow*. At
Yale no gifts for this purpose are recorded from 1760 to 1820. After this date.
however, there is a fairly regular and substantial tendency to endow instruc-
tion. Columbia has had much less of this kind of pssistunce, there having been
but one such large /eft ($20,000 in 1843) previous to the year 1896. The de-

Of the 85,pprofeasovahlpe and lectureships established at Harvard by 1805, 20 were
named for some benefactor of the collge,
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velopments in this particular line of giving coincide roughly with the periodof expansion of the little traditional college into a university.

Reference to the "pious and indigent studen,ts" column in .these tables shows
that at Harvard the gifts to this cause are irregular and relatively less than
in the enrlier years; at Princeton they become more reiular; and relativelylarger. At Yale, where no such gifts appear before 1821, the response is irregu-lar mai slight. At Columbia practically no gifts,are for the " poor and pious."

Assistanee to srmienfs direct comes through another channel (see scholar
ship and fellowship columns of the tables), In which poverty and piety play noport. It has long been the custom to give money to pay. the tuition of the
brightest student. as judged by competitive .xittiination, and from our tablesthis rotinues to be stipported. Before 18:3. Ilakard and Princeton show muchmore interest in the poor nd pious than lit this group. Yale tends to faVor
the tplipetitive scholarship idea, mad at ColUlaida. 1014're the poor and pious.ra .ive little or no attention, a large and constant proportion of gifts go tostlYiilarships and fellowships.

4/Ile other way of helping the student directly is by use of prizes. Accountwas kept of stall gifts, but they proved to he irregular in all cases and of no,,;reitt consequence. so they do not appear in the tables: By adding togetherthe two items who'll/1;114)R- ivad " pious and indigent students '' In the tableswe set' that there is much edurational philanthrOphy which chooses to go di-rectly to the student rathip* than indirectly through provision of instructors,
W_intry, laboratory, buihrin,gs,.etc. It Is not the large educational eikerprise inmuch such donors are interested: it is an dividual, and philanthropy is withthem a personal matter, that is, true charity.

4. LARGE nIFTS OF THE PERIon.

Tiler, were a f(4 larite gifts received during this period. Leaving out the
funds raised by subscipthin, the importatit gifts to three of the old colonial
colleges during this period are recorded in Table 10, %vhich shows their form,date, amount, and purpose.

TABLE 10.--A mounts and condition* of the- large gifts to Harvard, Yale, andVolumbia from 1776 to 1865.

College. Date.
Form of
dona-
tion.

Amount. Conditions controlling gift.

Harvard
Harvard

1514 Gift $20,000 To found professorship of Greek.1,16 Bequest , 20,000 I To found professorship of French, Spanish, and liters-
Harvard 1545 ...do....... 100.000 Unrestricted (to advance ctrtue, science, and litera-ture.)Harvard 145 ...do....... 50,000 Education of young men of rare powers.Harvard... 15.54 .do 50,000 To erect a chapel.Yale. 1525 Gift 25,000 "On specified conditions."Yale isso .do 50,000 To endow Sheffield Scientific School.Yale 1863 40,000 To endow professorship of divinity.Yale 1863 .do 50,000 To endow professorship of Sanserit.Yale. 1864 ...do 175,000 Building for art school.Yale 1864-1867 .do 410,000 Building for a dormitory.Yale. 1165 .do 30,000 For a college chapel.Columbia 1843 Bequest.... 20,000 To endow a professorship.

it would certainty be difficult to question the conditions placed upon these
gifts. There are 13 in all, 5 for' the founding. of professorships, 4 for buildings,
1 for endowment of a scientific school. 1, for scholarships, 1 "on specified con-
ditions'' which are not known, and 1 unrestricted.
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These gifts represent departures but not wide departures from the ordinary
college. The French influence is seen In the establishment of a French and
Spanish professorship, the first of its kind in this country' The influence of
the scientific movement also is shown by the professorships* of natural history
and mineralogy and geology which were established in 1805 and 1820.

It is noteworthy that but one of these gifts is to go to the student direct.
The conditions of the gift provide that young men of rare powers In any depart-
ment of knowledge may be helped, not only after they enter Harvard Inn even
before, wherever they may be found.

Thus it apitears that the large gifts of this period provided only for normal
expansion of the colleges, and probably did not anticipate, except in point of
time, the growth that would have come had these colleges been provided with
unconditional instead of conditional gifts.

Reference to the dates will show how few were the gifts of this size previous
to the middle of the nineteenth century. AR to form, those to Harvard and
Columbia are mostly by bequest, while those to Yaleare by gift direct.-

5. FORM OF THE OlFTS.

Turning again to the last two columns of .Tables 3,,to 6 for a study of the
form of the benefactions. we find that at Harvard there is a slight increase
in the "bequests" column during this period, but that at Yale, Princeton, and
Columbia the burden of the income is by direct gift.

In these tables. then, which are doubtless typical for all theolder colleges,
the developments shoW that the total gifts to the colleges do not increase much
before the second 'quarter of the new century. liy that time income from the
State had grown very irregular orestoiwl entirely. There was a 'tendency
to change from giving "to the college- to giving to some siscial feature of
the collePv. Permanent' endowment received more attention than before and
there was a falling oft of interest in the " pious and indigent," except, at
Princeton. There was *an increased interest in scholarships and fellowships
and a rapidly growing interest in professorships: and gifts rather than be-
quests, Harvard excepted, remained the favorite form of benefacrnons.

PHILANTHROPY IN TIE COMM:ES FOUNDED LATER.

As shown already. the increase in the number of colleges kept pace with the
deVelopment of the country the church continuing as chief sponsor for the pro-
motion of higher education. A hirge percentage of the colleges were definitely
denominational projects, aimed at the development of a trained ministry and'
the spset0 of religious and classical-knowledge among laymen. They were'
often the outgrowth of academies, many ,of which were started on very small
funds obtained by subscription (as Middlebury College .from an-academy with
funds amounting to $4,0001.

Being in many cases the ffspring of the older colleges, developed largely
by and for the people'of the IC.,st who had moved westward, promoted by the
same ministry as that Which had founded and nourished the colonial colleges,"

*Bush, ibid., p. 85, quotes this atatethent from President Eliot.
"According to tenth annua) report of directors of the American College and Educa-

tion Society a substantial stream of gifts was constantly flowing from eastern donors to
the struggling young colleges of the West. The following figures show the amounts of
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under very similar frontier and linanfial conditions we expect the colleges,as well as the nature and methods of their support and control, to resemblethose of the older colleges in the Eatit. In general, In filet one could almostsay In detail, this resemblance did exist.

Amherst College is typical for the period. In Table 11 is shown si\diatribu-tion of its gifts from its origin in 1821 to 1810. The college originated asAmherst Academy. a- subscription fund for wit was started in 1812. Theschool opened In 1814 and by 1818 was beginning the collection'of funds for the.future college. Amherst is one of the nine New England colleges foundedduring this period and began its career both as an academy and as a collegeon money collected by subscription. Its first funds. $51,404, were collected tofound a "Charity Institution." and the great care with which the conditionscontrolling the administration of this fund are set forth" impresses one withthe missionary zeal of the' founders. Article three of this document providesthat tive-sixths of the interest of the fund shall be forever aipropriated to theclassic61 education in the institution of indigent pious young men for theministry, and the other sixth shall be added to the principal for its perpetualincrease, while the principal shall be secured intact and perpetually aug-menting." Here. in the conditions controlling this foundation gift. is evidenee
of the religious aim of the college and of its acceptance of the policy of subsi-dizing young men who qualify as " indigent, pions, and desirous of entering
the ministry." While not the same in detail. this sounds much like the begin-ning of a colonial college.

For a number of years Amherst's history has much to soy about poverty. but ...a eomparison of the total benefactions to Amherst in her early years with thosefor Harvard. Princeton. tool Yale in Tattles 3. 4. and :1 shows that Amherstfared somewhat letter in her infancy than did these older colleges, evenallowing for differences. in money alnes. In the face of her fairly real com-petition for funds with Harvard, Yale. and 'Williams. on the average her
income compares fit voraitly with thot t4-f Prince! I a during the years 1821-130.and then rapidly surpasses Princeton, Ilarvard..and Yale fora number of years.
these gifts by years from 1844 to 1864. This is mostly the work At the CongregationalChurch. If -the many other church societies did as well, then this represents an im-portant source of support for- western colleges.
1844 $15,588 1854_ $11. 250 1865 $14. 7141 1875__: __ $62. 3751845 0. 500 1855 15. 1177 1866__ _ __ 23, 588 1876_ ___... 38. 6911846_ ____ 14,000 1856 18, 887 18117_ _ _ ._ :35.246 1877_ _ ___ 34,5181847 12. 555 1857 12, 181 1808_ _ . _ 51, ;,3111 1878______ 42, 2211848_ _____ 10,000 11458 8,4'28 1s09. . __._ 19,,e,1 1879_ ___._ 37,9941840 34. 300 1859 10, 15(t 11470 65, 695 1680_ _ __._ 38, 9831850 41, 500 1860_ _ _ 18, 291 1871_ _ _1_ 72, 425 1881_____ 220. 84111851 20,500 1861-02 10, 298 187" 51, 02,/ 186.2 64. 22811452_____. .19, 000 1863_ ____ 14, 689 1873_ .._ _ ._ 73, 681 1883_ __ _._ 135, 3441853 13, 496 1864_ _ _ __ 56, 320' 1874_ _ __._ 52, 1119 1884_ __ ._ 88, 137These amounts wer!:,contributed

Western Reserve College, Ohio.
Marietta College, Ohio.
Lane Theological Seminary, Ohio.
Wittenberg College, Ohio.
Heidelberg College, Ohio.
Oberlin College Ohio.
Wilberforce University. Ohio. .Illinois College, Illinois.
Knox College, Illinois.
Wabash College, Indiana.
Beloit College, Wisconsin.
Ripon 'College, Wisconsin.
Washburn College, Kansas.

to the to lowing institutions :
Iowa College, Iowa.
Yellow Springs College, Iowa.
German Evangelical College, Missouri,
Webster College, Missouri.
Thayer College, Missouri.
Drury ("allege, Missouri.
Pact& University. Oregon.
College of St. .Paul, Minnesota.
CArleton College, Minnesota.
College of California, California.
Pacific Theological Seminary, California.Olivet College, Michigan.
Berea College, Kentucky.

u See W. 8. Tyler, "A ifistory of Amherst College," P. 7 g,, for a full statemeat of the14 articles controlling the fund.
The report of the treasurer of Ainherst Collage$96,098,40. fot 1912 shows this fund to be
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TABLE H.Donations and grants to Amherst College, 18.11-1890Distribition
of gifts by indiriduals.'

Per l.ent of total gifts by individuals for
Per cent
in formof
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i

1 Sources from alfehthme data %ere taLen: W. S. Tyler, 11 Ilistory of Amherst College." 1;en. Gary
Busk tint of Higher !Aura. in 514.te.

1 Known as the charity fund. One-sizth of income to be added to prineltal ailualls. In his 1912 re-
. port the college treasurer shows this fund to be S9S.09S.tiO

.

To show how mmplete$ ly acceptable thl!,"ItieW college WaS to the people,
howeyer narrow and local its constituency, wt' need only to look at the attend-
mice and size of the teachiog staff tram the beginning to I9-11. While there
was a 1141'1011s drop in altellthltitv *bout 141 to 1S,I0, there was it statly rise.
The tuition rho rgeS for these years %%Texr as follows:

1833-1 434
1821 _ 1 433_ $30_$33 154 7-1865' .

'27 1455-1464
$3o 1.14;1-1S75

36 I 1 S73-1 556
:13 1404-150s 11$1(91i0i)1836-144 7 47, 1 1486

1834-1436 :to i IS68-1 871 75

It Is evident that the income from whim) was not great, and since in the
eajlier yetirs of /the college nothing was received front the State, practically
the whole burden was carried by philanthropy. How this was done is of some
interest.

Table II given's fair description, one striking feature of which is the final
column, which shows what per cent of all gifts were obtained by the sub-
wriptfint method. Aside from this the table offers little that Is different from
what we have seen in the older Colleges for this perk's!. Most of the gifts
have been conditional, but when we look at the following columns in the table
and see that professorships, library, and buildings have fared so well, it
appears that the conditions plated upon the gifts were expressions of real
needs ~ In the early yeais, as in the older colleges, most of the gifts were
available for 1ml-fedi:Ile use, with a slight tendency toward perminent endow-.ments later.

Aside from the charity subscription at the beginning, which is a* scholar-
ship fund for ministerial students,' no scholarships were founded till 1857,
when about 50 were established. But little money fpr prizes was received dur-
ing this period; so that the amount of OM direct to students, asickt from the
foundation subscription fund, is small in comparison with that givtn to the
library or for professorships or for buildings.

Professorships fared about as well as they did in the older colleg;s during
these same years, while indigence is not subsidized after the initial jpft. An

S
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at Yale, Princeton, and Columbia, most'of the benefactions are by gift ratherthan by bequest.

THEOLOOICAL EDUCATION OF Tit PERIOD,

In 1912-13 there were 179 theological schools reporting to the United StatesCommis:doper of Education, 70 of which were founded during this period.These schools -show permanent endowment funds of nearly $40,000,000, andsince they are all the work hf philanthropy and have from the start constituteda prominent feature of higher education in this country some consideration ofthe methods of philanthropy in their deVelopment Is pertinent to this study.The first separately" organized school of this type .foundea in the UnitedStates was the Andover Theological Seminary. established in 1808. 'Thelengthy creed of this school was" otrefully prepared by the two wings ofCalvinists and has hem publicly read and subscribed to by each professor onhis inatigimitlim and before the trustees every fifth year since the founda-tion." This is how strictly denominational the school has been.
In 1913 the school reported a plant worth $3(10.000 and nearly three -quarters

of a million dollars in permanent endowment funds." It received initial giftsof buildings and $00.009, and before the close of this period possessed fiveendowed professorships.

TABLE 12.---Gifts to permanent fend', of Andover 7'hcolopiro: Seminary, 11407to MO.'

11517 I Fib,
1511 1 5 i ' .
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1541 I5-a
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15661579
1571-157A
1576-IW49
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. , ... . .....
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25,010
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',1, 1551 I 41,041
5.1, Oil .t..

119,099 I

W., 909 .
240,1141 i
14,099

MAIO

Endes-
sorshits

$45,0n
79,099
2.5, MO
ISAal

2.5,011
I 54,99n

43,099
60,990

Library.

F2.c.,4141

29,11011 l

15090

:Scqh;;/, oar.'

,

197,090_
I Data tor this table ohlainc.1 from Cm Garr, Nish s ills!. of higher Ed. in Mass., 0411.II Of this *mount, 110,01) vi as for (ho establishment eta lorturnship.

Table 12 shows the distribution of the permanent funds of the institution.From this table it will be seen that no great part of its gifts for permanentendowment have gone to the general fund, that nothing has gone to scholar-oships or to indigeql and pious students or to prizes, but that many gifts havegone to endow professorships. Only $28,000 of these amounts seems to haveSeen received by way of small subscriptions.
The Bangor Theological Seminary was established in 1814 by. the Societyfor Prdmoting Theological Education. This was one of the eathest-education

societies in America. Its purpose was-.--
raising a fund to assist those well-disposed young men that are desirous,oi en-i, tering in the work of the gospel ministry, but by deficiency of pecuniary re-sonnes are tmalde to'proseeute a course of regular Stud es necessary to qualifythem for a station so important and useful." "The Maine Charity School,"as it was then call , was established for the purpose of promoting religion,morality, etc. 0 native-horn citizens mold ever become trustees.

e Brat, p. 240.
"Rep. II. 8. Cow. of Edu., 1913, p. 325.
"Hall: Higher Mac. In Maine, p. 85.

111512° -22
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In the early days the school had no'. endowment and marks its first Important
gift as- $300. In 1835 a $100,000 endowment fund was started,. but because
of the financial crisis of that time only about one-third of this amount was
raised. Another effort was made in 1849, when $34,000 was raised for the
endowment of two professorships. Since that date the school has prospered.
'In 1913 a permanent endowment of $310,000 was reported.

These are but samples to show how philanthropy, entirely unaided by the
State, took care of education for this particular profession.

OTHER LINES OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING.

What philanthrophy has not done is of some interest here, since we are
concerned with its relation to the development. of all higher education.

Theology has been kept strictly apart froin politics in this country, and
aside from a few early gifts from the State, this profession has been built
up entirely 'by philanthrophy. Its institutional growth was in the beginning
in connection with colleges of liberal training, but toward the close of the
eighteenth century began to develop as separate schools. This was partly in
fear of the rather unorthodox trend in the colleges and partly in order to
better the instruction, since the demand fora better-trained ministry appears
to have been strong. Denominationalism. was also a factor in the case of
church wfhl,ch had not established colleges of their own.

Whil , higher education for the ministry has been handled entirely by
philanthropy,. this' has not been true of either law or medicine. A few pro-
fessorships of law " and physic were established in the .universities before the
end of the colonial period, but appear to have been too academic and indirect
to satisfy the rather utilitarian motives of these two professions. In the
beginning, in fact all through this period, and even later,tfikew busy doctors
taught medicine, and law was learned almost wholly by apprenticeship
despite the rapidly increasing importance of the legal profession after the
Revolution!'

EDUCATION OF WOMEN.

Another important educational movement in the history of, higher education
which originates during this period, and furnishes new motives to philan-
thropy, is that of colleges for women. The movement takes its rise alongIVwith Jacksonian democracy, antislavery agitation, t westwfird move-

ment, and early women's rights agitation, and very rJakes permanent
form in the hands of philanthropy, first through the pioneer work of Mrs.
Emma 1V1llard in the founding of the Troy Female Seminary in 1820 and
the later work of Miss Mary. Lyon in connection with the fonnding of Mount
Holyoke Seminary and College in 1836. .,

After an interest'ng educational career, Mrs. Willard opened the Troy
Female Seminary in 1821. An initial fund of $4,000- was raised by the city!
of Troy Iv taxation and promptly supplemented by' gifts. According to the
curriculta offered,' it is fair. to look upon this as a g!nuine and successful
attempt at higher education for women, even though the school later passed
out of existence. .

In every sense this was a philanthropic enterprise. It succeeded as such
for some 70 years, during which time it wielded a very wide influence and

141 Professorships of law were established at William and Vary in 1799; at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1790; at Columbia in 1793; at Yale in 1801; at Dartmouth In
1808; and at Harvard in 1815;

See Professional Distribution of di-University Graduates, by Bailey B. Bui-
ritt, U. S. Bu. of Ed. Bul., 191p, No.

"See U. 8. Com. of Ed. Rep., 1895-96, I, pp..240-257.
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stoodas one of the important foundation stones which Mrs. Willard laid forthe higher education of women in this country.

Miss Lyon, like Mrs. Willard, proceeded on the assumption that it wasquite at important to enlist the interest and sympathy of the great mass ofpeople as it was to secure funds. She planned, therefore, to raise $30,000 by ...small subscriptions to start Mount Holyoke Seminary and College. Whew onereads that one of the record books of sbacriptions contained the names ofmore than 1,800 subscribers from 90 plasuns , promising a total of $27,000, insun varying from 6 cents to $1,000," and t en reads that it wgs Miss Lyon'swish to " put within the reach of students of moderate means such opportunithesthat none can -find better a permanent institution consecrated tothe work of training young women to the greatest usefulness," and one " de-signed to be furnished with every advantage that the state of education inthis country will. allow," he realizes that, while philanthropy is not findingnew methods, it is finding a new motive in an institution exclusively for thehigher education of women.
As is well known, the new idea met with opposition but, as usual, it wasfinally proved that philanthropy can be depended upon to meet any important-social need as soon as that need differentiates itself from mere vague unrest.This movement for the education of women was less than 30 years old whenthe founder of Vassar College la,id down funds amounting to nearly $800,000for a similar institution, so muchin demand astlio 'attract nearly 350 studentsin its first year. Thus in a short time philanthropy's experiment had succeededfar beyond expectations.

PHILANTHROPY AND THE MANUAL-LABOR COLLEGES.

The nianual-labor movement in American secondary and higher educationcame to this count ry from Europe, where for nearly the first half of the nine-teenth century Fellenberg and his successors experimented with the idea ofconthiniiig remunerative work with school training. Students from manycountries visited the Fellenberg institution, and the movement spread rapidly,the labor features finding a fertile field in both colleges and secondary schoolsin this country. In Connecticut as early as 1819 such a school was established,
eund in 1831 the manual labor society for promoting manual labor in literaryinstitutions was organkzed. The secretary of this society made an extendedtour of the West and Southwest, visiting the manual labor schools, but seemsto have left no statistical evidence of his study.

Where the idea was introdUced here the labor feature Was used as an appealto the philanthropist for support and to the parent to send his son to college,where, as a Wesleyan University resolution' of August 27, 1833,' says, " thephysical as well as the intellectual and moral education will be attended to."It is only necessary to state that this idea took forM In Maine WesleyanSeminary in 1825, in Andover Theological Seminailt in 1826, in Colby CollegeIn 1827, in Western Reserve University in 1830. in Wesleyan University in1833, in Hartford Theological Seminary in 1834, and in Oberlin from its originin. 1833; to show something of the type of colleges which introduced it and theextent of its adoption. It was an expression of a new social as well as educe-
"Mount Holyoke Seminary and College, by Mrs. Sarah D. (Locke) Stowe, U. S. B11. ofEd. Circ. No. 6, 1891, Ch. XXII.
so" Mount Holyoke Collegethe Seventyctlfth Anniversary," p. 18.
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tional philosophy, and seems to have made its appeal for benefactions from
the social, morat'religious, educational, and economic points of view.

A more intimate study of the benefactions to Oberlin, a college founded after
the movement had become popular and one which fairly hewed its way into
the world on the manual-labor basis, should give us a fair picture of this type
of educational philanthropy. *S.

Mr. Leonard," quoting from Oberlin's first annual report, 1834, says: "The
manual labor department is indispensable to complete educatiOn" and, " in a
word, it meets the wants of a man as a compound being and prevents common
and amazing waste of money, time, health, and life." He then goes on to ex-
plain the nature and extent of the department and how well it is working. In
1837 " nearly all the young ladies and a majority of the young gentlemen have
paid their board by manual labor." This report adds that while the school's
funds were as they found them at that time, no pledge could be made that
labor would be furnished. FrOm then on the failure of the scheme was only
a matter of ,time, and in 1849 the trustees realized that it was not paying and
that some legal means of ending the experiment must be found.

It was at this point that the "dead hand " al5peared. The 54$) acres of land
had been donated to a manual labor school. In 1852 legal a 'writs.- was found
for leasing the ground, the lesset covenanting " yearly, tiring said term, to
employ students of said college in some deptirtment o manual labor (when
applied for) and pay them for 'their labor the current market price, to an
amount each year of at least $2 for each acre of land hereby demised," 22
Further on in the lease it is agreed that in case any vat of the lease is ad-
judged to be beyond, the powers of the Oberlin trustees, the lease becomes void.
The expression " manna labor " disappeared from the catabgue after 1867-68;
and in place of it reference is made to " facilities for self-support."

Thus within 2 years from the heginriing.the college had failed to meet the full
demand for labor, and within 20 years the labor scheme had disappeared in
failure. During these 2d) years, however. t Merlin had heconle a fairly well -
established college. though these had been years of extreme poverty with much
debt.

The school's first real funds, some 1$1,000, were received during the first
year, largely upon solicitation in payment fol. scholarships." The "bnsiness
side of the undertaking soon used this money, and the college went begging
to NYork, where it received a guarantee for fall endowment of eight

fps. An unalterable condition of this gift, which was never paid, was
that Negroes should he given equal privilege with white students in the school.

In this gift we ha.ve an illustration of how the policy of a college respect-
ing a very important social and political istilie was to he absolutely settled by
philanthropy, and settled contrary to the wishes of nearly half the trustees
of the college. A second effect of this intended gift was the abolition of all
tuition charges, a move which cost the college dearly.

Within a few years the college was some $40,000 in debt. In 1837 an effort
to raise a $100,000 endowment realized only about $6,000." Finally, in 1839.

.

The Story of Oberlin, by Delavan L. Leonard, p. 224 ff.
in Leonard, ibid., p. 228.
uThese perpetual scholarships coat $150 each and paid no tuition, merely giving the

holder the privilege of entering the school and using the labor appliances to earn his way.
They were thus a further pledge that the labor feature would be perpetuated.

s Commons: Hist. of Higher Edue. in Ohio.
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agents were sent to England to make an appeal for help with which to pay thedebts of the college.' This brought $30.000 and valuable collections of books,and .deserves notice here because the agents carried with them to Englandletters from antislavery leaders in America through which they presentedtheir case to antislavery sympathizers in England. This'and the idea of educa-tion for women are said to have made special appeal to the SoCiety of Friendsin. England.*

Little aside from a gift of 20.000 acres of land was received during thenext decade, but in 1850 an attempt at endowment was made, and by 1852almost $95,000 was raised and 'invested. This, however, was another_ sale,
of scholarships, which this time secured free tuition for one student perpetuallyfor $100, 18 years for $50, and 6 years for $25. This was merely paying tui-tion in advance, but a little figuring will show that it must be countedan absurdly low tuition. The Interest on $100 tould not possibly pay the costof educating a student. Thus the -College increased its business," but on an-unsound economic basis, which broke down with the high cost of .living in thesixties.

This Is a fair picture of the relation of philanthropy to the manual laborcollege movement. There is little to distinguish it from the philanthropyte the old colleges where the manual labor idea was never adopted. It is justmore evidence that philanthropy. In education has been goVerned by the con -.ditions of the times rather than by any wise educational philosophy. Themanual labor college was but an incident in our great westward expansion.
Such cure-all schemes in education were essential to the times. HartfordTheological Seminary carefully avoided the," incubus" of any permanent fundfor the first few years, but when her subscribers fell off and lost their zeal

for giving, an $11,000 bequest was gladly accepted its permanent endowment.
Kenyon College sent out an appeal, " The Star in the West, or Kenyon

College in the Year of Our Lord 1828," calling upon the reader to rend $1to the struggling school. "Kenyon College Circles" were formed in numeroustowns where women met and sewed for the college, and more than $25,000 wassent in as the result of this appeal.
n the *hole it is wiser to say that the manual labor movement was useful

because it expressed an essential element In the civilization of that time than tosay that it was useless because it was educationallyand economically im-possible.

PHILANTHROPHY THROUGH EDtCATION SOCIETIES.

Another channel through which philanthropy has played a part in American
higher education is that of religious education societies. These societies-beganto organize early in the nineteenth century in response to the demand for
trained missionaries and ministers. Statistics published in early numbers ofthe American Quarterly Register show that churches were fully conscious of thisneed.

Aside from several Small local societies. the American Education Society" wasthe initial undertaking in this field, its original constitution being tinted August
10 Fairchild : Oberlin, the Colony and the College, p. 208.
le Ibid., p. 209.
"This immediately increased the number of students from 570 to 1,020." In 1874 the American Education Society and the Society for the Promotion of Col-legiate and Theological Education In the West were united under the name American Col-lege and Education Society. See their annual reports for 1874.
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29, 1815." The aim of this society is made clear by the following statement
from its original constitution :

Taking into serious eonsideration the deplorable condition of the inhabitants
of these United States. the greater part of whom are either destitute of com-

petentreligious instruction or exposed to the errors and enthusiasm of un-
learned, tnen, we do hereby, form ourselves into a society
foi the benevolent purpose of aiding, and of exciting others to aid, indigent
young men of talents and hopeful piety in acquiring a learned and competent
education for the Gospel Ministry.

This outlines a definite -piers of work to be done, proposesIdlanthropy as a
meanit, and indigent young men of talents aq hopeful of piety as the agency
for doing 4.

Further on in the constitution it is proposed to raise funds by subseription,
and it is stated that " a permanent fund, of which tive-sixths part of the interest
only may be expended, shall be formed of bequests, legacies, donations, grants,
and subscriptions." and further, that agents shall he appointed to solicit
by exciting chutches and congregations to make annual collections for this pur-
pose; and by establishing auxiliary societies in towns, counties and distant
regions, together with Cent Societies, by personal and persevering
addresses to -rich individuals of both sexes, 0* and by respectful appli-
cations to legislative bodies and other classes of taco; by establishing active and
extensive correspondences, etc.

All appropriations of funds are to be made by the trustees, who will also
examine andselect the candidates for the charity. All recipSents of the charity
who do nut enter the ministry must refund the money received. The final
article declares that " This, Constitution, but not its object, May be altered
and amended."

The plans by which aid watt granted have been changed from time to time,"
but since 1842 the money has been given as'a gratuity.

The bases for eligibility of applicants for assistance are stated in general
terms only. Up to 1241 the applicant must have had 6 months of classical
studies. During 1841 this was increased to 12 months, and in 1842 to college
entrance requirements, With the exception of third -year academy students in
some cases. This exception was later abolished.

Such has been the general aim and plans of work of one of the oldest of these
societies in America. To describe the workings of the other societies of this
type would be practically to repeat the above. The Presbyterian Education
Society was founded in 1819, became a branc of the American Education So-
ciety in 1827 12 and operated as such until the reak in the Presbyterian Church,
which took place toward the close of the pert 1. under discussion. The society
for educating pious young men for the ministry of the Protestant Episcopal
Church wap organized in 1818 and within a decade had 28 auxiliary societies

A copy of this constitution is printed in full in Appendix A of the annual report of
the society for 1839.

Whether this idea of organizing education societies for the training of ministers was
bofrowed from England is not known, but such a society existed in England as early as
1648. The American Quarterly Register, vol. 3, pp. 145-152, published a tract slowing
"a model for ths, maint.aLuifig of etndents of choice abilities at the university, and prin-
cipally in order to the ministry," followed by the nkmes of trustees, among which were
Matthew Poole, &chard Baxter, Wm. Bates, and others. In Chapter IV of the 'model we
read : " That the scholars to be chosen .be of godly life, or at the least, hopeful for godli-
ness, of eminent parts, of an ingenious disposition, and such as are poor, or have not a
suMcieet maintenance any other way." This society had 44 students at Oxford and Cam-
bridge at this Ulna

Bee An. Rep. for 1839, p. 71 if ; also Barnard's Amer. J., of Educ., vol. 14, p. 878 R,
au An. Rep. Amer. Ed. Boca, 1889...
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operating under its supervision." The Massachusetts Baptist Education Society,later the hoard of education of the Northern Baptist Church, starting in 1814 ;the board of education of the Reformed Dutch Church, starting in 1828; theboard of educatibn of the Methodist Episcopal Church, starting In 1864; and theSociety for the Promotion of Collegiate and /I heological Education in the West
are the principal organizations of this type. Each of these had numerous
branch societies, and all supported students in part or in full by loans.

The development of branch or auxiliary societies in connection with the.Amer-lean Education Society tail fair sample of their methods. Between 1815 and1838 there were organized 63 branch societies east of the Mississippi Rl'tjer andnorth of the southern boundary of Tennessee; 41.of these were founded between
1829 and 1834."

Although the chief method of work was by direct gift or loan to the student,
in some cases professorships were established, sahiries were paid, and buildingserected. The'gifts or loans to students were often uo more than $40 per year.In 18 to 1831 there were 18 to 22 theological seminaries in operation in the

tt
United ups., Table 13 shows the number of students attending these schools
and the number receiving aid from some education. society."

Front this it appears that from one-fourth to one-sixth of the theologicalstudents in the United States at this time were beneficiaries of these organiza-
tions.

Table 15 sets forth for each fifth year, which may be taken as representativeof the other years, the financial history of three of these societies, along withPile numbers of beneficiaries they have had under their care during this period.Table 14 showll what a large part of the student body at Amherst College wasreceiving assistance from the American Education Society.

TABLE 13.Number of students in theological seminaries and number receiving
aid from religious education societies.

Dates. Students in
seminaries.

1829
1830
1831

599
639
709

Receiving
aid,.

151
143
115

TABLE 14.Number of students attending Amherst College. 1845-1854, andnumbei and per cent of these receiving aid from the American EducationalSoc,iet y.a

Dates.
Total

students
attending.

Receiving aid from
Amerli.an Education

Sec ety.

Number.

27
28
26
45
42
57
58
48
40
58

Per cent.

22. 8
M. 3
17.3
27.1
23.8
31.3
29.0
23.5
19.0
24.5

1845,
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854

4

I

118
120
1.50
ass
178
182
190
195
211
237

Data for this table taken from Edward H. Hitchcock's Reminiscen& of Amherst College.
Amer. Quar. Register, Jan., 1829, p. 190.

. N From An. Rep. Am. Educ. Soc. for 1830, pp. 88-90.
Ili Data taken from Am. Quar. Reginter,gv 1. 1, p. 220 ; vol. 2, p. 247; vol. 3, P. 301.
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Tema-O.-Showing for each fifth year the annual receipts and the number of
students aided by, three church pr religious educational societies.'

Date.

American Educ.
Society.

Northern Baptist
Educ. Society.

Presbyterian
Educ. Society.

Amount
received.

Number
aided.

Amount
received.

Number
aided.

Amount
received.

Number
aided.

1817 $5,714 138 8604 11
1822 13;108 195 2,049 9 84,457
1827 33,092 300 2,245 19 11,860
ltC32 '41,927 807 5,340 33 13,791 270
1837 1,125 37,938 562
1842 32,382 615 26,628 300
1847 .12,831 389 39,545 403
1852.. 15,565 4t3 45,396 372
1857 281'732 33i2 48,632 383
1862 16,559 324 43,244 375
1865 23,386 200 51,308 254

I Compiled from She volumes of the American Quarterly Registe apti from tile annual reports of the
secietles. '

One of these societies, the Society for The Ptomotion of Collegiate and
Theological Educat!on in the West, had a slightly different purpose. It was
organized in 1844, and operated as ,a separate society down to 1874, at which
fink. it joined with the American Education Society. Its purpose as set forth
in its charter's was to assist struggling young colleges in the West with funds
collected in eastern churches." It was concerned with general as well as with
theological training, and limited Its aid not only to western colleges but only
to such of these as showed promise. There is evidence that this shciety had
influence in the-development of higher standards in western colleges."

TABLE aceount of the Society for the Promotion of Collegiate and
Theological Education in the West.

Years, Receipts. Grants. Colleges
aided. Years. Receipts.: I1rani,s. Colleges

aided,

1864 $17,004 815,588 5 1859 315.185 310,156 10
1845 11,661 41,764 5 lint) 22,528 17,793 11

15,730 13,194 1863 18,643 14,689 7
1 _14,113 14,324 7 1864

.
G0,270 56,320 6

1848 12,339 7 1865 20,430 14,710
, '7

1849 16,737 7 1866 26,913 23,588 4
1850 17,623 6 1867 38,538 33,246/ 5
1851 16,962 6 1868 58,426 51,319 8
1852 20,617 7 1%9 27,803 19,964 9
1853 20,931 12,296 11 1870 72,289 65,695 8
1854 17,803 9,669 11 1871 74,742 72,425 6

1855 19,021 6,978 4 1872 I 62,475 51,022 7
1858 24,687 18,889 16 1873 76,505 73,881 7

1857 18,007 11,602 8 1874 .57,760 52,979 9
1858 14,103 8,418 12

Table 16, showing the work done by' the society, will bear close study. The
society gave aid " to the college," not to individual students, and did this in a

f'
way to keep down useless undertakings and to stimulate useful ones.

If we compare the income of these societies with that of colleges reported in
Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, and 12, we will see that in these early yearsthe work
of these societies is by no means a mere incident in the educational machinery.

si See theisociety's that annual report, 1844.
" It is an eastern society. Not a wesillOn vote affects the decisions of the board."

Fifth an. rep, 1848, p. 7.
"dee annual report for 1845, p. 12.
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From 1821 to 1825 Yale received by gift approximately $16,000 annually;Princeton less than $2,000; Harvard about $12.000; and Amherst less than$-1,000: while the American Education Society received close to $14,000, thePresbyterian'Society over $5.000, and the Baptist Society some $1,500.

We have pointed out that the ministry is the only calling for which traininghas thus far been subsidized in this way. The law, medicine, business, andtechnical pursuits have made their way by force of their economic importanceto society. Has it been true that religion represents a " real " but not a " feltneed or has it been true, as Adam Smith would argue, that such procedure willoverstock the occupation in question'"
The actual demand for ministers is shown in a convincing manner by st-t-tistics published in the American Quarterly Register and in the annual reportsof the societies." That the demand was large is obvious from the fact that ofall the graduates of 37 of the most prominent American colleges, from 20.8 percent to 30.8 per ce4t entered the ministry in every five-year period between1776 and 1865."
Important us this profession was, the demand (11(1 not bring forth the sup-ply, even, with this special care. In this connection we must not overlook thefact that entrance to the ministry was by much longer educatiiinal route than

was entrance to either the law or medicine, and without citing facts we knowthat it was not more remunerative than these other fields.
It follows then that stnething had to be done to meet the situation, andthese education societies were the response Which the churches made. With allthe obvious waste the Method involved, it not only did much toward the sup-port of an important profession but it also supervised and helped to popularizethe demand for higkreducation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

Xn summarizing the development of this period we may note that the Englishinfluence practically disappeared with the Revolution and that State and Na-tional support continued._
Before the end of the period the idea of. a State college had taken definiteform, though the real burden still rested upon philanthropy. In nearly everyState the church and private enterprise did the college pioneering.
Small gifts and the subscription method were as common as was the poverty

which characterized the financial history ,,of practically all the colleges of Weperiod. Few, even of the older colleges, found themselves well endowed by 1861.) It was a period in which the old traditional college curriculum end.organi-zation yielded to the influence of the developments in science and to the broad-ening business and professional demands. Consequently, it was a time in
which the conditions attaching to gifts w e more numerous and perhaps morevaried than in the past. In spite of thl /there was a growing tendency to de-velop permanent funds.

These tendencies are 1111 characteristic of,the tew as of the old foundations,
and in both the conditional gifts tend to go mainly to professorships, library,and buildings; that is, to the institution rather than- to the student direct.
While there is some se in interest in direct assistance for students, it isgiven, Princeton excepted, o the basis of scholarly promise rather than on thatof indigence and piety.

"See an address of the board of education of the Presbyterian 'Church (their firstannual report, 1819), p. 10; also their annual report for 1843, p. 5; and the same for1887, p. 5:
eBurritt, p. 144.
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The early financial history of the newer colleges of the period is identically
like the beginning years of the old colonial group of JvIlrgett, but they grew
milvh more rapidly.

During this period also We have the beginnings of several new ideas in higher
education, which open up several new lines of philanthropic activitythe de-
vel*pment of professional women's colleges, church education societies,
and the manual labor college.

In the deve:onment of schools of medicine, law, tin,1 theolOgy we are struck
by the fact that, from the standpoint of their scientific development. medielne
and law achieved but little (luring this period and that very largely on the basis
of. private venture institutions, while theology was taken over by philanthropy
and became well established. first as a department of the older colleges and
later as separate schools. In the development of the theological schools de-
nominationalism' naturally played an .important part. and the gathering of
funds by the separate denomiattons from their own churches wasthe common
practice.

Colleges for women offered a new motive for giving to education but nothing
at all new by way of a method of directing the use to which gifts should be put..,

When tte law of supply' and demand failed to provide' enough ministers,
philanthropy came at once to its rescue with education soc.eties which played
a large part in higher education daring the period.

The manual labor college was the most unique though not the most valuable
venture in higher education- undertaken during the period. It fulled, but it
was an experiment that was fully warranted if we consider the times in which
it was tried, and surely it is balanced by the success of women's colleges.

Whatever the value of the various experiments, it was, philanthropy that
initiated and carried them through. as it was. mainly philanthropy that pioneered
the new country and philanthropy that kept the old colleges alive through these
years.



Chapter IV.
- THE LATE NATIONAL PERIOD', 1865 TO 1918.

THE PERIOD CHARACTERIZED.

The period from 1865 to 1:118 is quite unlike the colonial and early national
periods in several ways. The rapid increase in population which began before
the Civil War has continued, but has brought a foreign class fur more. difficult
of assimilatio -than was that of.pre-4r_days. With the rapid development of
machinery have come remarkable induStrIal and commercial expansion andremarkable moans of communication and travel. The free public land has fast
disappeared, bringing with it a demand for new and technical methods in agri-culture. The corporate method has been widely adopted, Mid large private
fortunes have been amassed.

Along Nvith these changes have come many new things in education. The ideaof State support of higher education has been fully established; iaor>s than a
dozen large pri-va,te fortunes have given rise to as many institutions of higher
learning; and some S or 10 hap nonteaching foundations have been established.
During this period a new interpretation of education has been developed in
accordance with the findings of the newer sciences of sociology, psychology, and
biology, and given concrete expression in the orgapization and methods of our
institutions of higher education iu the botanical garden, the laboratory method
in all the sciences, in the free use of the elective system of studies, and in the
broadened college entrain.* requirements.

GROWTH IN NUMBER OF COLLEGES.

Just how philanthropy has adjusted itself to these new conditions will nowbe shown. First of all, the relative number of colleges founded by philanthropy
is a rough index of the extent, if not.of the character, of its work.

At the beginning of this period the tendency to 'found private or church
institutions was at, its height, since which time the number has gradually
decreased; till now ,very few are being establighed by either State or phi-
lanthropy, not so much because there are universities enough as because the
changed weaning of education and the new conception of a university have
ruled out the type of .enterprise that tended to subsist on enthisiasra rather
than on funds. 4

The new demands of this period have no more balked phikanthropy than they
:have the State. If, however, consideration were given tote number of insti-
tutions that ceased to exist, it would be seen that philanthropy had very often
overstepped its mark.

Soon after the Civil War, due very largely to the national land grant act of
1862, the movement for State schools began to assert itself.' Now all States
have their higher institutions of learning, largely endowed by the National
Government, but resting tinily upon a State tax.

I See Kandel, I. L. Federal Aid for Vocational Education. The Carnegie Foundationfor the Advancement of Teaching, Bul. 10, 1917.
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TABLE 17.Date of establishment and source of support and control of. the first
eolleye or university in «olk of the States admitted subsequently to 1865.

States. Ad-
mitted.

1867

1s76

I ss9
I sN9
1559
1ssi
1890
1410
1896
1907
1912
1912

, First institution.
-s

Date
eqab-
llsbed.

17'61

lsti4

1 r4
lisi
1893
1861
Isil
1s117

,1850
1891
1891
1891

Control.

Slate......
M. 1,

1're,b

state
Mate
Presb
State
State.
State
State
Stale.

State
university
or school

estab-
lished.

1871.
I 874

1s77
184
1s's2

tent
1892
lsta
1.50
1s91
I891
1891

Number
of colleges

estab-
lished
before
State

univer-
sity.

tl

2

Il

0

0

Name.

Nebraska
Colorado
North Dakota
South Dakota
Montana
Washington
Idaho
Wyoming
Utah
Oklahoma.
New Mexico.
Arizona

State University
Unhersity of Denver
Jamestown College
Yankton College
Montana College of Agriculture.
State Univ erstty
College of Idaho,
State University
Univer,ity of I.
State Agricultural College
State University
University of Arizona

Since 1865;4.12 new States have been admitted to the Union. Front Table 17
we area able to see that for the most part it was the State rather than philan-
thropy that did the pioneering in .higher education in these States. In 9 of
the 12 States higher educatiotr was well under way before the State was ad-
mitted to the Union. In 8 of the 12 Statestthe first such school Nvas established
by the State, while in the remaining 4 the church lead the way, and in these
4 little had been done before the State institution was founded.

This contrasts rather sharply with the facts brought out in Table 9, which
shows these saute faits for the early national period. Here we are dealing
with Western States, for.the most part very sparsely settled, whereas Table it
refers to Eastern and Central States, somewhat more densely populated. The
chief explanation, however, would seem to be not that the missionary zeal
of the churches, philanthropists, and educators was lagging, but rather that
the idea of State higher education was getting under headway and that the
national giant of 1862 came at an early data in the development of the West.
The number of church and private foundations since established shows that the
efforts of philanthropy have not flagged. ,

Should the State, or private and philanthropic enterprise, determine the
character and amount of higher education? And related to this, what powers
should be granted to private, or church-endowed institutions? The struggle
between these social theories, a notable early date in which is that of the
Dartmouth College decision in 1819, does not begin in 1865. It began in one
sense with the opposition in New Jersey Colony and elsewhere to sectarian con-
trol of the college which the colonial government was asked to help support.
It began in a real sense in Revolutionary days and in the days when ,Ameri-
can democracy was liking form as a nation. At that time it was urged that,
since higher educatirn will do much toward determining national idealslethe
State should direct and control it; and the opposite, that the State ought not
to be taxed to send anyone's son to college. It is interesting Met Presidents
White, of Cornell, and Eliot, of Harvard, were on opposink side$ of this issue
at the beginning of this period.

Probably it is correct to say that this clash has provided the greatest stimu-
lus to growth and expansion that has been felt by higher edpcatiou through
these years. This study can do little more than call attention here to these
hiteresting theoretical development s:6
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GENERAL SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL PHILANTIIROpY IN THIS PERIOD.
Practically from its beginning in 1868 the United States Bureau of Educationhas included in its annual report statistics bearing upon the work of philan-thropy in education. The following tables offer a fairly competent neralpicture of the extent and character of philanthropy in higher educati3n since1871. From Table 18 it is powlible to see, at intervals of five years: Firstu theannual contribution to higher education from city, State. and Nation; second,the amounts contributed by students through tuition and other fees: third,the amounts contributed by productive funds held by tire colleges; fourth, thecontributions from philanthropy; fifth, the contributions from all ot her sources;and. finally, the total annual income of all'institutions of higher education.Besides these is stated the wealth cif the United States in billions of dollars.and the population by milions for each decade.

The steady increase in income from each of these sources as the years passshows not only the rapid growth of higher education but the dependability ofeach of these sources of support. When the total column, or anysingle col-umn, is compared with the growth in national wealth. It is plain that highereducation is more liberally suppArted each succeeding decade. It will be notedthat the "benefactions" colinim does not show the degree of increase that 18shown by the first column or-by the "total " column. This, however, Is to beexpected with the rise of the State colleges in this period. But it will he seenthat benefactions:are not quite keeping pace with the rate of growth in wealth.On the other hand, the/ rate of increase in -wealth is surpassed by the growthin income from productive funds, most of which funds have been establishedby philanthropy.
In comparison with the growth in population, it is obvious that each decadeis providing more educhtional facilities of a high order per unit of populationthan was pro' led by the Ilex t preceding de- cat('. We have here to remindourseLve,.; though that the per capita wealth has shown a far greater rate ofincrease than is shown by any of the other figiircs, which suggests that educa-tional and philanthropic enthusiasms are not outrunning their purses. I

TABLE IR.- Source* and amounts of iiteom' for higher education in the rnifedStates, each fifth year from 1,571 to 1945.1'

(Compiled from the annual reports of the U. S. Commissioner of Education.)

Dates.
From city,

State,
or C. S.

Tuition
and other

fees.
P"fictirefunds.

Benefac-
tions.

All other
sources.

Total
income.

Wealth
of 1'. S.

in billions
of dollars.

1

U. in
nil I 11°"'.

1915 $34i, 347, 638 $34, 067, MA $18, 248, 427 t20, 310,124 19, 591, 784 $118, 299.2981910 24, 528,197 19, nO, 297 II, 592, 113 18, 737, 145 6, 561, 21.5 5, 438,987 187.73 1 91.9190.1 8, 522,600
ism 4, 386,040

10, 919, 378 8, 618, 649
5, 375, 793 6,110,6,110,653

14, 965,
10, 6#1,

404
084

1,589,896 145,
1,961, 002 31,

715, 927 1107 10
678, 572 RS. 51 7.5.91595 2, 954, 483 6, 338, 655 5, 329, 001 5,,359, 963 2, 163, 499 22, 134, 601 77.00 '1890 1, 406,117 9, 764, 9$4 3, 966, 083 6, 006, 474 1, 664;734 16, 808, 734 65.03 , 62.911035 932, 635 2,270, 518 3, 915, 545 13%, 460 1, 000, 000 12, 233,1581580 -418,159 1, al, 350 3, 014, 048 2, 666, 571 10 7, 990,138 42. 64 51 1I575 687, 521 2,136, 062 2, 453, 336 2, 703, 650 7, 960, 569187'2 582, 265 4, 248,143 2, 775,967 6,282, 461 13, 388,11-36 4 30.06 11 38. 5

I From 1s71 this table includes universities and colleges for men and for both sexes; after 1995 techno-logical schools are added: and after 1910 women's colleges are added. Before 1888 column I includes incomefrom State only; in 1890 it includes income from State.and
city; and after 1891 it includes income from States,cities, and United States. Column 2 includes only tuition down to 1898, after which It includes "otherfees" (board and room rent). The figures in any given line, that is, for any given year, are fully comparable.In comparing the figures for one year or period with those of a later year or period, the above facts must bekept in mind.

For year 1904.
I Estimated.

For year 1870.
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Table 19, coiegIng the period from 1871 to 1385, Including gifts to secondary
as well as higher &shoo* shows that on an average more than half of all
gifts have gone to "permanent endowment and general purposes." What part
of this was available for Immediate use it Is not possible to determine; nor Is
it possible to say what *ere the special conditions placed upon the gifts.'

TABLE 19.--Total benefac.lions to all forms of education and the per cent of that
total ip411 under the rextriction4 indicated.

Dates. Total bine-
tat tons.

Percent Wen to-

Linrarie,
and

MI19(111315 .

neon-
ditional
1,U 11 OW.

Endow-
ments
and

central
punomar,

Prorm-
socships

Fellow.
shire,

schowlar-

310
Kites.

oroandsj
Itap, and

appara-
los.

flutigentsto,n,

1815 110,314,081 35 7 2 21 2 In

I1981 11,27o, 25i 40 7 3 20 IS 14

11e22 (CI 7,141,363 45 3 I'. 2 2 21

1881' 4 7,4411,214 53 14 3 is 2 2 S

11010 5,.51%,:"411 54 15 12 2 3 7

1872. 5,24o,sm at 3 1 24 1 14 7

187$ , 3,103,1K1 57 4 4 I6 3 6 In
IR77 .. 1,4415,27.6 ' 57 7 3 1i 1 12
1876..' 4,621,x4.5 38 a 3 :i2 15 7

1875 ' 4,126,562 54 S 2 fI 8

187A' 6,1153,40 68 2 21 2 2 4

1873 11,225,1177 70 ft 2 17 2
.41172

s. 1871
10,072, 540

5, him, Too
21
44 2

:14

3t

From a study- /f the "ff li " 1"f II -11 h I -I Ile II 0 essors 1 ps 0114 the e aw.1 ps, sc o irs I ps,.
and prizes" 9611 ans. which are not Ito-lulled in the -;ndowittents and general
purposes 0vOlui . it would he natural to Inter Mat taneh ofeolittau tw.Vwente
to general' nerestricted endowments. Prom the 51;111)11)4On( of growth it iter-

Mallen( edowmett hinds. however, the whole WW1 as a single sandIk' of
e evidence, is quite'reassuring. Furthermore. there ,is Attie to criticize in the

evidence available opt the nature of the coolditions iilareol upon the gilts.
/ A fairly considerable onount has always been ghen unconditionally in the

.,''! past, If we judge by individual eases wItItli hare een cited Iii the -last t 3v4

chapters, and here is 0,1denee that this Was true-i% general over tre country ,

' through these 15 years. The " to indigent students" column seems to indicate
that what WaS true in the early cases studied was also true In general.

In. Table 26 is shown, from the same source. the distribution of gifts under
three heads for the years 191)7 to 1915.- inclusive. Here there is no Mistaking
the evidence that generally over the country there is an increasing interest in
giving to the permanent endowment of Iiii,,lier education. In this table the
"endowments." column includes all gift's from which only the incomes can be
used. By combining the three columns of Table 19 which represent gifts to
permanent endowments, and assuming that "general purposes" in column one
is also endowment, which is likely-true, can still see a clear Indication/ that
A larger percentage of gifts Is going into permanent funds now than was true,
at the beginning Qf this period.

It appears also that the gifts to "plant and equipment" make a better show-
ing In Table 20 than in Table 19. In both there is much fluctuation, The
"current expenses" Minim. emnpa ruble with the last column of Table 111, shows
improvement in quantity as well as a greater dependability.
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A third - collection of facts compiled front the United Staten Commissioner'sreports and presented in the following tables furnishes evideate upon whichwe may generalize regarding the character and extent of benefactions to -highereducation through this period.

TAnt.z 20.Renefaelians to hioher edueatkn in the rnited States and the percent of that total given for endowments, for plant arid equipment, and forcarrot? eXPeta sea. ,

Dates.

alb

1915
1914
1913
1912
1911
1910
1909
190*
ton

Total gifts.

20,.110,114
X,670,017
24,651,9M
21, NI, 090
21,96.3,145
24,755, 663
17, KIT, 12/
14, N20, 005
11,551,139

Percent for

Endow-
t3

Ilan%
and

Nolo-
merit.

Currant
espentrsi'

29
111

19
26
25
50

15
34

Table 21 shows the number' of siliools of theology, law, medicine, dentistry,pharmacy, agriculture, and mechanic arts, and of women's colleget that wereopened during each tires -year period since the first onewas founded in 1761-170,5. No account is taken here of colleges that hinfe
Three ftrevs have assisted in the develolanent of These schools the Stalerphilanthropy. mid private enterprise. Philanthropy Is almost. if not solely,responsible for the schools of theology. 'flit. State and private enterprise,.with some help from philanthropy, have tleNeh,ved the law schools. All threeare responsible for the medical schools. though KIN are enterprloe is playinga smaller and Aflutter ism. Philanthropy has shown very little interest thusfar in schools of dentistry and pharnmey, but has contributed Ih'erally tocolleges of agriculture and meehanical arts, which latter have been fosteredmainly by the State. In most cases the State provides coeducational uni-1versities but not special schools for women.* The. women's colleges includedin this table are therefore the work of philanthropy and private enterprise.Table '2'2 shows the part that philanthropy has taken in the developmentof these colteges.

The table is not complete, hut one can not run up those columns withoutbeing impressed with the strength of the appeal which these fields of highereducation have so continuously made to the pele., Gifts for the highertshication of women have increased with fair regularity and to a creditable*extent.

3 Florida State Univirraity has a' separate college for women,

$
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TABLE 21.-/--Distribution of the present list (1915-16) of professional and tech-
nical and women's colleges with respect to the dates of their opening.

,

Date
.

s .
Thant-
%Y.

Lew. Medi-
eine.

Dentis-
try.

Phar-
macy.

Agric.
and

mech.
arts.

Women's
colleges.

. 11761-1765
1766-1770 I

1781 -1785
1785-1790

..

1

A

I

1791-1795 2

1796-1800 1 1

1801-1805 1

1805-1810 2 1

1811-1815 2 1 1

1816-1820 5 1 2
1821-182 5 5 5 - 1

1826-1830 6 1 1 1 1

1831..1835 4 3 2 1 2

1836- 4 3 1 1 5

1841-1 4 1 6 1 1 1 5

1846-1850 .5 4 6 1 1 7
1851-1855 7 2 1 1 16

1856-11160 13 4 5 1 4 15

1861-1865 ... 7 2 1 4 2

1866-1870 it 9 4 4 3 . st 11

1871-1875 9 7 4 1 2 9 8

1875-1880 3 5 4 5 2 4 4

1881-1885 . 14 4 3 5 7 3 5

1886-1890 g 6 5 9 8 5 9

1891-1895.. 14 16 9 8 13 8 8

1895-1900 5 15 '5 7 13 .6

1901-1905
1906-1910

9
3

10
14

10
6

8 11

5
1

1

g
2

1911-1915 , .. 3 15 3 1 6

Total 155 119 1 92 49 75 52 114

_ TABLE Benefactions, - to different lines af higher education the limited
States each fifth year, 1871-1915.

st%
Dates. Highereducation

of women.
Theological

schools.
Medical
schools.

National
land -grant

andschools d
schools of
science.

Schoolslaw.

1915.
1910.
1905
1900...E
1805
1890 i

1885 , .. i
1880
1875. l' lg

1871 ,

o,
$1, 302431

1,107,523
588, 566
625,734
303, 257
322,1313
92,372

217,887
1,600, 000

$1,467,055
1, 431,0%

4 1,890,606
1,123, 812
1 385,652

923, 831
081,865.
827, 856
404,356
652, 265

'$2,661,076
509, 227
354,210
183, 500
95,260

6 249,287
_94250
11, 400
72, 395

2, 000

6 8205, 295
562,371

1,371, 445
'147, 112
285,000

2 $90, 576
6 P6,334

105, 500

' 14, 663
40,150

I 100, 000

1 In 1914 medical schools received $7,113,920.
In 1914 law schbolsteceived gifts amounting to $203,067; in 1913, 1189,453; in 191Z 6425,867.
In 1909 law schools received U56,800, and in 1908, $382,000.
In 1906 theological schools received $3,271,480.

'In 1891.
eIn 1886.
21n 1878.

lt

Considering the steady decline in strict sectarian theology through these
fears, and the general decline in religious zeal, gifts to theological schools
have been large, as have all the others.

The column of gifts to medical schools shows the growth that has taken
place in medical science as well as in medical education through this period.
The same Is, of course, not true of the theology column. In the absolute both
theological aftd medical education have prospered. Both rise very slowly from
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the start, with sHght advantage in favor of theological education down to.1890, and with this advantage slowly increasing from 1890 to 1909, after whichmedical education leaps far ahead.

Philanthropy, speaking now in relative terms, very definitely began to turnaway from theology .about 1890, and soon after to look with slightly morefavor upon medical education. In the last decade these tendencies have becomemarked.
Turning again to Table 22 one is struck first by the immediate and liberalnotice which philanthropists gave to the land-grant colleges and schools of sci-ence. The last column of the table is interesting in itself, and more so incomparison with the column showing gifts to medical schools. It is apparenthere that society began to call-,a halt on apprenticeship methods of learningmedicine before it did the same for law. Law has tended to remain muchmore a business than a profession, while the opposite is true of medicine andtheology.

Taking these data from the Reports of the United States Confmissloner ofEducation as a rough general picture of the educational philanthropy of thisperiod, for it is, dependable as such, one is impressed with the large contribu-tion which has been made; with the apparent regularity or dependability ofsuch sources of income; with the size, in the absolute, of the permanent sourceswhich are thus being built up, but with the relative decline in such resourceswhen all higher institutions of education are considered; with the relativeIncrease in the amount of gifts to establish professorships; with the recenttendency toward increase in gifts to cover current expenses; with the regu-larity with which one-third to .one -fifth of all gifts have gone to plant andequipment; with the rise, both relative and Osolute, in the gifts to medicalschools; with the corresponding decline in gifts to schoOls of theology ; andwith the relatively slow increase in gifts to schools of law.

STATUS OF EDUCATION AMONG ALL THE OBJECTS OF PHILANTHROPY.

Another source of data covering almost the last quarter century, and soalmost half the period under discussion, is that contained in the Appletonand International Yearbooks and the World's Almanac. In these annualsthere have been published the most complete available lists, of all gifts of$5,000 and over, together with the object for which each was given. Per someof the years these gifts have been classified under the following five heads:Educational inatitutions; charities; religious organizations; museums, galleries,public improvements; ,and libraries. Where they were not so classified thewriter has been able to make such a classifleation.,with" rellsonable accuracy.In addition the gifts were also recorded as having been made by gift or" bybequest, so that this classification was also possible. In these data, then,there is a valuable addition to the general description of philanthropy justpresented.

111512°--22----5
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Tenn 23.--Distributton of the ptfts and bequ'ests reowded in the Appleton and
New internationai Yearifook and the World's Almanac, 1893-1916.

M
Yews.

of
gift.; and
bequests.

Per tout of total given to Per Dent in tom of

Educe-
tion.

Religious
PurP°363

Museums
and

pu blic
improve-
ments;

Libraries. Dona-
, bons. Bequests.

1893 7114,283, 47 i I
.,..i

21 14 8 12 28 72

2804 15,976,466 43 4 20 11 17 9 17 83

1895 13,930,505 50 k.c1-) 19 12 12 7 66 34

1896 13,801,211 30 , r 16 19 9 6 48 62

1897 12,438,391 31 17 13 35 4 32 68

1808 20,400,034 57 25 7 7 3 64 48

1899 43,314,282 66 18 10 3 3 69 ' 31

1900 23,890,473 54 21 7 5 7 '66 45

1901 72,334,460 66, 13 5 7 9 73 27

1902 55.174,640 Ili-
21 6 8 5 49 51

1903 50.026,058 7 3 9 6 60 40

1904 24, 918, 399 45 29 9 14 3 30 70

1906 70, OM, 000 57 18 17 9 0 (2) (2)

1908 29,775,000 79 15 4 2 0 83 17

1907 89,817,208 58 16 4 20 2 67 33

1908 46,562,039 40 44 4 10 2 48 52

1909 36,122,241 31 48 15 5 3 47 53

1910 61,283,182 43 38 8 6 5 70 30

1911 61,879,296 49 26 i 16 8 1 70 30

1912 35,207,907 16 76 4 3 1 74 26

1913 57, col, 997 23 50 13 13 1 46 54

1914 90.741,210 45 48 2 4 1 67 33

1915 35,354,838 25 54 12 8 1 42 58

1916 72,612,619 9 88 2 1 i-i- 82 18

Total 34 49 7 8 2 64 36

Total wi th 1916
excluded 43 37 9 9,- 2 59 41

I Data inadequate

This total column gives rather forceful evidence of the large part of the
world's work that is being done by philanthropy. Through these 24 years the
range 'is from 27 to 764 millions of dollars, with an average of nearly 125
millions, In 1915-16 the entire cost of public education in New York City was
$45,010,424, and that for Chicago was $28,604,534. In this same year the total
outlay for public education in the State of New York, which had the largest of
all our State budgets for schools, was $68,761,125, while that for the United
States was but $640,717,053. Again, "the total income of all universities, col-
leges, and technological Schools reporting to the United States Commissioner
of Education in this year was $113,850,848.

If the huge gifts summarized in the table are flowing annually into the five
channels indicated, we may see from these comparisons the large forces that
are operating constantly to determine the character of the institutions of edu-
cation, charity, and so on.

In considering the sum total of all benefactions, three questions deserve con-
sideration. First, what,is the relative position of education among the objects
of these gifts; second, with what degree of regularity do these gifts comethat
is, how dependable a resource does this make for education; and, third, how
large a contribution is this to education? Incidentally, there is interest, too,
in the same questions regarding gifts to other objects, especially to libraries
and museums, since these play a direct part in the education of the people.

The first question is readily answered by Table 23, from which it will be

seen that up to 1916 education was receiving annually from 16 to 79 per cent
of these gifts,, with a median of 49 per cent. When the figures for 1916 are
included, and the totals taken for the 24 -year period, It can be stated that
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education has received approximately 84 per cent of all gifts for the past 24years. Or, leaving out 1916, as obviously influenced by war charity, educationreceived 48 per cent of all gifts of 0,000 or over in the United States.The second question, how dependable is this source of income for education,may also be answered by this table, from which it is obvious that from year toyear there have been wide variations. Consequently, an average or a medianis not a full statement of the history of these benefactions, but the relativestatus of each of these recipients by years must be considered, and a numberof points stand out. First, the facts about variability. What is true of educa-tion is true of the other objects.' Second, giving to education gradually in-creased from 1893 to 1906, after which it declined to 1915 and 1916 to a pointdistinctly lower, than the 1898 mark. At the same time the gifts to charity,which roughly maintain their 1893 status down to 1907, make a rise that iseven sharper than Is the decline in gifts.to education. Gifts to religion havebeen quite variable, but show a general decline from the beginning to the endof the period. Practically the same statement can be made with respect togifts to museums, galleries, and public improvements, with the exception thatthe variability is greater. The gifts to libraries show a very definite andregular decline from 1893 to 1916. It follows, then, that charity Is education'sgreat competitor, and we may be fairly sure that wars, famines, earthquake*and other great disasters ,which appeal to human sympathy for help will becostly to education. The more recent rise in gifts to charity is _partly accountedfor by the Balkan and the World War and to several great earthquakes andfire disasters.
The third question, hovi large a help is this to education, is answered inTable 24, where the gifts to education and to libraries are set clomp beside thefigures showing the total annual income to higher education in the UnitedStates. The annual income of higher education is used here merely as a con-venient basis for measuring the amounts of the benefactions. From this -weare able to see what the extent of philanthropy in education really is. Tothese educational benefactions might with some propriety be added 'those tolibraries.
There is one other item of interest here, brought out in the last two columnsof Table 28, viz, the extent to which these benefactions have preceded or fol-lowed the death of the donor. In 13 of the '23 years covered by the data agreater per cent has come by direct gift. Summing up the 23 years, the figuresare 64 per cent by gift and Xi .per cent by bequest. If 1916 is omitted, thefigures are: Gifts, 59 per cent and bequests 41 per cent.. The lowest per centof gifts for any year was 17 in 1894 and the highest was 83 In 1906.

TABLE 24. Total benefactions to an forms of education in the United States,the total Income for higher education in the United States as reported by thyUnited States Commissioner of Education, and gifts to libraries.

Years. Benefactiona
to all forms of
education.'

Total income
of higher

, education'
,

Benefactions
to libraries'

1916
1915
1914
1913
1917 .
1911 ,
1910
1909.
1908

$133,627,211
118,290,296
120,579,257
100,590,855
104,514,096
94,672,441
80,438, 987
78,660,969
69, 790, 924

$2, 717,450
916,000

1,881,000
2,102,000
2,112, , , i

1,9E1,
1,9,11 000
3,012;090

164:100

172,612,619
35,354,338
90,741,210
57,601,997
35,207,907
61,870,296
01,281,182

, 46,122,241
16, 662, 0e9

Fran year above cited.
'Prom Repsrta 0f the United States Commissioner of Ikluestice.
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TAILS 24.Total benefactions to all forms of_eduoation, etc.Continued.

Years.
Benefactions

to all forms of
education.

Total income
of higher

education.
Benefactions
to librariee.

1907. $89,817,708 $18,079,616 $1, 674, 250

1906 29, 775,000 57, 502, 280
1906 70, 000,000 45, 715,927
1901 24,918,399 41, 618,228 961,100
1903
1902

50,026,058
55,174,640

40, 526,616
, 39,962, 798

3,838, 500
4,045,500

1901
1900

72,334,450
23,690, 473

39, 812, 256
31,676,572

9,048, 228
3,270,000

1809 43,314,282 41,152,710 1,624,600
1898 20, 406, 034 26, 745,610 942,500
1897 12, 436, 391 25,608, 446 1, Thl, 000

1886 13, 831, 211 ' 26,260,902 1,535,000
1816 13,930,506 22, 134,601 1, 736,000

1894 15,976,466 24, 390, 852 3,912, 713

1893 14, 283, 254 20,133,191 3,087, 000

4

To the general picture then We may, mid, from the facts brought out here,
that the geheral impressions gained from the data of the United States Com-
missioner's reports are reinforced at several points. Compared with the cost
of education in the country, these gifts are of great consideration. Second,
they have been. and there is ,reason_ to believe that they will continue to be, a
dependable resource. Third, there is a definite decline in the amount of these
gifts, which, however, seems to he explained by a correspon'ing rise in gifts
to charitycharity so obviously demanded by the great catastrophes of the
years of this decline. In addition, there is a decline in gifts to religion, to
public improvements, and to libraries. With the exception of gifts to libraries,
which have slightly declined in absolute 'amount, these declines are only rela-
tive; as may be seen from column three in Table 24. What should have caused
this lessening of gifts to libraries is not evident from these figures. Carne-
gie's. gifts extend from about 1881, and reports show no special decline in his
gifts until very recently.

PHILANTHROPY AND THE OLDER COLLEGES.

Turning again to Tables 3, 4, and 6 for a more intensive study of philan-
throphy as it ,affected three of our old colonial colleges, we are able to follow
the tendencies through the present period.

Briefly stated, it may be noted that during this period no State support was)
received; that, looked at from any angle, the amounts of gifts have more than
kept pace with their former record; that at Harvard and Columbia the earlier
tendency to place a condition upon the gifts has continued, while at Yale the
opposite- has been true ; and that gifts for permanent endowment show a rela-
tive decline at Harvard and Yale through this period, while at Columbia such
gifts seem less popular than It Hirvard, but more popular than at Yale.

Of the conditional gifts, it may be said that the "pious and indigent youth"
has continued to fare less well throughout this period; that gifts for scholar-
ships and fellowships have become more popular; that. relatively (not in
absolute amount) there has been a decline in gifts.for professorships, except
at Columbia ; and that a still sharper relative decline in gifts to libraries has
appeared. As to the form of gift there is no special tendency anywhere
toward gifts or bequests, except possibly at Yale, where bequests havtIncreased.

Everywhere in these older institutions there is evidence of Femarkable
growth. Harvard is now well into the last quarter of it* third century, and
Columbia beyond the middle of its.second century. There have been no more
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rapidly changing centuries in history than their. Surely these facts show thateducational institutions founded and maintained by philanthropy can keepstep with the passing years. If the " dead hand " had lain heavily upon theseinstitutions, they would scarcely have maintained this rate of growth, eitherin toto or in the special lines here represented.

PHILANTHROPY IN COLLEGES OF THE EARLY NATIONAL PERIOD.

1. NEW LINES OF DEVELOPMENT.

In Chapter IV was described the work of philanthropy in a number of col-leges which were founded during the early national period. -Several new linesof development were begun in those years, notable among which were the be-ginnings' of separate colleges for women, manual labor colleges, and separateschools of theology. It will be the purpose here to gams forward the studyof several of those institutions.
It was said there Shat the philanthropy of that period Was in the main di-rected by the variothi churches. and that in point ,of method the new copegesof those days originated and grew very much as did the colleges of Me/early

colonial times.

2. AMHERST AS AN EX AMPLE OF THE COLLEGES OF LAST PERIOD.

Fairl; complete data for Amherst College are presented in Tables 11 and 25.In Table 11.the Amherst data already discussed' have been carried forward to
1890. From this way be noted a continuance of most of the tendencies that hadprevailed before the Civil War. The State did nothing more for the college,but the average annual income from gifts gradually increased. Most of thegifts were for a specified purpose, and among these, scholarships, professor-
ships, and the lilfrary fared well. For some -'years after the Civil War thegifts were made immediately available, but endo yments mere favored from1876 to 1890. The stiWscription method of obtaining efts falls into disuse ornearly so, and as was true from the beginning, most of this income was bydirect gift rather than by bequest. -

In Table 25 is presented Amherst's income from "tuition and student fees,"
from "productive funds," and from "benefactions." This table covers theperiod 1895 to 1916, inclusive, at 4-year intervals, and brings out several inter-esting points. First. the amount from gifts fluctuates' from year to year,
roughly increasing up to the beginning of the World War and then' declining.
Income from tuition, has also varied, but shows a substantial increase to the
present, and income from permanent. endowment funds has grown regularly,
having inure than doubled during the 22 years covered by the table.

TABLE 25.Income of Amherst College each fourth year, as reported by the
United States Commissioner of Education.

, 0

Dates. It Tuition
and fees.

Productive
funds.

Benefac-
tions.

Total
receipts.

1805 .

it. 842,000 $62,000 $30,000 $140,0001899 . 50,000 50,000 65,000 165,0001903
40,000 60,000 100,000 200,0001907 37,500 90,000 78,000 210,500

,
1911

64,012 105,371 500,748 704,8961915
59,957 135,982 30,562 =7,11341916 . $1,521 135.648 31,223 241,550

I See p. 42 it
r
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From these facts it is clear that if the college does not expand too rapidly,
it will very soon be on a remarkably sound basis.

3. THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS.

The growth of Amherst is somewhat paralleled by that of Andover Theologi-
cal Seminary, the eaclphistory .of which has already been discussed' Refer-

ring again to Table 12, it will be seen that after the Civil War, and down to
1890, Andover continued to receive contributions to her permanent funds, and
that in increasing amounts. The details of these endowments are not all given.
in the tablg, but enough is shown to indicate that professorships, scholarships,
and the library fared well.

According to reports of the United States Commissioner of Education, the
total amount of Andover's permanent funds in 1872 was $550,000. With some
fluctuations these funds have gradually increased to more than $810,000 in

1915. As early as 1852 these funds were furnishing an annual income of
$85,000. By '1889 this had grown to $55,000, and it is recanted' that this was
the entire income of the school for the year.

Here, then, is a theological school, founded in 1807, which has slowly built
up an endowment fund- that males it virtually independent.

4. WOMEN'S COLLEGES.

As we have already seen,' Mount Holyoke College was one of the pioneer
institutions devoted to the.higla education of women. The school was founded
and became well established in the second quarter of last century. The fol-
lowing tables will show something. of its_kinancial career since the close of the

early national period.
Up to 1875 practically no permanent endowment funds had beet% accumulated`.

The school had in a very real sense been on trial' as a new philanthropic
social project. That it fully proved its worth and received a large et cial sanc-

tion is shown by the figures of-Table 26.
Column 1 of this-table shows th,toial amount of permanent funds possessed

by the college at intervals of fivrilears from 18,75 to 1915. In 1875 the college
possessed a permanent fund of $50,000. In 1915 this had grown to near a
million and a half dollars.

, TABLE 26.Total endomment, total draw, and sources of Isworne for Mount
Holyoke College at intervals of five years, 18751915.a

,,>)

Dates.
Total en-
dowment .

Total In-,..
emne I's-

Ilene,
Lions.

Income from

Productive
funds.

Tuition and
other fees

1875
1880

585
1890...
1895
1900
1905.
1910...
1916

.
s

PA

'

1,

848,000
42,294
55, 500

74, 000
139, 663
187,000
279, 721
349,828

119, 000'
6, 200

. 31, 000
276,000
31, 292
12,850

13,000
4, 350
7, 500

5,000
24, 061
19,000
34,666
50, 820

845, 000
b 37, 944
8 48, 000

..
59,006

115,602
168,000
100,197
114, 843

650,000
83, 488

1CG, 800
150, 000
99, 000

475, 000
801,000
838, 750
426,173

'Compiled from reports of United States Commissioner of Education.
8Includes board and tuition

Bee P. 44.
'Rep. U. B. Commie. Ethic., 1889.
lee p.

Boston per refused to 'publish Min Lyon's statements in behalf of- the college
paid f advertising. Stowe, Mat. at' Mount Holyoke Sem., sec. ed., 1887. p. 41.
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It will be seen that permanent funds are rapidly assuming a larger and

larger share 14 the annug income of the college, Mt main sources of which are
also shown in this table. In 1875 the school received $3,000 from the income
on permanent funds and $45, from student fees. In 1915 permanent funds
produced $50,820 and tuitio amounted to 114,643. This shows even more
clearly what was mentions hove, and joist what we have seen to be true of
Andover and of Amherst, viz,. that the rate of growth in income from perma-
nent funds is greater than is the rate of growth in income from other sources.
If this rate continues, it will not be many decades 'before philanthropy will
have produced a college for women, tAat will not be dependent upon student
fees and that in spite of an extremely modest financial beginning.

No small part of Mount Holyoke's permanent funds are devoted to the gen-
eral endowment of the college. The growth of this general fund, together with
the permanent fund for scholarships, is shown in Table 27.

TABLE 27.Growth of ttro of Mount Holyoke's perntiknent- funds, that for yen.oral purposes and that for soholarships!

4,
.1

_
t

Gifts to permanent
fund for

-
Gifts to permanent

fund for
Date. Date.

General Scholar- General Scholar,.
. purposes. ships. . purposes. ships.II

Before 1875 $4,640 136,665 1901-1905 8223,363 814,0001876-1880 .7,000 1906 -1910 , 5,500 19,5001881-1885. 25,000 22,500 1911-1915 432,750 56 3141886-1890 50,792 10,000
1,091,179 218,480

1891-1895 164,134 19,000 Total1895-1900., 185,000 43,500 ,

I Compiled from catalogues and the president's report.

From this table it appears that these two funds have increased rapidly and
that each has reached a pbsition of importance in the support of the college.

5. °MERLIN AN EXA WPM OF THE MANUAL LABOR COLLEGE.

Oberlin College was anpther institution of the early national period whose
early history has been traced' It was pointed out that Oberlin's attempts at
gathering funds for permanent endowment were pretty much a failure before
the Civil War. Table 28 furnishes us with a very remarkable sequel, however,
to that earlier story of hard times, for since the Civil War Oberlin has made
progress quite similar to that noted above for'Ansherst, Andover, and Mount
Holyoke.

It is dot only in Oberlin's total, howityer, but in the purposes for which
these' totals were given that we-see the larkWvalue of her endowment. This the
table makes clear throudb a period of alinont a half century.

Bea y. 443 t.
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TABLE 28.-Distribvtion of Oberlin's permanent funds, received
bequest, 1833-1915.1

by gift and

Dates. Total.

To general funds of- Special funds.

Un i ver-
si ty. College. Seminary. Library. Profeasor..

ships'
Scholar-
ships!

16,000 16,0001880-1865
1886-1870 25,000 125,0001871-1875 28,494 117,514 8,13.5 2,04.51876-1880 98,291 1,2% 91,005 4,0001881-188.5 464,093 186,026 $68,059 142,135 $887 148,906 18,1001886-103 125,219 133 14,276 92,268 18,5421891-18a5 97,892 24,815 427 68, 000 4,45018964900 116,877 72, 944 5,824 12,524 25,5851901-1905 537,10 372,319 10,000 28,113 4,752 108,919 13,0001906-1910 538, I% 343,496 68,034 37,767 73,549 40, 000 15,75019114915 348.243 188,58.5 4,142 96,016 59,500

Data for this table were compiled froip the Oberlin General Catalogue, 1833-1908, and the Quinquennial
Catalogue for 1916.

, Of the total amount of benefactions for this urpose to 1908, 51 per cent was received as direct gifts.
24 pbei cent by bequest, ant! 25 per cent by endopvrment canvasses. Nearly 26 per cent of it was for the
endowment of religious and theological instruction and 18 per cent for instruction in natural and physical
sciences.

Of the total amount given for the endowment of scholarships during these years. 22 per centwas received
by bequests, nearly 5 per cent came (ruin churches, and 3 per cent from different classes of alumni. Abbut
14 per cent of it was for those entering missionary work or those who were children of missionaries. more
than 25 per cent was for indigent self-supporting students, 8 per cent for colored students, and 15per centfor girls.

Some details concerning the growth oche professorship funds are added in
Table 29. From these facts it appears that slightly more than half of the
total of these funds was built up by subscription methods, approximately one-
fourth by gift and the same by bequest.

Linz 29. -Date, amount, and source of each endowed professorship at Oberlin
College.

'Dates. Amount. Hew obtained.

-----7:
Branch of instruction endowed.

1867
1875
1877
1879
1880
1881
1882
1882
1882
1884
1886
1889
1888
1883

1806
1898
1901

' 1902
1904
1907

125,000
8,935

21,37),
19,634
50,000
25,000
25,158
23,748

- 30,000
25,000
20,000
55,
36,
38,000

30,000
12,524
30,411
40,000
38,500

n 40,000

Bequest. .,

Subscription
do
do

Gift ,
do

Subscription
.do

Gift ,
Bequest
Gift.._.
Bequest
Subscription
Gift. ..

.
.......do

In j)art by subscription
Gift
Bequest
Gift

Greek literature and archeology.
New Testament language_and literature.
Old Testament language and literature.
Botany.
Philosophy and psychology. '
Homiletics.
Church history.
Economic and social science.
Latin language and literature. I
Mathematics.
Physiology and ph steal training':

4 German and French.
Theology.
Dean of women and director of women's gymna-

num.
History.
Medieval history. ,.
Director of conservatory of music. ,
Mineralogy and chemistry.
President's chair.
Practical theology.

Considering these four colleges as fairly representative of the philanthropic
foundations of the early .kitional. period, we may say of their development
since the Civil War that in all cases this has been a period of rapid growth.
The period of experimentation seems to have passed about war Mines, and
these colleges to have been accepted at worthy of the full.confidence of phi-
lanthropy. Permanent funds began to accumulate, slowly at first and then at
an increasing 'rote, till now all have a substantial income from such funds.
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At the present rate of growth, and with no more than normal expansion, thesecolleges will in time become practically independent of income frpm othersources. The endowment funds of these colleges are in large part availablefor general purposes, though considerable sums have been given for pro-, fessorships, scholarships, and library.

PHILANTHROPY IN THE COLLEGES OF THIS PERIOD.

Down to 1865 practically every college had begun its existence with verysmall funds, usually with little or no real endowment, 1114d had had to passthrough a long financial struggle before it had won a clientnge sufficient toguarantee Its future. During the period here under discussion colleges Con-tintted to he founded on that same basis. Drury College began In poverty in1873 and remained poor until 1892, when a gift of$50.000 laid the fotindationof her present endowment of over a atarter of a million. Carleton College,chartered in 1867, began with $20,000 received from the citizens of Northfieldand $10,000 received from the Congregational Churches of the Slate. In 1015this college possessed endowment funds of almost a million dollars. Wash,6burn College, chartered in 1865, was started by small gifts from the Congre-gational Churches, but by lb15 had developed an endowment of over $300,000.These are but three from the many well-known illustrations of this tyPe-
1. THE' PRIVATELY ENDOWED UNIVERSITY A NIEw TYPE.

In addition to this type, however, we- see the beginning of a new era ineducational philanthropyan era in which a great and iudepengently endoweduniversity could spring into existence almost at once from the gifts of a singlebenefactor.
Such schools did not have to go to the public and beg for funds, nor awaitany sort of social sanction. They secured their charters as corporations,erected their buildings, called together theft' faculties, organized their curricula,and opened their doors to students. They start, therefore, as educational andphilanthropic, and we might also say, social experiments. Can such financiallypowerful corporations be trusted to keep faith with America's educational,economic, religious, and social Weals was the question in many, minds at thattime.

An examination of the charters, articles of incorporation, and other fourt-istion documents of these institutions should reveal something of their oconception of what their function was to be. Accordingly the following ex-cerpts from these sources are presented:

1. EDUCATIONAL AIMS.

The charter of Vassar College was honied In 1861. Section 2 of this charterdeclares it to be the object and purpose of the corporation "To promote theeducation of young women in literature, science, and the arts."
A fuller statement is to be found in Matthew Vassar's address to the trusteesof the college, delivered on February 26, 1861, in which be says:
I wiali that the course of study should embrace at least the following partic-ulars: The English language and its literatite; other modern languages; theancient classics, as far as mar be demanded by the spirit of the times; themathematics, to such an extent as may be deemed advisable; all the branches ofnatural betel:Ice, with full apparatus, cabinets, collections, and conservatoriesfor visible illustrations; anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, with practical refer-ence to the laws of health of the sex ; intellectual philosophy the elemente-ofppliticae economy ; some knowledge of the Federal and 13t;ite Constitutions
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and laws; moral science; particularly as bearing on the fills\ conjugal, and
parental relations; aesthetics, as treating of the beautiful in ature and art,
and to be illustrated by an extensive gallery of art; domestic economy. prac-
tically taught, so far as possible, in order to prepare graduates readily to

me skillful housekeepers; last, and moat important of all, the daily, system -
tic reading and study of the Holy Scriptures as the only and all-sufficient

rule of Christian faith and practice'
Cornell's charter, granted in 1865, says, in section 3:
The leading object of the corporation hereby created shall be to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the -mechanical arts,
Incuding military tactics; in order to promote the liberal and practical educa-
tion of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life.
But such other branches of science and knowledge may be embraced in the
plan of instruction Had investigation pertaining to the university as the
trustees may deem useful and proper."

In addition to this statement from the charter, we have the following words
from Ezra Cornell, the founder :"

I hope we have laid the foundation of an institution which shall combine prac-
tical with liberal education, I desire that this shall prove to be the
beginning of an institution which shall furnish better means for the culture of
all men, of every calling, of every aim; training them to be more
useful in their relat:ons to the State, and to better comprehend their higher
and holier relations to their families and their God.

Finally, I trust we have laid the foundation of a university" an institu-
tion where any person can find instruction in any study."

Johns Hopkins says in his will:
I do hereby give, devise, and bequeath all the rest of my real and

personal estate to be held, used, and applied by such corporation in, for, and to
its corporate purposes In accordance with the provision of its existing charter
of incorporation, etc." - 4.

In this brief and formal certificate of incorporation of August 24, 1867, we
find the general declaration of purpose to be that of " Organizing a university
for the promotion of education in the State of Maryland," etc."

These general ideas of the purpose Johns Hopkins University are made a
bit more specific in the inaugural address of the first president in which he lays
down 12 principles fairly well expressed in the following brief excerpts:"

1. All sciences are worthy of promotion, etc.
Religion has nothing fo fear from science, and vice versa.

3. Remote utility it quite as worthy to be thought of as immediate ad-
vantage.

4. As it is impossible for any university to encourage with equal freedom
all branches of learning, a selection must be made by enlightened
governors, and that selection must depend on the requirements and
deficiencies of a given people in a given period.

5. Teachers and pupils must be allowed great freedom in their method of
work.

In his next several principles he lays emphasis upon the importante of a
broad liberal culture for all students; upon research for professors, upon the
influence of research upon instruction, and vice versa; points out that honors
must be bestowed sparingly and benefits freely; and says that a university is
a thing of slow growth and very liable to fall into ruts.

In Vassar, by Taylor, James, Monroe, and Haight, Elizabeth Ilaselbin, Appendix II. .
*Corneal University Register, 1888.
la Founder's Address at the inaugural of President White in 1888, in Biography of

Zara Cornell, A. b. Barnes & Co., 1884, p. 199 ff.,
Johns Hawkins UniversityCharter, Extracts of will, Officers, and By -Laws. Balti-

more, 1874,
Published with subsequent amendrents in the University Register. fee 1918-19.

hi kith's's.' at the Inauguration of Daniel Cs Oilman, as President ot Johns Rankine
University, Baltimore. Un-
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The founding grant of Leland Stanford Junior University declares that it is

" Its object to qualify its students for personal success and direct usefulness
in life."

And further :
Its purposes, to promote the ptiblIc welfare by exercising an influence in be-half of humanity and cidilization, teaching the blessings of liberty regulatedby law, and inculcating love and reverence for the great principles of govern-

ment as derived from the inalienable rights of man to life, liberty, and the pur-suit of happiness.
In addition to work of instruction, tie- university was designed " to advance

learning, the arts, and sciences."
Iri the University of Chicago certificate of incorporation we find the aim of

the foundation expressed insection 2 as follows:
To provide, impart, and furnish opportunities for all departments of highereducation to persons of both sexes on equal terns; * to establish andmaintain a university in which may be taught all branches of higher learning.
Such are the educational aims of these institutions as they were conceived

by the founders.

2. atuor0.08 1118.

The religious emphasis is shown to some extent in these same documents.
Vassar's charter makes no reference to religion, but Mr. Vassar, in the ad-

dress above iluoted, does. In addition to the reference to religion in the above
quotation, he says:

All sectarian influences should be carefully excluded ; but the training of ourstudents should never be intrusted to the skeptical, the irreligious, or the im-moral.

Cornell's charter makes specific reference to religion, as follows:
SEC. 2. But at no time shall a majority of the board be of shy one religioussect of of no religious sect.
SF.c.3. And persons of every religious denomination shall be equally eligibleto all offices and appointments.

In Johns Hopkins' brief charter no reference LB made to religion, but in
President. Gilman's address, as above quoted, we can see that questions of
religion were\to fix no limitations in the life of the university at any point.

Leland Stanford's foundation grant as amended in October, 1902, says:
The university must be forever maintained upon, a strictly nonpartisain and

nonsectarian basis.
The charter of the University of Chicago says:
Sac. 3. At all times two-thirds of the trustee& and also the president of theuniversity and of said college shall be members of regular Baptist Churches

in this particiflar this charter shall be forever unalterable.
No other religious test or particular religious profession shall ever be held as

a requisite for election to said board or for admission to said university
or for election to any professorship or any place of honor or emolument in saidcorporation,- etc.

Such aims as these could not have been expressed in earlier college charters.
The idea of educating young women in the sciences; the idea of connecting
science as taught in the college with the work of the farmer and mechanic ;
the laboratory method of teaching ; the idea of investigation and research as a
university function; the slight general references to and the broad liberality
in matters of religion ; these things could .not have been written into the founda-
tion documents of our colonial colleges. There is a marked contrast between
the gemerai tone and the actual ideas and ideals expressed here and those
shown from colonial charters in Table 1 above.
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The new education is strongly suggested In alnotst every line of these docu,
mono, and a careful, -analysis of the conditions placed upon the foundation
gifts would show that very little is to be subtracted from-the showing which
the above quotations make.

Mr, Rockefeller demanded that the Baptist Education Board should raise
$400,000 to put with his gift of $600,000. his gift to become a permanent endow-
ment for current expenses. The conditions of his next several large gifts were
quite as simple.

Matthew Vassar placed in the hands of his trustees securitiesiworth $400900
with which to build a seminary anti eollege for women. Ile kxplained what
his notion of such ti college was and then very noidestly advised the board us to
future use of the funds.

Mr. Cornell had to meet the demands not altogether reasonableof the
State of New York. and those of the national land-grant act of 18tt2 before he
could give P00,000 to build a university.

These are typ'cul. These great fortunes were to build and endow a "college"
or a " university." us the case might be, anti no narrow limitations were placed
upon the use of the gifts to those ends. With such large initial funds available,
it is obvious that these institutions are in a ixsition to reject any subsequent
gift that does not meet the essential purposes for which the schoot, were
founded. The aims laid down in their charters can be carried out without help
if necessary.' and it is especially noteworthy, therefore. that in no case has
society failed to accept the foundation In the right spirit. Almost from the
start the people made these projects their own, as was evidenced by the con-
tritbitions which very soon began to tiow into their treasuries from outside
sources.'

3. TYPES OF EARLY CONDITIONAL GIFTS.

Vassar Colicoc.Vassar College. was f011Ioled in IStil and tins oi.)ened to
students in 1S65. Mr. Vassar's first gift was $40.8,000. lu 1864 be added a gift
a $20,000, for an art c'oths'tion, and in 1868, by his will, he caneeled a $75,000
debt for eke college, and added $275,000 to establish a lectureship fund, a
students' aid fund, a library and art cabinetfund-, and a repair fund. The
first important gift to come to Vassar from the outside was in 1871, when
A. J. Fox gave $6,000 to establish the Fox scholarship. This was soon followed
by two other gifts for scholarships and in 1879 by a gift of $6,000, and in 1882
by another of $3,00(1, bah for scholarships."

In 1879 two of the founder's nephews agreed to build a laboratory of chem-
istry' and physics; iu addition to Which Matthew Vassar. Jr., gave $50,000 fur
scholarships and $40,000 for two professorships. In, 1890 an endowment fund
of $100,000 was raised by subscriptions."

Andrew D. White, in his Autobiography, Vol. 1, p. 413, quotes the following statement
,from a trustee ofllohns Hopkins University " We at least have this in our favor ; we can
follow out our own conceptions and convictions of what Is best ; we have no need of obey-
hug the Injunctions of any legislature, the .beliefs of any religious body, or the clamors
of any press; we are free to do what we really believe best, as slowly and id such manner
as we see fit."

0 In accepting acme of these scholarships the college bhund itself for all time to edu-
cate a girl on each of the foundations. That was possible when money was Worth 7 per
rent, and the cost of such education 640) ; but as money fell to 4$ to 5 per cent, and the
cost of such education rose to $500, such gifts became liabilities In place of assets. This,
however, was no fault of philanthropy, but due rather to shortsighted management on
the part of the college. Such managemenk was not, however, without precedent. See
discussion of Oberlin scholarships, p. 46. .

"Thaw facts were taken tromp Tailor and Haight's Vassar, and from President's Re-
ports and. Catalogues.
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This covers practically all the gifts to Vassar daring its first 26 years of

Work.- Certainly the conditions named have been In line with the main purposesof the founder.
Corse!! treircraity.At Cornell University, founded in 1805, we have a some-

what different situation. The, half million dollar gift of the founder was very
thoroughly bound to fulfiLl certain conditions laid down by the State legisla-
ture." The university started find grew against serious opposition of almost
every sort, and almost immediately gifts began to be received.

In 1871 Henry W. Sake gave $260,000 to establish and endow a women's col-
lege; John Me Grew erected the McGraw Building, at a cost of about $100,000;,.
Hiram Sibley presented a building and equipment for the college of mechanic
arts at a cost of over $50.000; President White built the President's House,
at a cost of some $60,000; and Dean Sage endowed the chapel which had been
built by a gift of Henry W. Sage: These are typical of many other early
gifts which produced a phenomenally rapid growth of the university."

John Hopkins renal y.Johns 'Hopkins opended its doors in ,1876. hav-ing been chartered in 15437. Almost immediately its large foundation beganto be supplemented by gifts kind bequests. 'In his will, dated February 26, 1876.
Dr. Henry \V. Baxley left $23.8341 to found a medical professorship. In diesame year at small gift was received for a scholarship, and -dais was followed
by several others tinting the next few years. Large and important book (:ol-
lectiops, including at large German law library tlor Heidelberg, werewcontributedInithe library very soon utter it was opened, and two $10.000 fellowships werecontributed., in 1887. N11111,41/11% small gifts tare also recorded, bat these arefully typical of the conditional gifts to Johns Hopkins during her first twod eca

Chicago University. -:- .Among the early gifts to the University of Chicago
after it was chartered in 18110 was at site for. the college by Marshall Fieldand a million dollar gift from Mr. Rockefeller, $800,0041 of the latter to he used
as n permanent fund for, t he support of nonprofessional graduate. instruction
and fellowships,. $100010 to be used as a pernatorent fund for the endowment
of theological instraWilon in the divinity school of the university, and $100.000.

-to he used in the eonstrection of buildings for the divinity schOol. In 1891the trustees of the} B. Ogden estate began proceeding which endedin a gift of near $600,600 for the Ogden Graduate School of Science. In1a93 Silas B. Cobb gave at $150,000 recitation building. and in this same yearthree other large gifts for buildings were received. Numerous °Hutt gifts. such
as an astronondial observatt, a physical laboratory, a chemistry building,
an oriental mueefum, followtd within a few years, as also did large sums for
endowment.

Leland Stan fqrd Junior 1' nirersif y.At Leland Stanford Junior University,
opened in 1891 on the largest initial foundation jlift yet made to an American
institution of higher learning, numerous valuable gifts were made to the
library and museum from the start-. The half-million dollar jewel fund forthe endowment of the library was the gift ofi.Mrs. Stanford in 1905. Otherlarge gifts from Thomas Welton Stanford restored the museum, which hsd
been destroyed by Abe earthquake in 1906. and added an art 'museum and a

I By the chsirter the university was made subject to visitation of the regents ofthe University Ot New York, and the trustees were made personally liable for any debtabove $50,000. It alb° made the founding gift of Mr. Cornell absolutely unconditional.For these eta. see President White's Autobiography, and W. T. Hewett's CornellUniversity, a !story, Vol. III, Appendix.
o P Bee A L of Gifts and Bequests Received by the John Hopkins University; 1878-1891, Ilaltimo 1892.
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valuable art collodion. Several prize echolarship, fellowship, and lecture-
ship funds were also among the early gifts.

We may say, then, that these institutions did receive gifts from the out-
side, and that 'very soon after they were fetmded. We may say that the
conditions of these gifts were unquestionably in accord with the essential
aims set forth in the charters of the schools. In other words, these projects
met the real test and passed it, and having received society sanction they
have joined the ranks of Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Oberlin, Amherst, and the
long list of institutions which these names suggest.

4. ANALYSIS OF GIFTS TO TWO UNIVIHSITIES OF THIS GBOOP.

It is possible to add to this description something of the financial history
of two of these universities. Tables 30 and 31. give us a fairly complete
'account of the ilicome to the University of Chicago and to Cornell University
at intervals of five years down to 1915. Any one of the columns of these
tables is instructive. All point to the phenomenal growth of these univer-
sities. The income from tuition shows the rapid growth of the student
bodies, and when compared with the column showing the total income it is
seen that throughout Cornell's history tuition has furnished rom one-fourth
to- one-seventh of the total annual income, while at the Ugly rsity of Cl?icago
this percentage is from one-third to one-fifth. T from productive
funds'in both tables-stows a steady and rapid in ase almost from the start,
and at Cornell has furnished from two to six d even nine times the income
produced by tuition.

The gifts column in Table 31 shows that gifts have become, subsequently
to 1890, an extremely important and dependable source of income. It should
be added that an examination of the,,ti/easurer's reports shows that a large
percentage of these gifts to CornelT have been going into the permanent
funds olPthe universitY.

In Tittle 30 we have a further analysis of the tenefactions to the Uni-
versity of Chicago after 190$, from which we are able to see the extent to
which gifts are being received-for enlargement of plant, for endowment, and
for current expenses, respectively, from which It is 4vident that a very large
percentage of all OM go into the permanent funds.

VABIZ 80. Income of University of Chicago at 5-year intervals from 1890
to 1915.'

.. Dates.

1890
MS
1100
1906 ...... ...
1910
1915

..,

From student tees.

From
productive

'""'''''

From private benefactions for
From
other

sources.
.

-

Total
inecinielli

Tuitiort.
Other

student
fees.

Pleat.
4.-

Ends*.
meni.

.

Current
expenses.

8130, 000
294,
804,554

588,721
708, 175

402 L

193, 980
217, 838

5140, 000
207, 620
336,144
374, 240

1, 094, 254

,

,
41,684,910

273,642
352, 193,

82, 127,1383

1, 563,
579
867' pa
784; 303

91388,270
53,635
7, 885

00r
3d , 280
47,607
ts, 887

103,880

11, 968, ma
2,t95,997
1, 468,1711
2; 793, gas
3 268` 508, ,

61.49rapiled. from United States Coesmissioner's .Reports lac! tufa the repo r" et the tieleeelitYpresident.
In 1907.

O
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TAW= 81.-Financial exhibit of income of Crnell University at five-year inter-
vals from 1865 to 1915.'

Years.

.
-Tuition fees.

Other
receipts

from
students.

Income of
investments.

Productive
funds.

All other
SOUr085.

11

Total.

1865-66
$9, 0001868-69 833, 348 $130, 000 76, 744..

1874 15,105 $1, 993 880, 000 89, 203 106, 3011879 18,545 1,637 73,662 13,314 107; 1581884 17,050 2,719 186,907 10,700 217,8771889 46, 000 18, 502 275, 028 29, 776 30%,3041894 114, 277 26, 736 314, 993 112, 595 55,931 674; 51111899 155, 003 38, 413 378, 033 CA, 855 40, 849 676,1531904 251,031 57,311 413,629 485,449 122,915 1, 330, 3361909 476, 400 428, 562 183, 252 119,634 1,460,6101914 535, 348 45, 334 644, 637 4, 376,103 , 346,506 6, 790, MO1915 622,575 183,975 709,777 201, 484 409,821 3,161,331

Data to 1904 from Hewett's Cornell University, and subsequent to 1904 from Reports of the United
,Btates Commissioner of Education.

From these figures acts evident that the scale upon which these institutions
were founded has been, fairly maintained as their'scale of growth. Chicago's
income from permanent funds is furnishing an increasing proportion of her
annual income, while the opposite appears to be true of Cornell. The latter is
explained by the fact that Co ell has in recent years been receiving relatively
large annual appropriations om the State,-the city, and the United States.
What we have noted above re arding the endowment funds of the colonial and
early national colleges, then, Is equally true of these younger institutions.
They are rapidly building up a sodrce of support that will, under normal -ex-
pansion, make them independent

If we ask regarding the further conditions placed upon these vast gifts to
highes education, we have but to read over the lists published in the year-
books, in magazines, and in official university publications to see that they
are rarely out of line with the main lines of growth in the institution receiving
them. More than half of Cornell's. permanent funds belong to the general
funds of the university or to some one of the schools or departments.'

Of the great foundations of this period 'then we may say :,,Financially they
are practically independent from the start; each is, in the main, `the gift of
one man; their charters grant then almost unlimited- freedom to become any-
thing they nlay choose, to call college or university ; they are very dffinitelt
nonsectarian and nonpolitical, but one, Chicago, is definitely fostered by
churc4 ; they cultivate liberality in matters of religion; they stress original
research as a professorial function; and, in the face of'Teal opposition in some
cases, as well as the natural tendency to distrust such large corporations, the
gifts they have received from the start show that they have been' accepted by
the public as fully as have the most ancient or most religious foimdations of
the past. All are rapidly building up permanent endowment funds which
promise a large degree of financial independence in the-future, and, judged by
our best standards, all are not.only fully law-abiding: but each in its own way
is exercising wide leadership in the field of higher education.

-PHILANTHROPY THROUGH RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. SOCIEl'IES.

An explained in Chapter III, religious education societies arose very early
_in ate last century in remodel to a growing demand for gained Inialaterf,

un list of these hinds with date and amount of each, and with fairly comma
ststraent of (*Mittens controlling the use of their inconuf, is pnblished in the annual
Mort of the treasurer for 1015-1e. .
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which demand the colleges were failing to meet. They organized and were 411
chartered as corporations to aid in the education of young men for this calling.
They operated mainly by direct aid to the student, though in some cases grants
.were made to colleges. Most of the societies did some work of this kind, even
going so far as to found colleges in some instances."

Most Of these societies survived the period of the Rebellion and have con-
tinued, separately or in combination, to carry on this work to the present time.
Many other societies have also been organized, several/new ones having ap-
peared very recently. The old methods of assistance have continued in force,
and permanent endowment funds have in several cases grown to importance,
and it is plain that the influence of these organizations is becoming greater. At
present tpey dre organized on denominational lines, though originally many of
them were not so.

1. THE AMERICAS EDUCATION socirry.

Something of the extent of their service to higher education may be seen
from the following tables, which are typical of the best work that is being done
by these societies. Table 32 shows the annual income of the American.Educa-
tion Society, the number of students assisted, the amount of permanent funds
possessed, the totallinnual grant to colleges, and, for a few years, the number of

. colleges receiving these grants. The fit*" two columns are a continuation of
columns one and two fin Table 14.

TABLE statistics of the American Education Society 0-intervals
of five years from 1866 to 1915.

Dates.
I Amount

Amount Students of per-
received. aided. manent

fund.

Grants
tocolleges.'

Colleges
aided.

1866 821, 613 233 I 181,000
1570 27,120 354 51,500
1876 93, 713 413 81,500 1182,375 8
1880 64, 097 367 R3, 499 38, 983 11

.1885 60,124 309 103,418 6%137 $8,
1890 101,425 359 112,622 68,336.
189,5 141,180 335 225,342 28,534
IWO 120,047 138 28,861
1906 144,036 192 281,114 7,849
1910 129,555 "231 282,124 22,731
1915 89, 639 10,521 4

Usually much larger sums were given to academies than to colleges.
In this year (1575) the society Joined with the Society for the Promotion of Collegiate and Theological

Education, was chartered, and became the American College and Education Society.
In 1884.

If we turn to Table 14 we will see that this society grew iapkily from its
beginning in 1815 to well into the thirties, after which it slowly declined until
after the Civil War, when it 'again entered upon a period of prosperity which
has continued ,practically to the present time.

In 1874 the American Education Society, "which had worked mainly by
grants to students, was combined with the Society for the Promotion of Col-
legiate and Theological Education in the West, which had operated by'makina
grants to colleges." This Mhift in emphasis appears in column 4 under "grants
to colleal."

The rise in income along with the decline In number of students and colleges
aided is explained by the fact that increasing attention has been given to the

I. As when the Western College dOelety founded Mao,. COltd0.111 1843-
Bee p. ti0 R.
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work of academies, pastorates, and missionary schools." The society has not
only prospered, but its total service to education has increased.

2. THE PRESBYTERIAN EDUCATION BOARD.

Tii>fe 33 continues for the board of education of the Presbyterian Church thefacts shown for that society in Table 14. In addition, this table shows 'thenumber of churches from which contributions were received, and the maximum
amount and the total amount of aid granted to students.

TABLE 33. Financial statistics of the Presbyterian Board of Education at inter-- rats of five years.'

t 4

Years.

.
Number
of con-

tributing
churches

Receipts
from all
ammea*

Number
ofof candi.

dates
aided.

Maxi-
mum

amount
of aid.

Total
amountpaid to
eandi"dates.

1866 .
846,751 296 $41,0271870.. ' , 52,276 391 8150 40,8971875.
68,179 496 150 83, 4801880..

2,208 55,649 424 100 40,8811885
2,632 72, 733 619 110 63,3141890

1895 % 3,08
3,1655

84,936
97, 278

839
5,031

100
SO

67,861
79,0711900 , 3,523 77,763 716 80 61, SO1905.g

3,788 119,104 658 100 84, NG1910 ' k
4,958 148,503 843 100 81,4141915
5,431 164,459 776 75-150 79,8151917

., . . 54 504 203,562 895 75-150 86,902
Total

4, 864, 402 k. 8,147, 537

Statistics from the 98th An. Rep. of the board, in 1917; the Cumberland Presbyterian Education Society.Vied with this board in 1906; their first Joint report is in 1907.

First of all, it will be seen that since 1878 the ;lumber of churdies con-tributing to tile funds of this society has practically trebled. This in-crease in the society's clientage has beta every gradual, and an examination
of the receipts shows that the average contribution per church has remained
fairly constant or perhaps increased slightly. If we examine the three last

'columns of this table we see that its service has also increased. The numberof students aided has increased from 296 in 1866 to 1,037 in 1896; then, aftera decline for a few years, has risen again to 895 in 1917. During these yearsthe amount of aid per student has fluctuated somewhat but on the whole hasdeclined, while the total of grants has varied somewhat with the number
' of students aided.

8. METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH BOARD.

The board of education of the Methodist Episcopal Church took definiteform in 1864. Its charter empowered it to aid young men desiring to entermissionary work or the ministry, and to aid biblical or theological schools, aswell as universities, college& and academies then (1869) under the, patronageof the church. No gifts were to be made for buildings and no aid was tobe given to any school not then' in existence, except " the board shall first.avepeen' consulted and shall have approved of the establishment and organization
of 'such institution, "" Down to 1906 it had rendered aid to higher eduestion

a, see An. Rep. of the Treasurer, 1916.*
n See the original 'charter of 1889, publiiihea in the 1904 repeat,,

111612° 22-6
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. entirely by making loans direct to students, for the reason that it had practically
no nds for wqrk of a broader scope.). Since that time it has, in addition
to this, made giants to colleges. Table 34. shows the annual receipts from ,
gifts, the annual outlay in the form of loans to students, the annual grants
to institutions, and, for some years, the number of students receivipg these
loins. From these figures it Is evident that this society has !bade a remarkably
rapid growth. Prom its beginning in 1873 to 1915 the board claims to. base
assisted a total of 22,392 different students" That includes those in the
academies and theological schools as well as those in college.

TABLE 34.Financial statistics of the ,board of education Of the Methodist
*copal Church, 1868-1915, at intervals of five years.'

Years.

Amount
received
less In-

terast on
permanent

funds. '

Amount of
loans to

students.

cr?'
Number

Of students
aided.

'Amount of
aid to in-

stitutions.

1868 fr $84.000
1875 2,141 $10,093
1880 5.079 6,000
1885 38,852 31,684
1800 64 914 42,173

1896 76,529 70.596 1.540
1900 114,6.51 81.749
1906 130,640 108. h58

1910 .164.608 115.400 2.072 820.496
1915 200,158 123.696, 2,189 43,528

Total 3,338,725 2,634.034 260,p

Compiled from annual and quadrennial reports of the board. -

TABLE 135.Biennicll reniipts of the hoard of' edy(ation of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in the United States of America.

Pe -
mount

received.

..,
Periodi

,

Amount
received. Periods.

N .
AmountAmount
received.

18117-1889
1889-1891
1891-1893
1893-1895
1895-1897

,

'

46,409
10,140
14.181
15.2.88

.19,878

1897-1899
1899-1901
1901,1983
1903-1905
1905-1907

.

_.v...
-

$21,012
27,070

. 41,105
40,635
54,234.

1907-1909
1909-1911
1911-1913
1913-1915
1915-1917

a

$104, 666
88,859
75.656
89,746
95,738

li.

fr

4. EVANGELICAL LUTHERAIi CHURCIA BOARD.

In 1885 the board of education of the Evapgelical 'Lutheran Church in the
United States of America was organized,and has operated continuously since.
Table 35 shows the resources of the board biennially since its foundation. Its
method of work his been that of making contributions to various educational
institutions. According to treasurers' reports, gifts to colleges were sometimes
for the "budget" of the school and sometimes for a specific item, as interest
on a debt, special endowment, scholarship, etc. For .th4 past decade report's

tw that atleast Seven' institutions, were regular recipients o$ aid from this
rkendit-Mears,fiom reports to have been responsible for founding, and

also for refusing tofouftd, new...Institutions, Which together indicates that it is
in some sense a supervising agency.

ss Bee diralsion of-this in the asiwilareport of the board. for 1904.
a An. 1910.

a.r
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I. WORK OF THRSR 80CIETTES

ICVALUATZD.

While it is not possible to state just what proportion. of the funds of thesesocieties 'has gone into higher education, it is 'clear that all effort has beenaimed directly or indirectly at training for the ministry. One has but toglance at the columns, and especially at their totals, to realize that theseorganizations have meant much to th,,pgrowth of higher education in this:country. , The income of the Presbyterian board for
1917 is approximately thatof such colleges As Wells and ke-loit:

The shoing for these four' societies or boards is piobably typital of thebest dint i being done by these orgatgration's.
Undoubtedly thousands ofyoung men and women have recerved,secondaty or collegiate training whowould otherwise have, received little tor no- schooling. The minisery hasbrought many-Into its service by this means. These ENcieties have savedcolleges which .were virtually bankrupt. By small gifts they have stimulatedmuch larger ones.' They have exercised supervision over colleges under theirpatronage by refusing aid..,to those which show no promise. They have bythese and other means attempted,staniprdization, and it should be added thatthe Methodist board began to exercise this influence very, early.' *They havethrough church pulpits and Sunday schools brought the problems of collegeeducation to the attention of a large plitrcentage of our population. Morerecently coordination of the efforts of these ;tinny. boards,' through the workof t14. council of church hoards of education, is resulting in a more fateili-gent placement.ef new foundations. Doubtless we s oo ld Add that these boardshave helpiniNto nave denominationalism _among churches, whatever that maybe worth.

Most of them seem to be worthy aims, if the coat ,has not been too great.In oppositihn to this kind of phile,nthrophy it is sometimes argue at a- young snan who is -put through college by the aid of these boards naturallyfeels obligated to enter the ministry regaess of the fact that he diecovert`in the course of his training that he is' Better fitted for -sometthertithat, as a rule, academy students are not in a positiOn to decide upon a voca-tion; that the scholarship method, unless appointments are based uponlibility,is not the best way to stimulate scholarly efforts; and that the cost-of admin-.Istering the fund's is too large."
It is clear at any rate-that these boagig are occupying a much strongerposition among the churches than formerly. Their trupervislop is real super-vision, when it is possigle for them to close up such of their bkn weaker:limn-*

so In 1892 gederal conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church authorised a " uni-versity Deflate " to formulate a standard of requirements for graduation to baccalaureate .degree in their church schools; and the board was authorized to classify at colleges only -,ssuch schools as met those requirement'''. -See Appendix to Annun) Report for' 1892, andger the general conference for 1896, lc. 736. The colleges are classified on this basis inthe annual reports of the board for 1895. .4

2, In 1875 approximately 11 per centsof the expenditures of the Allege and%,Education 8pciety iris for the costrof administration. The cost ol a ministration for theNethodist,lisard amounted to more thaq 16 per cent.of the total expenditures in Ispe,and about 47 per cent in 1915, and the same figure for
tbe'Prekbyterian board in 18A16was about 10 per cent. Of course these are only roukh figures." The administrative °dicers are often engaged I ways that are directly useful lathe developmentot higher *BM-tion. The Oplication of college standards by the admlaietrative °Mears of the Ketisediatboard is a fair illustfation. The .making of educational surveys, the fathering and pub-lication of educational information, the vast amounts of correspondence la connection withgifts and leans, and the adtvioe to colleges concerniaig-Liepr

educational and esanchti de-velopment, are alkiiinstratans. Ih a Sense 'these boards pre all eagaged,in propagandawork, the results btf which it he dilcult to eraluate.
.

4 ti
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tntions as they may deride are no longer useful."! These boards are not onlY
taking a scientific attitude toward this problem, but they are studying their col-
leges to see what are needed and what are not needed, and areadvocating:and
in many cases effecting, the close of the superfluous i.nstitutions."

8. COUNCIL OF CHURCH BOARDS OF EDUCATION.

There is one feature of this whole movement which seems to promise very
great possibilities for good. That is the recently organized council of church
boards of education. This council was organized in 1911, and has for its pur-
pose a more intelligent cooperation among.churches in the-building and main-
tenance of church colleges." Possibly it was the influence of the more powerful
philanthropic agencies, together with the growfng prestige of the great pri-
vately endowed and Stateruniversities, that brought the small church college
to realize that its influence was beginning to wane,

'This movement toward cooperation is One important outcome of,_tike vigorous
discussions of the place of the small college In American pigher education.
these boards knew many of the weak points In the church college situatiotp--1
anfl knew that duplication of effort was probably their greatest Vk''eakness.

At an informal conference of the secretaries of seven church boards of edu.-
cation, held in New York City, February 19, 1911, it was decided that a second
conference should be held at which. carefully prepared papers short be pre-

sented.
Such a conference was held' and resulted in the folloWing declaration of

principles: (1) A large degree of cooperation 'between educational boards, is
practicable and desirable. " Through them we might secure a better geographi-
cal distribution of denominational colleges, a proper standardization
of institutions," etc. (f).) The denominations should °Wer loyal supportto the pub-.

Ile-school system. (3) The legitimacy and ti absolute necessity of a certain
number of denominational academies, occupying strategic positions in territory
not fully Occupied by the public high schools, (4). There should be-a direct ap-
proach by the d#noniihations to the probm of religious instruction tj State

"univergt centers."
The council took rmanent form at the conclusion of ,this eeting and has,

since ptiblished ani al reports of its work; Several pra Mil steps toward
cooperation between the boards have already beef taken, and, though its place
tea standardizing agency-may remain advisoriopnly, it is in that capacity that
its influence al a philanthropic agency offerisubstantial promliA

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS,

We may characterize this period in the grqwth **higher education in,
America as follows:

The question of Stateversus private liadowment of highereducation has been
fought through and settled favorably to both methods; the church hatvcon-
tinned its work of founding small colleges; several very large institutions Ain

sense a, new tylte) have been foundedA the foitunes of sInglecindividuais
and have not looked,to the church for sipPoeit; a number of large foundations;

si Bee Rep. Bd. of Mac. Meth. Epic. 'Cll., 1915, p. 28, for illustration.
Black Hills College, 1908; Charles City College, University of the Pacific, and Fort

Worth University., lbll ; Mount Pleasant dermas Collige, 1908, are a feW ot,the Method-
1st institutions that have been closed in this way.

The c000titotion of the towel* is printed in the Second Annual Report of the Coon-
ell of Church Boards of Educat1011..)*

ntlee First An. Rep. of-Council ofChurell Boards of MK In U. 8. Atomic*:
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the aim of which is research and general educational stimulus and supervision,
have been created; .and a new philosophy of ediication, which has fpund ex-
pression in the organization, administration, and management of ourjnstitu-..

tiens.of 'higher 1earning,,1 6 been worked out.
in opening up new territok7 to higher education' during this period, the State) has for the most part dune the pioneering, thus reverting the custom eif pre-

CivilCivil War days, when the church. school led the way. e
From a general view of the work of philanthropy in )igher education, as

gathered from the Repoits of the United States Commissionerof Education, we
haie seen that philanthropy has. gradually built up a vast Tund for the per-
manent endowment of 'higher learning; that from this source, together with
annual gifts philanthropY,is still bearing decidedly the larger part of the-burden
of higher educatid"n, though the State is assuming, a relltifvely larger poriion of
this burden each year; and that tuition has covered practically the same per-
centige of the total annual cost from 1872 to the present.. We have seen that.
on an average, more than half of all gifts have gone to "'permanent endowment
and general purposes "; that there is a: tendency in 'recent gears for a larger
proportion to go into ,the perthanent fund's; and that PA:moue-eighth to one-half
of the annual gifts have been for the development of theilichpol plant; We have
seen that in the seventie;s andalgteles professorshlps and Jibraries fared well;
that scholarships, becamelncreasirigiy important, and that the indigent never
were quite forgottep ; and, finally; that.the percentage of all gifts that have been
made without condition through the yearsehas ranged from 4 to 28 per cent.

From other` (kata,we have seen that philanthropy hits been alneost 'solely re-
tispsible for the (Svel6pment of separate colleges for women, and for their
logical schools; tlitit it has played fir-large pa'rt in the development of medical..
schools, and a small part. In technical and;.law schools; and that private enter
prise and tht State have been almost entirely responsible for the development
of .schools of dentistry and pharmacy( while the State has been largely respon-
sible for technical schools. ,

From data ,in thet various annual publications from 1893 to 1915, inclesive,
r we have seen that ilfineittioe has received 43 per cent of all gifts of $5,000 or

over in the United States ; that charity is ethicatiOn's largest. competitor, with37 per cent .74 ieitglous pur'phses." balances with.museums and public fin-
provments at appi6ximately 9 per cent each, and libraries at 2 'per cent ,

lioughly, and relVvely speaking, we mays say'ttatduring the first obeli of this ".period the amour of gifts.for educationmade a slight gain, since which it has
suffered a steady dedlinei. Similarly religious purposes tat museums have sufg
fered a substantial ihoUgh irregular-decline from the start, while libraries have

Nnade a'continuous decline from the first. These changes are in practically all
cases only relatitie.

. .Among the oId colonial colleges we have wen .that the entire burden has
Allen upon philanthropy and student fees, the States having offered'eoaseist-
Luke whatever through this period. in spite-of thii,.gifts haye increased greatly.
Conditional gitieluiye bcome somewhat more popular, but, slightly the opposite .,
is true with respeel to gifts for permanent funds. -Gifts' to libraries anf.to
Indigent. students have declined, while professorshi a 1Iatremained apprOX-
imately as before.

In the collegea of the early national period we see the same rapid growth of
hinds from 'philanthropy as noted for: the older institntions: In the. colleges of

period the rapid groirth of petrnanenc funds is espediallt iaKeable,
further, the larger portly* of these gifts",itre for the general fund. With this..

.., growth epees' endowment have .also prospered profesporshipe, scholarebtpa,
and4libraies. , . °
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As to the coneys of this period, no study was made of-what we think of as
theaatli church college. The work' of this character is undoubtedly important,
but there is little if. anything new coming from it. The real contribution of the
periotl is the group of large foundations. With one or two exceptions these are
not church-fostered and not State-fostered institutions As all their ancestors
have been. They encourage liberality in ieligion, they offer the most liberal
scientific education for women, they encourage the use of museum and laboratory.
methods of teaching, and they fester research as a university function.

An examination of the financial *tory of this type of institution slam that
in all cases they have been promptly taken over by the people and are now
among the most -Important recipients of 'gifts in this country. Their rate of
growth has been very great almost from the start, and 'all our evidence goes to
show that those powerful financial corporations, planted In the midst of small
colleges nib accepted in some quarters with misgiving, have not only kept
faith with earlier social:',relkious, and educational aims, but, in the readjust -
meat of those aims to our rapidly expanding age, they have shown capacity
proportionate to their gre'at financial power, and what- was to some a doubtful
experiment is a success.

$10
Through this period we have seen the continuation of the work of chuech

boards of education. or religious elocution *ocieties. These are rapidly increas-
ing in numbers, there being a tendency for each church to have its own board.
Their work has been conducted along two main lines. They have contributed
scholarships either lS'y gift or by lot* and they have made grants to colleges
to meet &her a general or some special need. Their chief aim has continued
to be the development of # trained ministry, though the development of col-
leges In which all students will be kept in a proper religious atmosphere IS
scarcely secondary. The evidence presented shovi that these societies have
prospered. They are contributing direct assistance to many hundreds of stu-
dents every year; they are making grants direct to colleges, ants which.
tllough small, have often been directly reqronsible for larger gifts; they have
In sowelmensure exercised supervisiol over the foun(IJng of new schools, over
curricula, and nuance; and by their cooperation through the council of church
boards of education they promise much more for the future.

111



Chapter V.
GREAT EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS.

A NEW PlirLtNTIIROPIC ENTERPRISE.

A type of philanthropic educational enterprise peculiar to the period just
discussed is that of' the large foundation whose purpose is not alone, nor even
-primarily, that of teaching but rather that of supplementing and assisting
es/ill:dished institutions of education. ,

Oye can scarcely.. read the founding documents of these institutions without
being struck first'of all with the very wide scope of service which they hake'
endeeaken. The Peabody Fund promoted popular education in the South by
eAperation with Stiiie and local officials. The Jeanes, the Slater, and ,the
Phelps-Stokes Fund have been devoted to the problems of education for negroes.
The .Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has concerned
itself With salaries, pensions, and insurance for college professors. The Gen- /
eral Education Board has helped aloneseveral of these lines and paid much'-
attention- to educational investigations, and especially to a more substantial
endowment of existing institutions. The Sage Foundation has gontelbuted
erally by investigation, research, and publication.

'MeV foundations, therefore, appear as a really*new type of philanthropic
enterprise' in eilucation, with church education boards as their only possible
precedent. and though,,as aortipared with the educational assets of some of our
great cities, or with sums which numerous States are utilizing annually, or
even with a Ow of our universities, they ate n0 remarkably large, yet they
are large enough to represent very great possibilities, and society can not afford
to take them lightly. Can our country assimilate thisnew enterprise. is a ques-, Hon that might have been asked when 'Mr. Peabody and his successors began
pouring out their millions in the development of this new buainesi, the business
of educational philanthropy.

The cburch college was antagonistic toward the State institutions oY higher
education when *the latter began to grow rapidly into great universities, and
they were also quite skeptical of the great privately endowed universities, lest
theymight.bp Godless schools. The Stale, the church, and the individuallphilan-
thropist were in a fairly real sense competitors in the field, and it was but
natural that the old pioneer, the church college, should at first be jealous of
what timed- to be its special prerogative. This rivalry has continued, but it
has become increasingly friendly with passing years,
No These new foundations,,showever, do not enter the field as rivals, but, instead,
aim definitely to supplement and to cooperate *ith forces already at work.
What work will they supplement and with Whom will they gooperate are ,
extremely practical question! -which they, must face, and she which the col-..

81.
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leges and schools must face. Giving help to my competitor in a sense th .

equivalent of doing harm to me. This was precisely the point of danger.

THE EtTATED PURPOSES OF THESE FOUNDATIONS.,

First, then, what are the aims of these foundations, and what limitations are
placed upon the funds which they are to manage? For these we must turn to
their founding documents.

1. THE PEABODY EDUCATION FUND.
771

The Peabody Education Fund, the gift of George Peabody, of Massachusetts,
was established in LW, and .amounted finally to $3,000,000. In a letter to 15
men whom he had chosen to act as his trustees, Mr. Peabody sets forth his
plans and purposes, which were later embodied in the act of incorporation.
He says:

I give to you the sum of one million dollars, to be by you and
your successors held in trust, and the ineomethereof used and applied, in your
discretion, for the promotion and encouragement -of intellectual, moral, or
industrial education among the young of the more destitute portions of the
Southern and Southwestern Slates of our Union, my purpose being that the
benefits intended shall be distributed among the entire population, wlthodt
other distinction than their needs and the opportunities of useful4ess to them.

In the following paragraph he empowers them to use 4) per cent of. the
principal sum within the next two years, then adds another million to the
gift, grants the trustees power to incorporate, and further says:

In case two-thirds of the trustees shall at any time, after the lapse of 30
years, deem it expedient to close this trust, and of the funds which at that
time. shall be in the hands of yourselves to distribute not
less than two-thirds, among such educational and literary institutions, or for
such educational purposes as they may determine, in the States for whose
benefit the income is now appointed to be used. The remainder to be dis-
tributed by the trustees for educational or literary purposes wherever they
may deem it expedient.

This letter, together with a later one in which he says, "I leave all the de-
tails of management to their (the trustees') own discretion," were embodied
In the preaMble to the charter later issued by the State of New York.

In June, 1869, Mr. Peabody addressed to the board a letter of appreciation
for their, service in carrying out ;his trust, in which he conveyed a gift of
securities worth nearly a million and a half dollars.'

These letters certainly stand, out as among the most remarkable documents
in the history of educational philanthropy to this time. There were only the
most .geuezaLrestrictions on the funds, and these were to. end after 30 years,
leaving the trustees almost entirely free to dispose of the entire fund. The
best proof oetheir great distinction, as we shall see, lies in the fact that they
have been the prem.- dent for all Similar subsequent foundations.

2. TEl JOHN F, _SIAM FUND.

'N4The second of these foundations was the John F. Slater Fund for the Educa-
tion of Freedmen, established on Marclrl, UV, by a gift of $1,000,000. In a
letter of date March 4, 1882, Mr. Slater invites 10 men to form a corporation
for the administration of the fund, and in this letter he sets forth the pur-
poses he wishes to achieve, together with the restrictions he places upon the k_
'gift. He names as the.general object

lase Proc., of Trustsaiof PesbolpIdas. Peed, Tat 1, p. 11.
sPaaboty Proc., Vol. , p. 143
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the uplifting of the lately emancipated populawitof the Southern*tates, andtheir posterity, by conferring on them the ble of Christian education.
He seeks not only

for their own sake, but also for the safety of our common country (to providethem] with the means of such education as shall tend to make them good menand good citizenseducation in which the instruction of the mind in the common
branches of secular learning shall be associated with training in just notions ofduty toward God and man, in the light of the Holy Scriptures.

The means to be used., he says, " I leave to the discretion of' the colporation."
He then suggests " the training of teachers from among the people" and " the

encouragement of such institutions as are most effectually useful in promoting
this training of teachers."

Further on he adds:
I5purposely leave to the corporation the largest liberty of making suchchanges in the meth(sis of applying the income of the fund us shall seem fromtime to time best odupted to accomplish the general object herein named.

. He then, ob-viously drawing upon English experience, warns them .against
the possible evils of such endowments, and states that after 33 years they' are
to be free tq dispose of the capital of the fund.
to-the estaWishment of foundations subsidiary to these already existing institu-
tions of higher education, in such wise as to take the educatiollsi advantages
of such institutions more freely accessible to Poor students of the colored race.

Finally, he urges the .avoidance of any partisan, sectional, or sec' tartan bias
in the use of the gift, and closes with reference to the success of the Peabody
Education Fund as having encouraged him to establish this foundation'

This letter was embodied in the charter issued by New York State in April,
1882. In all the fundamentals these documents are a fair copy of the charter
and instruments of gift in the case of the Peabody Education Fund.

*/s THE CARNEOIX INSTITUTION.

The third of these foundations to take form was the Carnegie Institution
of Washington. The trust deed by which it was established is of date January
28, 1902. and transfers to the trustees securities worth $10,000,000. (This sum
has since been morelthan doubled.) In this instrument of gift' Mr. Carnegie
declares It to be his purpose to found in Washington an institution which, with
the corporation of other institutions
shall in the broadest and.most liberal manner encourage investigation, research,
and discoveryshow the application of ,knoWledge to the improvement of man-kind, provide such Ouildings, laboratories, books, and apparatus as may beneeded; and afford instruction of an advanced character to students properlyqualified to profit thereby.

It aims, he says:
_

1.'To promote original research.,
2. To discover the exceptional man in every department of study

and enable him to make the work for which he seems specially designedhis life work.
S. To increase facilities for higher education.
4. To increase the efficiency of the universities and other institutions oflearning [bath by adding to their facilities and by aiding teachers inexperimental studied].
5. To enable such students as may find Washington the best point for theirspecial studies to enjoy the advantages of the museums [and othernumerous institutiods].

eV*. a 'op/ or tidal letter aid the charter on ,Prociedixsp of the John F. &atm Yawlfor the IldseetleO of Reledellet. lint p. 21 IL
Bee Carmelo Inetttiptlett of Washhttton. To! Boa No. 1902.
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6...To Insure the prompt publication and distribution of the results of
sofentitic investigation.

4

Finally :
The truateeishall have power, hy. a majority of two-thirds of their number,

to modify the conditions and regulations under which the funds maybe dis-
pelled, so as to secure that these shall always be applied. in the manner best
adapted to the advanced conditions of the times; ,provided always that any
modifications shall be in accordance with the purposes of the donor, as
expressed in the trust.

4. THE OF.NICRAL FIWCATION BOARD.

FollowirolithIs In 1903 the General rduention Board was established f)y John
D. Rockefeller. Ills preliminary gift in 1902 or n($w000 wits followed in
1905 by a gift of $10,000.000 and this by a tliird gift of $:32.000,000 in 1907, and a
fourth, of $10.000,000, in 1909.

In the act of incorporation Mr. Rockefeller states the purposes of the founda-
tion as follows:

. Sac. 2. That the object of the said corporation shall be the promotion of
)education within the Unites! States of America, without distinction of\ race, sex,
or creed.

Sac. 3. That for the promotion of such object the said corporation shall have
power to build, improve, enlarge, or equip, or to aid others to build, Improve,
enhirge, or equip, buildings for elementary or primary schools. industrial
schools. technical schools, normal schools, training schools for teachers, or
schools of any grade, or for higher institutions'of learning. or, in connection
therewith, libraries, workshops, gardens, kitchens, or othez educational tic.
eessories; to establish, Maintain, or endow, or Bid Others to establish, main-
tain, or endow, elementary hr primary schools. industrial schools, technical
schools, normal schools, training schools for,:teaehers, or schools of any grade-

. or higher institutions of learning: to employ or old others to employ tenches
and lecturers; to aid, cooperate with, or endoty, associations or other ,corpora-
lions engaged In educational .work within the United States of Awe-flea, or to
doihite to any such association or corpOration anyproperty or moneys which
shell at any time he held by t he said corporation hereby constituted: to collect
educational statistics and information. and to publish anal distribute documents.
and reports conUtiniag the same, and in general to-do and perform all things
necessary or convenient for the promotion of the Object of the corporation.

In a letter from John D. Rockefeller..-jr., of -date March 2; 1902, the con-
ditions which are to control the uses to which the money may be put are set
forth. These limitations were subsequently changed. Originally, however, re-
ferring to the above statement of purpose, the letter gays:*

Upon this understanding my father hereby pledges to the board the sum of
one million dollars 1$11000,000) to he expended at its discretion during a period
of 10 years. and 'will 'make payments under such pledges from time to time to
requested by the board or its executive committee through its duly authorized\
omcers. 'Ait

'The second gift is/Announced in a letter from Mr. F. T. Gates, which states
the following conditions:

.

The principal to be held in perpetuity as a foundation for education, the in-
come above expenses of administration to be distrihnted to, or used for the
benefit of, such institut4dns of learning, at such times, in such amounts, for
such purposes and under such cond Lions, or employed in such. other ways, as
the board may deem best adapted to:promote a comprehensive system of higher
education in the United States.

The third gift, was presented through a letter from Mr.,Rockefeller, rind
the conditions controlling the uses of the money are:

Bee The Geberal Education, Board, An Account of Its Activities, 19024014;1X 212 ft
Ibid.. p. 218.
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One-third to be added to the permanent endowment of the board, two-thittlato be applied to such specific objects within the corporate purposes of the boardas either he or I may from time to time direct, any remainder, not so designatedat -the death of the survivor, to be added to the permanent endowment of theboard.

Concerning the fourth gift Mr. Rockefeller says, through a letter from his
son addresseil to the board, that the gift is to be added. to the permanent endow-
nient of the board. Then follow these quillifIcations:

.

Ile, however, authorizes and empowers you and your suceessers, whenever
in your discretion it shall seem wise, to distribute the principal or any partthereof, provided the same shall be authorized by a resolution passed by theaffirmative vote of two - thirds of all those who shall at the time be membersof your boarci at a spticial meeting held on not less than 30 days' notice given
in writing. which shall -Stale that the meeting is called for the purpose of con-sidering a resolution to authorize the distribution of the vhole or some partof the principal of said fund. Upon the adoption of such resolution In themanner above described, you and your successors shall beval are hereby re-leased from the obligation thereafter to hold in perpetuity or as endowmentsuch portion of the principal of such fund as may have been authorized to bedistributed by such resolution:-

This would seem to give the hoard very 5 the powers and to leave to the
donor very jitil.e control aside frill,: a part of the third gift specially reserved.
Yet Mr. itockeMlerseems not to have beet:, fully satisfied, for on June 29,
1909, he addressed a letter to the board saying:-

GENT:4)4EN; I have heretofore from time to time given to your board
tain-prOpertS,, the principal of whiCh was to be held in perpetuity, or as endowlnent. I t and empower you and your successors, wheneveryour discretion at

and
wise, to distribute the principal or any partthereof, provided the same shall be out orlzed by n resolutions pugged by the

affirmative vote of tWo-thirdS of all the. who shall at the time be members.of f4our board, at a special meeting held in not less than 30 days' notice given
in writing, which shall state that the in tog is called for the purpose of con-sidering a resolution to authorize the dist button 'of the wink, or some parb of
the principal of said funds. Upon the adoption of such resolution In the man-
ner above prescribed, you and your successors shall be, and are hereby, re-
leased from4tbe obligation thereafter to hold in. perpetUity or as endowmentsuch portion of the principal of such funds as may have been authorized tobe distributed by such resolution.

It would be hard to Chit* of a point at which this board could be given'
wider freedom in the exercise of its jurisdiction over ;belie .funds than is _here
granted by the founder.

6. TIM CARNFOIE FOUNDATION.

The fifth of ther4 fouridationa, the Carnegie Foundation for the Adv.anee-
ment of Teaching, had its origin in a letter, of date April 16, 190,.1n,willa.Mr.
Carnegie set forth to a group of 25 men whom he had chosen to 'act as his

\trustees the plan of his foundation.' In all he has placed $*250.000 in the
hands of -this board.. The plan is clearly stated in the charter which was
obtained_in March, 1906. Here the object is declared to be:

To provide retiring pensions, without regard to race, sex, creed, or;Color. for
the teachcirs of universities, colleges, and technical4uchools in the United States,
the Dominion of Canada, and Newfoundland, who, by reason of long and meri-torious service, or by reason of old age, disability, or other sufficient reason,
shall be deemed entitled to the assistance and aid of this corporation, on suchterms and conditions, however, as such .corporation may from time to tire--.'approve and adopt.

\ 'Quoted in,full in the first annual report of the preeldeat sod treasurer of the Carnegie.
Foundation for the Advance rent of Teaching.
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Then follows 'the limitation that those connected with any institution which
is controlled by a sect or which imposes any theological test as a condftion of
entrance into or connection therewith are excluded.

alp

In geweral, to do and perfoIm All things necessary to encourage, uphold, and
dignify the profession of the teacher and the cause of higher education * * 3,
and to promote the object of the foundation, with full power, however, to the
trustee hereinafter appointed and their successors, from time to time to modify
the conditions and regulations under which the work shall be carried on, so
as t ) secure the application of stile funds in- the mann r hest adapted to 'the
conditions of the times ; [and provided that by two-thirds vote the trustees,
may] enlarge or vary the purposesiterein set forth, provided that the objects
of the corporation stall at all ti es be among the foregoing and kindred
thereto.'

6. THE RUSSELL SA.GE FOUNDATION. 11

In April, 1907, the sixth of these, the Russel Sage Foundation, was chartered
by the State of Nei York. The charter states the purpose of the corporation to
be that of

Receiving and maintaining a fund or funds and applying the income thereof
to the itnprovement of social and living conditions ,in the United states of
America. It ,shall be within the purposes of said corporation to .use any means
to that end which from tune to time shalrseem expetlientsto Its members or
trustees, including research, pubtication. education, the establishment and
maintenance of charitable or benevolent activities and institutions, and the aid
of any such activities, agencies, or instkutions already established.
. In her letter of gift, of date April 19, 1907, Mrs. Sage says : 46 I do not wish
to enlarge or litnit the powers given to the fOundatiolk by its act of incorpo-
ration," .- but adds that it seems wise to express certain-dlisires to which she
would wish the trustees to conform. Then fonlVs several suggestions relative
to local and national use of the funds, types of investments, etc., which in the
writer's judgment tend to enlarge the freedom which most glen serving as trus-
tees would ottiejwise have been inclined to exercise over the funds under the
charter.

7. THE PHELPS-8TO8Z8 i4UND.

The seventh of these foundations Nas the Phelps-Stokes Fund of nearly
$41,000,000, which was established by the bequest of Caroline Phelps Stokes,
who made her will in 1893 and died la 1909. The foundation was chartered
in 1911. In her will Miss Stokes says : a I direct that all my residuary estate
* * * shall be given by my executors to the following Persons" ( here 43he

names the trustees she has chosen, and adds) :
TO invest and keep, invested by them and their successors, the Interest and

net income of such fund to be used by them and theft successors for the erec-
tion or improvement of tenement-'house dwellings in New York City for the
poor families of New York City and for educational purposes in the education
of the negroes both in Africa and the United States, North American Indians,
and needy and deserving white students, through industrial schools of kinds
similar to that at Northfield, Mass., in which Mr. liwight J.J. Moody Is inter-
ested, or to the Peet Industrial School at Asheville, N. C., the foundation of
scholarships and the erection or endowment of school buildings * * *. I
Iterebygive said trustees and their successors full power of sale, public or
!private, In their discretion, upon such terms as they think best respecting any
part of said trust fund in the course of the due execution of such trust.

"Act of Incorporation, By-Laws, Rules for, Granting of Retiring Allowances," N. Y.,

1908.
* For copies of this letter and of the charter the writer is indebted to Dr. John M.

Mean, director at the foundation.
la From Pbelps-Stokes FundAct of Incorporation, By-Laws, and Other Document&
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The shorter, In defining the purpoie of the foundation, uses much of this
same language arid in addition tie following:

It shall be within the purpose of said corporatio3to use any mans to suchends , including research, publication, the establishment and mainte-'fiance of ,charitable or benevolent activities, agencies, and institutions, and theaid of any such activities, ageficies, or institutions already established."
This fund stands as a permanent endowment, but with such very general

conditions placed upon its use that it is virtually as free as it -could be made.

8. THE ROC.REFELLER FOUNDATION.

The latest foundation of 3ust this type to be established is that of the Rock.1.,
feller Foundation. incorporated in April, 1913. The purpose of the corporat nis that
of receiving and maintaining a fund or funds, and applying the income and
principal thereof, to promote the well-being of mankind throughout the world.

Its means are to be
research, publication, the establishibent and maintenance of charitable, benevo-:
lent, religious, missionary, and public educational activities, agencies, and insti-tutions, and the aid of any such activities, agencies, and institutions already
established, and any other means and agenclea which from time to time shall
seem expedient to its members or trustees." .

9. THE CLEVELAND FOUNDATION.

There is one other type of foundation that is of very recent origin. but which
is rapidly becomlim popular, and shows promise of becoming very extensive
and powerful in the near future. The chief work of this corporation is not
education, but since educational service Is within its Powers it deserves men-
tion here. The Cleveland Foundation, ofganizedin January, 1914, was the first
of this type, since followed by the Chicago Community Trust, the Houston
Foundation, the Los Angeles Community Foundation, the St. Louis Commu-
nity Trust, the Spokane Foundation, and other foundations Of similar char-
acter at Milwaukee, Win, Indianapolis, Ind., Attleboro, Mass:, Minneapolis,
Detroit, and Seattle: The Cleveland Foundation was formed by resolution
of the board of, hectors of the Cleveland Trust Co., in which the company
agreed to act as trustee of property given and devised for charitable purposes;
all property to be administered as a single trust. The income of thli-foundp-
tion is administered by a committee appointed partly by the trustee company
and partly by the mayor, the Judge of the probate court, and the Federal district
judge. The principal is managed by the trustee company.

The resolution creating the trust sets forth the object of the foundation as
follows:"

From the time the donor or testator provides that income shall be availablefor use of such foundation, such income less proper charges and expenses
shall be annually devoted perpetually to charitable purpom, unless principal
is distributed as hereinafter provided. Without limitinein any ,Way the
charitable purposes for which-such income nlay be used, it shall be `available
for assisting charitable and educational institutionso whether supported by
private donations or public taxation, for promoting education, scientific re-
search, for care of the sick, aged, or. 4elpless, to improve living conditions,
or to provide recreation for all classes, and for such other charitable tpurpOses
as will best make for the mental, moral, and physical improvement of the

Ibid., p. 6 ff.
An Act to Incorporate The Rockefeller Foundation, in Ann. Rep.

is From " The Cleveland Foundation a Comninnity Trust," The Cleveland Trust Co.,
1914, -
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inhabitants of the city of Cleveland, as now or hereafter constituted, regard-
less of race, color, or creed, according to the,discretion of a majority in
number of a .committee to be constituted as bereinatter provided.

It is thither provided that if contributors- to the foundation, in their instrai
ments of, gift, place limitations as to the final disposition of the principal. or
as to the uses to which its income may be put, or fth to what members of the
trust company shall exercise control over the disposition of principal or
interest, then

The trustee shall respect and be governed by tlip wishes as so expressed. but
only in so far as the purposes indicated shall sean to the trustee, under con-
ditions'as they may heiTafterteN1st, wise and most widely beneficial, absolute
discretion being vested in a majority of the then ,members of the hoard of
directors of the Cleveland Trust Co. to determine with respect thereto.

When by the exercise of this power funds are diverted from the purposes
indicated by their respective donors, such funds " shall be used and dis-
tributed for the general purposes of the foundation."

The foundation is to provide a committee for distributing its funds, the com-
mittee to lie made up of

Residents of Cleveland, men or women interested in welfare 'work, possess-,
ing a knowledge of the civic, educational,t hysical, and moral needs of the
community, preferably but one, HAI in no event to exceed two members of
said committee to belong to the same religious sect or denomination, those
holding or seeking political office to be disqualified from serving.

' Two members of the committee are to be appointed by the Cleveland Trust
Co., one by the mayor, one by the senior or presiding Judge of the court which
settles estates in Cuyahoga County, and one by the senior or presiding judge
of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Ohio. This
committee is to be provided with a paid secretary, but otherwise to receive
expenrg-nnly.

Thiie are other interesting features of this resolution. For instance, when
the income of any trust is available for use by the foundation

All or any portion of the property belonging to such trust may be listed for
taxation, regardless of any statute exempting all or any part there by reason
of its application to charitable purposes, if a majority of the board irectors

-of the Cleveland Trust Co. shall so'direct.

And more important still is the provision that
With the approval of two-thirds of the entire board of directors of the

Cleveland Trust,Co.,'given at a meeting called specifically for that purpose, all
or any part of the-principal constituting the trust estate may be used for any
purpose within the scope of the foundation, which 'nay have the approval
of four members of said committee, providing that not to exceed 20 per cent
of the entire amount held as principal shall be disbursed during a period of
five consecutive years.

Careful provision is made for an annual audit of all accounts, and full
control of funds and properties is vested in the trustees of the foundation.

This is clearly a new method of handling philanthropy. In a sense it is an
ordinary commission busineis with unusually good security for its patrons.
From the standpoint of the bank it promises fair though not lucrative profit.
It is so designed as to keep its business exclusively for the city of Cleveland,
so that fortunes accumulated there by the few eventually knay be turned ,back
to the community in the form of some kind of public service. Looked at from
another angle, it is a real community enterprise which ought to develop civic
pride as well as contribute to the solution of local social and educational
problems. It makes philanthropy possible for small as well as large fortunes,

-
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and so tends to popularize giving. The large fund that promises to accumulate
is always adaptable to whatever changes the future may bring. It is un-
doubtedly an intereitipg and important business and social experiment by
which education may hope to profit.

This places before us in fairly complete form the aims and purposes of this
rather new type of educational enterprise. The Anna T. Jeanes Foundation
is very similar in character but deals with elementary education exclusively.
Similarly there are ninovroas other foundations engaged in charitable, library,
or research work whose taunting instruments embody the Same fundamental
principles common to those here quoted and, viewed from the standpoint of
the evolution of a theory of endowments, belong in the same class.

state these Principles In brief we may say, first of all, that the " purpose"
is in every (Ilse set forth in the most general terms and in brief and simple
language; second, that the means for carrying out this purpose is left almost
entirely to the trustees of the foundation; third, that the means and to an
extent in some cases even the purpose, is modifiable at the will of the trustees;
and fourth, that there is no sectional, racial, denominational, political, or
ecclesiastical control. In most cases the capital fund is to remain permanently
intact, but in some cases the entire Income and capital may be used. and the
trust terminated. The Peabody Education Fund illustrates how this latter
plan has already operated in full. The possible scope of activities is practically
national for all, and international for some, the boards of trustees are self-
perpetuating, and they receive no pay for their services.

This means that there is every possibility for keeping these large sums of
money, now amounting to more than $300.000,000, constantly in touch with
the real educational needs of the country, and in these charters there seems
no possibility that it will ever be necessary for any one of these foundations
to continue to do any particular thing in any particular wayas, for instance,
to maintain "enough faggots to burn a heretic "in order to control the avail-
able funds to some entirely desirable and profitable end.

THE OPERATIONS OF THESE FOUNDATIONS.

The real test of these liberal provisions could come only when educational
philanthropy as a business began actually to cope with the educational, social,
and economic forces in the midst of whickilt sought a place of responsibility.

A half century of activity has passed since the first of these foundations be-\
gan its work. During the first 15 years of this period the Peabody Fund stoodalone. 'Then came the Slater Fund, after. which' 20 years passed before the
next, the Carnegie Institution at Washington, was established) This founda-
tion by Mr. Carnegie seeuld to initiate a new era in respect both to the number
and size of these endowments.

1. THE PEABODY EDUCATION FUND.

When the Peabody Education Fund begin its work there were few public-
school systems of consequence in the, South, either. city or 'State. With this
fund Dr. Barnes Sears attacked this problem directly, and by 1875 had so popu-
larized theidea that cities and States were taking over, the schools which
the fund . had established. The next move was for the training of teachers
for these schools. Arrangements were made to turn the University, of -Nash-
ville to this purpose, its new name rge Peabody Normal College. This was
done in 1875, and a large number of scholarships were established. Later,
attention was turned to summer normals, to-teachers' institutes, and gradually
to the development of normal sehopla in each of the States.
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Doctor Curry, who succeeded Doctor Sears, carried forviiard the development
of norMaa,schoola, but in his worlt..began to condition his gifts upon the State's
making appropriations to go with them. Doctor Curry was repeatedly before
State legislatures, defending the claims of public education; and when, in 1898,
it was proposed to make final division of the fund by endowing one or more
institutions, practically every Southern State protested against it. This dis-
position of the fu.nd was finally made in 1913-14, 'with the endowment of the
George Peabody college for Teachers.

During the years 1868 to 19111 the foundation gay., away 88,650,-
556 to the following :

1. City public schools $1, 14R, 183
2. Normal schools_ 759, 122
R. Teachers' institutes 382, 755
4. George Peabody College 550. 381
5. Scholarships 550. 665
6. Educational journals___ 8.300
7. Summer schools 32, 500
8. Rural public schools 37, 800
9. State supervision of rural achools 77, 650

10. Educational campaigns 13, 500
11. County supervision of teaching 15, 000
12. Miscellaneous 44, 400

The final distribution_of the fund, with its accrued laconic, was as
follows :

George Peabody College for Teachers 1, 500, 000
University of Virginia 40, 000
University of North Carolina
University of Georgia

4(1, 000
40, 000

University of Alabama 40, 000
University of .'iorlda 40, 000
University of Missisiptil 40. 000
Louisiana State University 40, 000
University of Arkansas 40, 000
University of Kentucky 40, 000
Jns Hopkins Universitye 6, 000
University of South Carolina 6, 000
University of ,Missouri 6, 000
University -if texas 6, 000
Winthrop Normal Collfge 90, 000
John F. Slater Fund (education of,negroes , estimated at__ 350,000

Table 36 will give some slight notion of the service rendereffeby the fund, if
we keep in mind, first, that no one of the 11 States receiving aid from the
fund in 1871 was itself contribnting as much as $800,000 for common schools,
and that at least 2 o these States spent lets than $200,000 each ;" and second,
that these sums were so placed by thr foundation as to stimulate interest in
the idea of public schools.

The difficulty of the task which this foundation has performed must not he
overlooked. It is specially noteworthy that from the beginning its agents
worked in the open, frankly as a big propaganda enterprise. Roth by addresses
and by publications the people were kept informed as to Just what the founda-
tion sought to do.

Proc. Peabody Educ. Fund, Vol. VI, p. 634 ff.
14 Bee Rep. of U. 8. Commie. of Educ., 1871.
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TART,. 36.--DiRtribution of the Offs of the Peabodylerdueotion Fund, 186R-1910,
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1 Compiled front Rev . of U. S. Commis. Ed ur, fur 1903 ilud from A u. l'roe. of Peabody Edue. Fund.

It is easy to imagine that Siwiety might have been niudi more skeptical of
such an agency than it seems to have been. The growth of public-school sys-
tems and of normal and industrial schools in the South is evidete enough that
the tynd has been greatly useful, -and its success stands as a montiment to the
capacity of the southern people to furnish the type of public opinion necessary
to 'direct such n philanthropic force into useful channels. In this, however,
public opinion would have failed had not its founder left it free to meet the
changing conditions which came with the passing years. This. ns our find
exPer.ment, mitist be pronounced 31 decided success and it must stand as an
excellent' precedent both for the future public and for the future philanthronist.

2. THE .101IN F. WATER Ft-N.

The John F. Slater Fund was hndled on so nearly the same lines, to so
nearly the same ends. in the some territory, and thr many yelrs by the same
agent as was the Peabody Education Fund that detailed:examination of its
work would add little if anything new to discussion.

3. THE CARNEGIE INsTITUTIoN ov WASHINGTON, D. C.

tie work of the Carnegie Institution of Washington is difficult to describe
in tehns that will show what its contribution hits really been." Ill explaining
the policy fOr the future, it is -made clear that "groundsoilready I occupied will
be avoided,"" and that the institution &Insiders that systematic education in
universities, colleges, professional schools, amlosehools of tefbnology, and the
assistance of nieritorious students In the early stnges of their studies are already
provided for an'} are therefore outside the scope of /the foundation.

" For brief deticrIptIon and tdatorleal development or the institution, see The Carnegie
Institution of Washington -Scop4- and Organization, Fourth hone, Feb. 4, 1915. by, the
Institution ; also t4,:ven Great Foundations, by Leonard P. Ayres: also retrospective re-
view of, in Abe Eleventh Year Book of the institution.

1.earnegre Institution of Washington, Year Book, No. 1, 1902, p.

11512°-22----7
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From the outset the institution has directed its work along four lines as
follows: Large research piojects covering a series of years and managed by
a corps of investigators; small research projects, usually' directed by single
individuals and for a brief period ; tentative investigations by young men or
women of aptitude for research; and publication of the results of Its own
studies and of meritorious work which would not otherwise he readily pub-
lished. The order of development of its Larger departments of research is
worthy of notice here. Thew wefeas follows:

Department of Experimental Evolution_ .___ ecem'ber. 1903Department of Marine Biology Dec,mber, 1903Department of Historical ,Research_ _ _ _ . December, 1903Department of Economies and Sociology January. 1904Department of Terrestrial Magnetism _ April, 1904Solar Observatory ec,mher, 1904Geographical Laboratory_ . _ I lecember, 197.
Department of Botanical Research __ December, 1905Nutrition Laboratbry

_ _ 1.eember, 1908Department of Meridian Astronomy Ma re h, 1907Department of Embryology December, 1914
To these larger fields of operation must be added special researches in almost

every possible field, and even a casual reading the annual reports of the
institution shows that the division of administration has itself served as a
research laboratory of no mean proportions."

From the nature of its work it is evident that the relati. us of the instItu-/.
t.on to universities and to learned societies would have to be guarded. This
the instItutjon has tried to do by keeping out of occupied fields and by deal-
ing with individuals concerned with specific pieces of research. The outside
world has apparently raised little question as to the privileges and responsi-
baffles of this Institution, but with the society of st.holiA it has numerous
conflicts, if the brief hints in the reports of the president are indicative of
the content of his letter files." It is in the face of this type of palic opinion
that this institution will continue to adjust itself to its proper place in so-
ciety, and also to work out a fundamental theory of administration for this
new type of educational enterprise, which, together with its help in popular-
izing scientific method and the use of the results of research, will constitute
no small part of #.s total contribution. -

Any study of the finances. or of the amount of work done, or of the nniner
of studies published, or of the number of houses, laboratories. observatories.
and ships owned and utilized by the institution can add but little to any
attempt.to evaluate this type of philanthropic enterprise. The following table
showing the annual appropriations anil the volume. and page extent of its
published researches is of some value, however, when we consider that these
sums have been spent in fields that could not have been so fully explored if
the several hundred investigators employed had been eQmpelled to meet the
usual demands made upon the time of a university professor:

eT Discontinued as a department of the instltution'in 1916.
"Bee especially the president's study of definitions or" humanities" In the 16th YearBook, 1917, p. 16 ff.
"'Bee especially the 14th Year Book of the institution.
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TABLE 87.-Distribution of appropriation made by the Carnegie Institution
of Washington, 1902-1917'

Fiscal
years.

Incast-
nmnitsin
bonds.

Large
projects.

Minor
projects and
spec ial sago-
dates and
assistants.

Publica-
tions.

Admtniel
t rat ion. Total.

Volumes published.

Number. rases.

1902. . $4, 500 gr, 813 , $32,013 3 46
$100,475 .. . 137,564 $938 4.1,627 282,605 3 1,667

1904 196,159 $49. 848 217,383 11,590 36,967 511,949 11 2, 877
1905 51,937 269,910 149, 843 21,972 37,208 530,733 21
1906 63,015 341.972 93,176 42, 431 42,621 623,216 19 1,
1907. 2,000 51111, 548 90,176 63, 904 46,035 702, .534 38 9,712
1908 88,269 448,404 61,282 49,991 48,774 676,163 2$ 7, 328
1909. 116,756 495,021 71), 813 41, 577 4.5, 292 769,460 19 4,907
1910. 57,899 437.941 73,464 49,067 44,011 662,373 29 8, In;
1911. 51,921 46:1, 009 63,048 37, 580 4.5, 4.5.5 661,616 30 6,7121912... 435, 276 51 103,241 44,054 43,791 1,147,047 23 6,0251911. . 666,428 69s9,, 3. 110,083 53,171 4.1,5,52 1,571.572 29
1914. 861,915 817,1494 107, 456 44,670 44,159 1,876.096 23 6,9121915.. 216, 203 - 770,488 109,560 46,698 48, 224 1,181,181 2.1 6,152
1916 473, 702 638, 99, 401 73, 733 49, 454 1.114,572 :15 11,9081917..... 505,473 695,813 97, 526 62,884 48,776 1,410,464 21 7,115

Tot al ! 3,8.58,383 7, 187,775 1,588,531 644,017 694,936 13,973,614 335 88, 555

From 16th Yearbook, p. 29. Cents omitted.

,

Several points about these figures are of interest. During the 1.6 years
recorded in the table the unused funds have accumulated, furnishing a s'ub-
stantlal reserve Null for special needs. Aside from the first three years from
45 to fit) per cent of the appropriations have been for large department projects;
from 51 to 12 per cent have been for the smaller Investigations, the tendency
being to give rather less to this item; from 2 to 10 per cent have been for pub-
licathils, also with a tendency to decrease. During the first year only a small ,

appropriation we* made. approximately 86 per cent of all going for adminis-
tration. During the second year only about 1 per cent went for administra-
tion, and for the remaining years the amount has been 7 per cent or less,
declining to only 3 or 4 per cent .ltr the six years ending in 1917.

There are a) figures with ,vhfch these properly can he compared, but they
stand as the experience of 16 years spent in developing an entirely new type
of institution. To the universities of the country it has not only furnished a
great stimulus to research, but it has also given much direct assistance by
financing important pieces of investigation and by publishing finished pieces- of
research.

4. THE GENF.RAL EDUCATION BOARD.

Mr. Rockefeller referred to the General Education Board as "an organize-,
'lion formed for the purpose of working out. in an orderly and rather scientific

way, the problem of helping to stimulate and improve education in all parts
of the cotintry.""

The experience of the Peabody Fund In cooperating with State, counq, and
"ray officials wds at hand and hill been thoroughly studied." Just how to co-
operate with other forces, public:and private, was the 'first specific croblem of
the General Education Board.

" Rockefeller, John- D. The Benevolent Trust, the Cooperative Principle In Giving.
The Worlds Work, vol. 17, Ian., 1909.

" See The General Education Board, 19020914, p. 13 ff.
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Leaving aside the question of bow this was accompahed in the matter of
farm demonstration ivrk and in elem ientary and secondary education in the
South, we are vont**Ied here with the board's work in the field of hitcher
education.

one of the terms of Mr. Itockefellees se/mad gift to the board wets that
assistance should be i,riven

such institutions of 14arning as the board may deem best adapted to pronlote
a comprehensive systein of higher education in the United States.

N. The fact was we had no system of higher education, and this corporation
proposed to do what it could toward that most laudable end. Schools had been

r developed by the church, the State, and private enterprise. each working with
L but little reference to the other. denominational competition and p'olittes often

resulting in quite the opposite of system.
If this new Itoardwas to work toward a "syste a of hIgler education.- then

it must inevitably clash with these already contlic rig enterprises. or somehow
effect n coordination ofteir various forces. Soul definite policy. therefore,
had to he decided upon. Two principles of proeedn e were laid (limn. 11A fol-
lows :The hoard !wittier ossssed nor desired any authority, and would
not seek directly or _indirectly to bias the .action of any allege or university

;

In making an appropriation the board would In no way Interfere with the in-
. ternal management of an institution nor incur any responsibility for Its

conduct. '
When and where and how to apply these principles wak the practical task.

In 1f416-17 the board rel bort ol that In all it had assisted 112 colleges anik
universities in 32 States. During MO year 1916-17 the hoard contributed a
total of .$1,185,000 toward a total of $5,300.000 in gifts to 9 alleges. When
we consider that for this same year Harvard 'received from gifts as much
as $1,934,947, Columbia $1,390.:04. and Chicago $3,1f11.543 we can see that the
board had to find some basis for making choice among its many, pssliiled
beneficiaries.

Maltag this choice was precisely what Mr. Rockefeller wanted to have donev
scientifically. Too do it was to demonstrate that philanthropy could lie made
a successful business enterprise. Accordingly, extensive studies of the pies-.
tion were and ken, and to date almost the entire college field has been

- surveyed wit respect to certain main lashes, and those colleges to which con-
tributions ha e been Mad have been studied minutely. The result is a mine
of important .and systems catty organized information about our higher in-
-stitutions of learning that h d not hitherto been available. These studies can
not 4eade11uatelr describe( northelLataus, satisfactorily explained In few
words." As a Method of giving -they starlit as a permanent contribution of

\ value. They have meant that facLother.than sentiment has guldeil the board
from the start.

The hoard has made a somewhat modest §tatement of certain clearly evident
improyements that have resulted from their strict adherence to this method
of giving, as follows:

First, is that of more careful accounting systems.
Second, It has necessitated a clarification of certain terms, such as "chpital,"

"eidowinent," "scientific equipment," etc., the very loose usage of which had

=There is plenty of evidence on file In the board rooms to show that many benefactors
are utilising (belie studies in placing their gifts.

NPThe General Education Board, 1902-1914, p. 149 fr.
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previously made It impossible to compare financial .statistics of different in-
stitutions.

Third. It has pip an end to the practice, rather cominpn among tvIleges, of
using the principal of endowment funtispon the assumption that the stun so
taken was a loan and would later be replaced.

Fourth, it Isis brought about a distinction in practice between the eduCW-
tiontil budget of a college and ICs various usinem activities, such as the run-
ning of a boarding hall.

Fifth, it has resulted iu a sort of departmental accounting, Which has helped
not only to distinguish costs in college front costs In preparatory departments
but has tended to help even in defining what work Is of college and what is of
academy grade.

This board has operated on one other principle that deserves mention, viz,
that any college that can not raise some money from its own natural clientele
is scarcely to b' thought of as very neeessary to the community. Accordingly,
it has the practice of the !ard to contribute a sum toward a much larger
total which the - college must raise. Mr. Rockefeller said that
to give to institutions that ought to Is' supptirted by others is not the bestphilanthropy. Suck giving only serves to dry up the natural apringe ofchurit."

The applleation of this principle has not only( brought large gifts to educa-
tion that probably wool(' betel have I,tee gittot otherwise:hot It has helped
toward placing the responsibility for the growth of these colleges w14're It
belongs upon large numbers of interested friends.

Another condition from which the board tunes but rarely is that the entire
gift of which their on forms it part, shall IR. prestld lot iolate for the
Swim:mem endowment of the institution. This recogni;:es the itetsi for geeritl,
as ppostsi to tars ial. endtM Went funds. Another provision is that no part
of the board's gift can ever be timed for thetological instruction.

Morino the host few years the !oan) has entered upon two oilier lines of
work- that of !inane ng and directing islucational investigations and that of.
putting clinical instruction in the Medical schools of John liopkins, Yale, am!
Washington rniersitis (limn a !Wilhite basis. TIa.s latter was not an untried
exl41',Ilient, but it "as renin in); early experimental slit:e in this country.

The new of educational investi,Ntion was not new but the demand for such
- work was by HO means fully purl tj,t other age ties. The survey of the

Maryland State school system: the more 'went etort of a sorvey of the
schools of Gary, And. and the experiMetal tv rk on rending and writing
scales at Chicago University and w.th gifted mpils at Illinoimarniversity;
as well us the experimental school nt Teachers College Colmobia University.
are swig. of the results so far obtained In this flidd, all of which give large
promise.

The following table will give at most an inadequate notion of the work that
has thus far been acetruplished by the foundation:

In World's Work, above cited.

tce
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TABLE 38.Total opropr4atioss of thee Oester01 Rdwro lies Board from its
lovadatime In 190! to Arne 30, 1918.'

(The Rockefeller Fund 1

Fur whites
UM, art ties and colleges for endowment
Colleges and schools for eurrent expanses
Medical schools for endowment
Professor, of secondary education
Rural school agents
Lincoln scho,4
Consolidated rural schools
Soutberlipluretion board

Amount , A mount I Amount
1apprely fisted. raid i unpaid.

113. 473, 704
171.991

5, 003.774
379.119
Z10,4743
219.250

71, WO
97,136

alp, 774,617 1.1%15,0s7
174,991 . .

2, 770,474 2, till, 41441
341, trin 36,
172 306 5x,1711
104,2.50 115, OM
11,511)

I 10, RV
97,126 . ......

30, MO 162 13.952, 654 6, 617, 507
. .For

el= and schools for current expenses and building* I, 249,775 . I, He, 3.C2 108, 4R7Medina' schools for current el perigee .... 1%. 000 15, winRural school agents..... 21e. i30 193,066 SO. 0.%4Summer schools. . .. 19,491 11,439 it. OWCounty training schools . 1 49, 797 2,1.44 21, meHome-makers' Clubs.. . . 90.*-4 M.7614 F.1,281Expenses of special students at Hampton and Tuekegoe.. 17, 46.5 3,615 14,250Scholarships 5, 0131 300 4,700Negro Rural School Fund ... 59.400 , 41,400 19,0111John F. Slater Fund... 3 Ng) 3,tkk)
I

I, 714, M9 1 4.'.4, .4711 2i9, iki)
kgricolii rat work 4 white. and negrol

Southern agricultural deroonstrathe work 716.077 716,077 .... ..(:Iris' canning and posh y work In the South ' 113,751 113.751 ..... -Maineagncultural,1 straton work.. . . 1'31.x76 9.5,476 2.`oltoNew Hampshire a turaldemonstrati.ia work 64,031 4n. 093 14.010Hurst urgalutation a % ice ..
/4 36,646 j 36,646I .4

, 1,(491, 446 1, 010. 466 11L00
M 1 a n el 1 a o e ex z. e (white and negro):

.EducaUonal investigation and research . . . ... . 15+c, 3,54 122, 99s ES, 306General survey of educational conditions and needs in
North 5, chin 5,000C o s t A e c o l m t l o g system f o r Gary.. . ... .. .... . . 1, a2s 1,0'25Expenses rural stherl agents at Harvard summer school 7, OM 1 7. nonModal oounty onganiretion. .. ....... .. . .. Z4,150 i . 31, 'del 7,630Conferences . .. . 19.404 19, 41.Supplemental fund 7,77'1 ; 7 ,7711

221.741 171.724 55,016
!new& on hand June 30, 19I4 ......... 9, MS, il904Unpaid appropriations as above.. 7.603, 446

Unappropriated interne June 30, 1914
501

See An. Rept., Gen. Ethic. Bd. 1917 -IS, pp. 84-85. t'enta omitted.

In additon to the foregoing the sum of $110,572.33 has been appropriated
and paid to negro rural schools from the income of Anna T. .1 ea ties Fund, and
$85,000 has been appropriated and pan! to Speitnan Seminary from the principal
of the Laura S. Rockefeller Fund.

5. THE CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING:

Fundamental to Mr. Carnegie's doctrine of giving had7heen the Idea that the
purpose for which one gives must not' have a 0(i:reeling, pauperizing tendency
upon the recipient.' To be able to give a pension and mold such difficulties
ad these was the task Mr. Carnegie set for himself.

Believing that many evils were resulting from low salaries for professors
and being familiar ith the idea of teachers' pensions so widely practiced In

The Gospel of Wealth. P. 21. 1.
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Europe, Mr. Carnegie hoped to make the pension for the professor and his
widow a regular part of the American educational system. He believed that
if the teacher could receive his retiring allowance Pot as a Charity but as a
matte,' of right then iken:ffons would raise the plane of academie

obviously,' the income from the °HOW gift of $10,000.010 would not meet
Ihe net.14 if the 7(M) or more institutions calling themselves colleges. First of

therefore. the foundation was face to tact with the question of what is a'
college. Seemitily, having barred froin,participatIon In the fund all institu-
thins under dellOffillinti011111 eontroi the question of what constitutes denoml-
nat:un:eI control is also be settled. The legal delta it ion of a college which has
be.-11 In operation In the State of New York furnished a basis for an answer

Ito the first question'" and a definition of denominational college was arbitrarily
decided upon and the foundation began opera pons. trusting to investigation and
experience to clarify these detinitIons

The first work of the foundation was to send out a circular asking all in-
stitution; oft higher learning for information hearing upon: to) The 'dues
Lion: i standards in use ; I ti the relations of the school to the State, both
in !miners of control and support ; tel the relation of the school to religious
denolninations. In addition to this, information mrarding salaries an size of
faculties Nns asked for.' This brought together an minimally rich mass of
education:a data. which when digested by the foundation furnished the hinds for
Its future action.

oat cf this and succeeding studies ratite the'quitntite definition of the
entraiov unit :I clearer distinction het v411 the work of a pre-

INtrator IlePlir11111.111 nod (hat if the vollege proper; as well as cleaner ton -
eeflt of - or" State college.'u nnd of denominlitioand college."

aceomplishinents are pointed to Item not only ns an. Important eon,
trilonion in -tualardizatioo hilt also bemuse of the wide discussion of these
subject, which the action of the foundation provoked.. Stich work ?dons, loo,
how the foundation maitre.' that in order to act wisely In the a,varding of m-
itring allowances It must. itself first of all become an "educational agency."'

This type of, study is not the extent of the foundatiop's eduentional investiga-
tions. Its charter demanded that the trusteed "do and peiform all things
11(N:08S/fry to encourage, uphold. anti dignify the profession of the teacher and
the cause of higher- education. "' In pursuance of this end the foundation has
from Ilse start undertaken.to contribute 1Jherully to the scientific study of
higher edneation. In 1913 Mr. Carnegie added $1.2:0,00() to the endowment to
meet the needs of a research department, and already the results of 11 extensive
studies have been published and several others are under way. It is not possible
to stile necurately the value Of this type of contribution. One might point to
specific cases of more accurate university bookkeeping having testified from ,the
issimore of Bulletin No. 3, 1910, which presented 2.1 typical blank forma for
the piddle reporting of the financial receipts and expenditures of universities
and colleges; or to the revision of -standards and the stir that a's cauSed in
the medical world by the isatiance of Bulletin No. 4, 1910, describing the afatus
of medical education in the United States and Canada or to the legislative
enactments' following the recommendations made in Bulletin No. 7, 1907, glv-

.s See The Policy of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advanceitient sif Teaching, &Jut.
Rev., June, 1906.

ogee First Annual Report of the President and of the Treasurer, p. 38.
es Ibid., p. 10, ff. '!"*.

Sec The Carnegie FoUndation for the Ailvancement of Teaching. Second Annual
Report of the President and Treasurer, p. 65,

a° See quotation on p. 85.
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ing the results of the surve)°of education in the State of Vermont; or to
similar reactions to the rep oarts dealing with engineering education and legal
education, and in each instance show that the study brought direct results.
The larger value of such work, however. can not be measured in that way.
The sentiment for better medical schools which was created by the foundation's
study has been a powerful factor in bringing about higher standards of training
in that profession, and similar valuable results have come from other studies.

In administering the pension system the foundation has et with ninny
difficulties, some of which have not been easy t overcome. From the outset
the foundation has wisely dealt with institutions and not with Individuals.
It must not he.,said, however, that the foundation set itself up' as a standard-
izing agency. It did set itself up as an educational agency, and very properly
chose to administer its funds in tern's of educational standards of its own
ebooSing. In doing this no embarrassment was felt. The foundation named
a list of "accepted institutions,"" explained why these were included, and
no serious criticism of this list was offered by the public.

By the end of the first year the trustees stated that the questions of edu-
cational'standards and of denominational or State control had been provision-
ally dealt with." These questions continued to bring difficulties to the foun-
dation, and for several years their reports show that they were exhaustively
studied. The question of pensions' for professors of State universities was
solved in 19S when Mr. Carnegie addressed a letter to I fie hoard in which
he offered to $5,000,00 to the embiwnent in order to meet that need."
Denominational colleges menutrialized the trustees to modify their ruling af-
fecting such-institutions," but. with little success. Several sharp criticisms of
the position of the foundation in this matter appeared in magazines,' but the
trustees preferred to maintain their original standard."

During the first few years the number of institutions eligible for the "ac-
cepted list" increased at an unexpected 'rate" and the foundation was com-
pelled to revise its rules for granting' pensions or otherwise plan to carry a
heavier load. Within a eery few yen rs a number of colleges under denomina-
tional control, by proper legal process, had so modified their charters or articles
of incorporation as to make them eligible to the accepted list," the original
nctuaria) figures had taken no account of the growth of the institutions." alai
the number retiring finder the "years of service" basis had been far greater
than antielpated,° and other facts indicated that some modification of original

si The original list is printed in the foundation's first annual reportabove cited.
See the foundation's first annual uport above cited, p. 36 ff.
See the foundation's third annual report, p. 62, for copy of his letter.
See the foundation's fourth annual report, p. 4 ff.

.

See lettqr by .1. P. Cushing Published in Nation, vol. 90, p. 233, and, other articles in
- the same volume; also vol. 31 of Science.

"Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Iteport, 1909, p. 6.
Kr Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Report, 1909, p. 63.

Botvdoin, Drury, Central University of Kentucky, and Drake University are illus-trations.
*See the foundation's fourth annual report, p. 62.

In his Review of Six Years of Administrative Experience the president of the founda-
tion explains that the 24 y(arsof service rule had been "adopted by the trustees under
the assumption that but few applications would be made under it. and that these would
be In the main applications from men who were disabled for further service. The Inten-tion was in tact to use the rule as a (liability provision." "After a few years of adminis-
tratkon it was perfectly clear that the rule was doing harm rather than good. It wastherefore repealed by the trustees in accorddice with the authority they had reserved in
their hands," and was made a definite disability rule. See seventh annual report of the
president and treasurer. 1912, p. 82.
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plans would have to be made. At the outset tkie right to make such modifickion
had been specially reserved," partly upon the advice of actuarial experts. Ac-
cordingly, 1909 the rules for grunting retiring allowances were changed in
two respects.

'1'lle original rules based the grant of a pension upon age or length of service
in accordance with 10 specific rules. Rule 1 was revised to include instructors
as well as the various grades of professors. deans, and presidents, and so really
broadened the scope of the foundation's work to that extent. The original rules
granting a pension after 25 years of service were changed so. as to restrict
such allowance to only such teachers as were proved by medical examination
to he untit for service. This latter chatige brought forth extensive criticism,
raising the question of the ethical right of the foundation to do the thing it
had specifically reserved the right to do. viz, to modify its 'rules " in such man-
ner as experience may indicate as desirable."

The reasons for making these changes are more fully set forth in their 1904
report than it is possible.to show in brief space: It serves our purpose here to
vote, first, that such Ilange was nude. and that She foundation was legally
within its rights in so doing; and, second, that the change met with strong oppo...
sitian in many quarters.

There were slight modifications of these rules, but no important chabges-
were proposed until the issuance to the trustees and to all teachers in. associated
institutions of the foundation's confidential connuuicatton in 1915, setting
forth at Voiprehenstve Nan of Insurance and Annuities." This cowpoies-
tion called attention to the weak points in the existing system of pensions and
proposed to replace the old system with h of insurance and annuities.
.lure than 54) institutions complied. with the request for criticism, and their
statements are published in an appendix to the eleventh annual report of the
foundation. Many faculties approved the plan in part,.a few approved the plan
in lull as suggested, but altogether these statements, together with what up-

'eared in the press, contain many important- criticisms. It was argued, first,
that the Carnegie Foundation had created certain expectations on the part of
college teachers which it was morally obligated to fulfill; second, that it is
unjust to establish a system of insurance involving concpulsory.,ctscperation on
the part of every tettelwr: and, third, that vommercialscopanies,coultl offer
a plan which would be financially 'nor% attractive."

In 1916-17 the trustees passed a resolution referring the proposed new plan
of insuranee and annuities to at commission consisting of six trustees of the
foundation, twolt representatives of the American Association of University
Professors, and one representative each from the Associations of American
Universities, the. National Association of State Universities, and the Associa-
tion of American Colleges." 111:8 e0111111114Ni011 agreed upon it plan of insurance

° See original Rules for Omitting of Retiring, Allownnees in first annual report.
"This was later published as Bulletin No. 9 of the foundation.'
"In the eleventh annual report of the president and treasurer President Plichett

virtually accepts the first of these objections as valid (see p. 24), and the trustees passed
a resolution approving the Idea of a contributory pension system which will operate
" without unfairness to the just expectations of institutions or of individuals under thipresent rules." (See p. 4.) In the twelfth annual report a review of the year's work
points put that the experience of 42 years' work has found the foundation " fared with
two duties: First, to carry out fairly 'and to the best of their ability the obilgations as-
sumed in the associated institutions"; and, secondly, to establish a system of.19surance.
Further, the report says: " In the nature of the case the determination of what is a
rear,onable exercise of the power of revision retained by the trustees touches many per-sonal interests." See pp. 19 and 30.

"Twelfth An. Rep. of the Foundation, 1910-17, p. k for the membership of this com-
mission.
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and annuities and recommended it to the trustees of the foundation." In May,
1917, it was voted to approve the fundamental principles of the teachers' pen-
sion system and also the combination of insurance and annuity benefits, as de-
fined in the report of the above commission."

This very soon led to the organization of the Teachers' Insurance and An-
nuity Association of America. chartered by the State of New York on March
4. 1918. This insurance company, tdgether with a definite and fair plan for
fulfilling the expectations of teachers who had belonged to the associated insti-
tutions under the original pension system, trought to a close what is likely
to be regarded as the first period of the history of the Carnegie Foundation
for thejoAdvatrement of Teaching. It was in many ways a stormy period in
which sharp and often personal criticism was hurled at the foundation by
individuals, thrOugh the press and even in the form of an investigation by the
Federal Commission on Industrial Relations. ,Few direct replies to these
criticisms have been made by the officers of the foundation except through the
pages of their regular annual reports," where every intelligent criticism has
been dealt with.

It is obvious, even from this brief sketch of the history of thisdioundation,
that what may be termed the elastic clause in its rules for granting pensions
has been a most important one. The field was new and experience alone C011141
point the way. Without the right to change its plans the foundation might
have become a nuisance instead of n blessing. If thnt clause has given the
foundation an easy way out of difficulties-too easy as some have thought-
it has proved to be an excellent point of leverage for public opinion, and it
must be evident to all that public opinion has not been ignored.

It must be said that the foundation has done some difficult pioneering in the
field of teachers' pensions and has contributed liberally to the development and
application of proper-standards in the field of higher education. The following
tables will give a partial financial view of the operations of the foundation up
to June 30, 1917:

TART F 19 -Receipts and 'expenditures of Carnegie Foundation for Adrancemcni
of Teaching, 1906-1917.g

Dates.

,4

Total
receipts.

$292, 671
644, 031
530, 301
541, 315
543,4181
590, 449
676, 486
694, 19.5
696, 038
712, 852
6400, 332
625, 892

Expenditures.

Adminis-
tration.

1119, 932
39, 906
39,4498
38,106
3.1, 749
36, 743
35, 919
36, 632
32,910
36, 550
36,4,84
33, 772

Publiea-
lion.

Studies,
etc.

$531
9, 194

23, 929
7, 401,
3, 347

8
2,461

Total.

$19, 932
1941, 797
287, 072
397, 455
5~38, 148
5440, 443
634, 496
640, 601
669,532
712, 852
731,413
625, 862

Retiring
allow-
ance.

$158, 890
246, 642
343,4470
469, 834
526, 879
570, 421
600, 390
634,1463
674, 7'24
687, 100
547, 358

1906'
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917 c

$7, 9,3
8, 635
9, 414

23, 777
3, 579
1, 758
1, 576
5, 620
6, 390

a Compiled from the annual report of the treasurer of the foundation. Cents are omit led.
b July 1 to Sept. 30.
v Oct. I to June30.
0, Ibid., appendix to Part II, for a full report of this commission.

Ibid., p. 28 ff.
41 President Henry S. Pritchett Wrote a careful and dignified reply to such criticisms

for the N. Amer. Rev. of April, 1915, " Should the Cvnegle F.oundation be Suppressed;
and Secretary Clyde Furst gave an address before the Dept. of Sup., Nat. Ed. Assoc., In
1918, on " The Place of the Educational Foundation in American Education." This ad-
dress was published in School and Society for March 30, 1918,
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TABLE 40.Foundation's expenditures for allowapoes, each third year.'

Years.

1906 I...

1908-9..

1911-12

,)914-15 .1

1916 -17'

101

I nstitutione. Widows'
Retiring pensions.

ti allow-
. , Retired Total

teachers

mod.
amount

on roll. paid. Num- Amount Paid.-,, Kind. ber. - her. paid.

tisco kated ted
Associated
Nonsssociated
Associated
Nonassociated ,
Associated
Nonassociated
Associated

. 52 44
32
67
62 .%
72
6
73
85
71

$15, 479
12 6,473

6 81,125 $16,604
125 6,600

162 206,473 33 24, 545 231,018
54 104, 537 12 8, 317 112, 83

220 388,338 62 53,646 44 i, 985
68 0,80 108, 330 23 2 046 128, 438

259 473,969 90 80,152 664,122
68 99, 851 28 20, 752 120,603

274 345, 214 112 116, 801 462,105
Nonassociated 04 62 62,054 32 23,199 85,259

The amounts for the Intervening years are-not given, but apProximate those here reported; see 12th
An. Rep. of the foundation. Cents are omitted.

I From July 1 to Sept. 30.
I Oct. 1 to June 30.

6. THE RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION.

The Russell Suge Foupdation has purposely avoided the field of higher edu-
cation from the start,4 but deserves mention here bfuse of the contributions
it has made td educational research.

Among its contributions are to be listed studies of retardation and elimina-
tion in city school systems, the medical inspection of schools, the care and
training of crippled children, child-welfare work, health work in public schools,
education through recreation, school buildings and equipment, and many other.
studies of direct or indirect value in reducing education to a science. Im-
portant, too, is the extensive work which the foundation has thine in the field
of educational surveys. The reports of the Springfield and the elevelan4
surveys have aidedmateria Hy in the establishment of standards for this kind
of work. Fronk the start the foundation's policy has been to spend its income
on research and the dissemination of knowledge with a preventive intent. That
it has carried out such a policy is evident to those who are familiar with its
Publications.

SUMMARY.

In this chapter it has been the pUrpose to describe the working principles
anti as far as possible to show the significance of our recently established phil-
anthropic educational foundations. In form these foundations represent a
new type of agency in educational philanthropy. In scope the possibility of
service which they are empowered to render to higher education is almost with-
out limit, and in the main each of the foundations occupies a field .peculiarly

its own.
These foundations are well characterized as attempts at reducing educa

tional philanthropy to a business. The corporate principle is fully applied and
the plan of administration is similar to that by which the affairs of a factory
,or a railroad are directed. In their most recent form the essential principles
of a commission business are employed.

, They are further characterized by the very general limitations placed upon
the gifts by the founders; by the possibilities left open for reasonable changes
In the original purpose, or even, in some cases; for" a termination of the entire.

Schneider, Franz, Jr. The Russell Sage Foundation, Is Jour. Nat. Institute of So.
Sciences, 1.8.c. 20, 1915, p. 5,

e
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trust; by the very careful plans devised for the administration of the funds:
and by the entire absence of political, sectarian, or sectional control.

The work accomplished by these foundations can not be fully evaluated. Iii.
variety and extent 'it includes gifts and propaganda for. the development of
public schools. the endowment of colleges, felhaillships, and pensions, as well is
research in almost every field known to science. In all these fields their
efforts pave been fruktful. .

The movement (forq`in the history of educational prhilanthropy it must he
called a distinct movement) appears not yet to have reached its zenith. In
character it is becoming more and more inclusive, and perhaps by that tendency
may contribute to the estublisInnent of the idea that education Is but one of
the many aspects of our social problem. The power which such institutions
can turn toward the reconstruction of society has already been clearly indi-
cated by the results described above, but quite as clearly has public opinion
shown not only its ability to discern the possible misuses of that power but also
its readiness to bring pressure to bear owe -a sign of such danger has been
sensed. However much these foundations may supervis(t, therefore, and the..
promise in this respect is great, It is evident that they will themselves not go
uusupervisetL

vl

4

41



Chapter VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

ITRPOSE AND PLAN OF THE STI.DY.

It has been the purpose of this Study to inquire into the, extent to which
philanthropy has been responsible rim the development of our institutions of
higher learning, to .discoVer what motives have prompted this philanthropy
and how these motives have 'influenced college building, and, in addition, to.
try to bring to light whatever has been developed iti the way of a theory of
educational philanthro4 and of eduittional endowments.

yhe stioy is covered in four chapters dealing. respectively, with: (I ) The
development of it theory of endowments and of philanthropy; (2) philanthropy
of the colonial. period; (3) philanthropy of the early national'period, 1776--
!WI; (41 philanthropy of the lute national period. 1865-1018; and (5) great
educatinal foundations.

Various sources have been drawn upon, chief of which have been indicated
by footnote references. These sources may be classified as having toll() with
what may be termed the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the wohlem,
res'pectively. The former including charters, constitutions, by-laws, deeds of
trust, wills: and other instruments of gift ; the latter only with the bare figures
and their analysis, or the stat'stics, of such gifts.

TIME THEORY OF ENDOWMENTS.

At the beginning of college building in America there was no special theory
of educational endowments or of educational philanthropy to work from. No
careful thought had been given to the subject in England amide from discus-
sions of practical situations, numbers of which were demanding attention long
before Aerlen began to build colleges.

Allot the time Harvard College had reached its first centennial a really
subsigitial discussion of the subject was entered upon in Et.ope and-has con-
tinued practionly ever since. Time discussion was in connection with tbe gen-
eral inquiry into the social institutions of the times, and represents one line
of inquiry pursued by the new school of political economy just then taking
form. Target, of France; Adam Smith, of England; and William von Hum-
boldt, of Germany, wefe the chief early contributors in "their respective coun-
tries and agree fairly well that education should not be endowed by the State,
but rather that It should "take its place in competition with all other interests.
Turgot and Smith would modify the application of this 'Hisses faire principle
to meet certain conditions, while Humboldt would have it carried to its full

103
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length, Doctor Chalmers, early in the nineteenth century, and John Stuart
Mill, in 1833, however, proposed an important distinction between need for
food and need for education, and urged that because of this difference the prin-
ciple of free trade could not prOperly apply to education.

Owing to the had state of educational endowments in England at that time.
the discussion shifted somewhat to a consideration of the rights of the State
in the control of endowments. The critics declared that the failure of these
endowments was due to the very principles involved in endowmen6 for educa-
tion, while the Mill economists argued that it was due merely to failure of the
State to exercise a proper control over them.

Other discussions in England of the possible value of endowments followed,
involving the question of the right of posthumous disposition of property and
emphasizing the rights of society (the State) as Ole real recipient of such gifts.

a
EARLY rxrvitiENcEs IN AMERICA.

In the early years AMerica contributed little to this theoretical discussion,
but as time went on and the idea of free public education began to take root.
we gradually came face to face with it in connection with the question of
school s~rt. The State had taken a hand in initiating and inthe support
of our tWattempt at higher education. The church had taken even a larger
part than that shared by the State. In colonial Massachusetts. however, the
State 1111(1 the church were practically one, and therefore no opposition be-
tween the two was likely to appear. The church and the Slate in America
were soon to rest upon the theory of complete separation, however, and then
the question of responsibility for the support of schools had to he worked out.
The building of colleges went on, the church. the State, and private philan-
thropy sharing tile burden of cost, but with the responsibility for management
resting mainly with the church until near the close'of the colonial period.

At the beginning of the national period the State began to contribute less and
less to the old foundations and to debate the question of State colleges or uni-
versities. By the middle of the new century the movement' for State support
and control of higher education took definite form. This did not rule out the
church or private philanthropy, nor did it consciously interfere with them.
It, nevertheless, set up competition between these two ideis of educational
control. The result has been the development of a rather large literature on
the subject, a decided stimulus to higher qua-lity of work.-and a clarification of
the respective functions.of the church and the State in higher education.

In the earlier decades private philanthropy was soeompletely dominated by
the church on the one hand. and was so small and scattered on the other, that its
place in the field of higher education had raised no serious questions. The
development of State universities, however, brought criticism, and in more
recent years such college buildings as that Initiated by Ezra Cornell, Johns
Hopkins, John D. Rockefeller, Leland Stanford, and Andrew Carnegie, and such
nonteaching foundations as those discussed in Chapter V have raised the question
of the possible good or ill that may come from State endowment and from
pilvate philanthropy on such a large scale.

It is in connection with these two points in cur educational experiencethe
clash between State and church control; and the upsetting of the old and 8601
practices by wealthy philanthrdpists through the launching of grgat competing
universities, or by the establishment of vast funds for endowment, pensions, and
investigationthat America's contribution to a theory 'bf endowments or of
educational philanthropy has been made. Writers on social and political

r theory have given the subject but little thought, though many legislative bodies
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have dwelt at length upon specific issues which have been raised by the dish
of these. forces.'

In colonial America the aim of higher education was from the start dominated
by the general religious aim of the people, and whether the Stale and the church
were one or not, it was almost without exception the church leaders who initiated
the move for building a college, and the colleges of this period were primarily
designed for the training of ministers.

The colonial governments of Massachusetts. Virginia, Connecticut. and New
York contributed liberally to the maintenance of Harvard. William and Mary,
Yale. and King's Colleges, respectively, but not so with Rhode Island, New
.Jersey. and New Hampshire in the case of Princeton. Brown. Dartmouth, and
Rutgers. We are able to Ray, therefore, that philanthropy, motivated in the
main by religion, was ',militarily responsible for initiating college bulhlin in
all cases; that it was largely responLible for the maintenance of tive °lithe
nine colonial colleges, and almost solely so for the other four. We may say,
too, that while the idea of State support for colleges was practiced, it-was not
common in nil the CoMnies. and in no case (William and Mary a possible ex-
cetion) did a Colony assume full responsibility in the founding and develop-
ment of a college. Hence den-ominat'onal rather than State lines stand out in
the hlatory of higher learning in colonial times, and unless we think of the
impetus given to " this worldly education by Franklin in the beginnings of
the Vniversity of Pennsylvania there %vas no experiment that could be called
a real departurig from the traditional idea of a college.

The sources from which 'philanthropy came during these years were nu-
merous and varied. and each has in a way left its mark upon the college it
benefited. No small amount of assistance came from England, largely through
the influence Areligions organizations. The influence of these gifts is sug-
gested by the names of several of our colleges. Again, funds were sought in
this country in Colonies smite remote from the%trollege, and in many eases
substantial aid vas thus received. In the main, however. a college was e:ther
a local communit: or a denominational enterprise. If the former, as in case
of Harvard, the burden rested mainly upon people close by. If the latter, as
in the case of Brewn, then churches of the denomination in question. Wherever
located, gave freely to its support. Many gifts from towns and from church
congregations are also recorded.

One is impressed tit every point with the very large number of small gifts
and with the way in which they were obtained. This applies to the entire
history of American college building. The thousands of small gifts to our
colleges seem to record the fact that from the outset these were to be schools
of the people.

During this period philanthropy initiated no unique educational experiments,
yet it is quite as true to say that neither do we find evidence that gifts any-
where influenced education in a wrong way. Gifts which were made to some
specific feature of a college went in the main to the library, to professorships,
to scholarships, and to buildings, all of which are essential to any college.
Throtfghhut this period, however, it has been shown that a relatively large
percentage of gifts were made to the college unconditionally.

We may say, then, that our beginnings were small; that they were warmly
supported by the mother country; that the idea of State support was 'common,
though by no means universal ; that there is evidence that no State, with the
possible partial exception noted, intended to assume full responsibility for the

'Note, for instance, the legislative debates in New York over the founding of CornellUniversity.
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college; that philanthropy clearly did assunP that responsibility; and that
philanthropy did direct the policy of every college. We limy say that philan-
thropy was motivated by religion, and that the church in most eases dominated
the movement ; that penury was immon in all cases; that the wow:ands of
small gifts constituted an important asset in that they is pularlied the Idea of
the college and so helisi to democratize society; nod that the gifts were in the
main " to the college" without condition. or, if clmtlitioned. they were almost
invariably in accord with the essential lines of the school's growth.

THE EARLY NATIoNA I, PERIn.

During the early national period -there was no stasal break in the Main
force's tlutt had been tallithim, colleges Ih the Colonies. Conditions under whiel
these forces had to work, however. were vastly different, whether Ive think
of the problems of State making, of religion. of Industries of exploration and
settlement, of growth of population, or of Izoeial philosophy. It was .an age of
expansion in all these mutters and that in a brood:1mi deep 'sense.

In the matter of higher ednention it was also on age of expansion; expan-
sion in numbers Or colleges, and. 0) S011114 extent lit least, in _01111101011M HIM
and-types of studies offered.

TheRevciuthai had brought to an end the work of English philanthropy.
and in Increasing measure State support for estaidIshed colleges was
leaving the task minty to the churches of the countr. The 4plestion of the
State's function in higher education was soon raised. however. and before the
close of the perhal n solution of the theoretical 851441 of the problem had been
rettehett and leveral State universities well established.

NVlustever of promise there was in this new movement, however, the great
eolltlx pioneering of this period was done almost entirely by church directed
phiLinthropy.

In this period, as in colonial days. the beginnings were small. Aendendes
were often established with the hope that in (line they wonld become eolleges,
the financial penury so common to the early colleges was characteristic through-
out this period. and the subscription list was minimal everywhere

The motive behind the work of the church was not only to spread the ospel
but to provide schools for the training of ihilsiers to till the increasing num-
ber of vacant pulpits reported throughout the period. Denominational lines
were strong and undoubtedly itsi to an awkward distribution of colleges.
The motives hack of philanthropy in this period -differ little therefore from
those common to earl lir.rvard. Yale, and Princeton. Among the older col-
leges. where the curriculum had begun to broaden and professional schools
to take form, it was sotnewhat more common to find gifts 'made to some par-
ticular end. Among the newer foundatiorks we see a fair duplication of the
early history of the older colleges. except that the new colleges grew soma:
what more rapidly. There is in most cases a more marked tendency to give
toward permanent endowment, while mitring the conditional gifts those toe
professorships stand out strongly everywhere, and gifts to indigent studtnts

,suffer a decline. r

The development of professional schools, of- the manual labor college. and
of institutions for the higher education of women mark a change in our
educational philosophy and give expression to the changing social life of the
times. Most of these experiments were initiated and fostered by philanthropy.

Medical and law schools originated mainly. as private schools conducted for
profit, while schools of theology have been philanthropic enterprises from the
start The idea of women's colleges may have originated in the private pay
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schools for girls, or ladies' seminaries, common in the South, but the first well-
financed college for women was the work of philanthropy, as most all subse-
quent attempts have been. and description of the work of philanthropy In these
schools would tit fairly well any college of the period.

Tie fact that we that philanthropy rising to meet these -many and varied
educational and social ideas and ideals is not only an important fact in the
social life of this country but is also an important characteristic of our edam-, tional philanthropy.

It Is early in this period tkit the church education society comes into texiat-
ence to .answer the call of the church for more and better- trained ministers.
The work of these societies was extensive, and no doubt resulted in tillingninny vacant pulpits and church misitions.

During this period, then, we may say that philanthropy did not slacken Itsinterest in higher education, either hemp*e of the loss of English support orbecause of the rise of the State university. Philanthropy was, as before directed
in the main by the churches, and go through the whole period Is prompted inthe Main by religious motives. The church college followed the westward-mov-
ing frontier, leaving many evident-es of denominational competltbm for the newfield. The failure of these church schools to meet the demands of the ministry
Is marked by the rise of church education societies *hose aim was to provide,scholarships and loans for students who would enter the ministry. Philan-thropy was active in the movement toward separate professional schools, in thedevelopment of manual labor colleges, and in the origin and development ofwomen's colleges daring this period. These new enterprises may with somepropriety be called educational experiments, credit for which must tochurches and to philanthropy.

As to method. there is practically nothing new to record. Permanent endow-ment grows somewhat more popular, and gifts for specided purposes tend toreplace gifts to the general funds of the college. Nowhere, however, are themain aspects of the college neelected in favor of the new or unusual features.
THE LATE NATIONAL. PERIOD.

After lgtin we enter a period of vast expansion in college huilding as inevery other line. The idea of State higher education was worked out, andthe questIon of State versus private and church schools was, for most people,satisfactorily solved. In the new States of the period it was more oftenthe State than the church that established the pioneer institution for higherlearning. With the exception of the manual labor college, practically allold ideas and practices in higher education were continued In force. Separateprofessional schools, women's colleges, church boards of education, and thetypical small church college. all went forward, and each seems to have founda place for itself and still shows signs of healthful growth.
The period is equally well characterized by. the development of new en-terprises. back of which were at leant a few rehlly new things in educational

philanthropy. One is the privately endowed university founded by a singlelarge fortune. Another is the similarly emrowed nontenching educationalfoundation.
The more detailed description of the philanthropy of this period brought

Out the fact that among the old colonial foundations, as sell as among col-leges founded In the early national period, State aid was entirely lacking,
while gifts were greatly increased both in numbers and size. It was notedthat among the old colonial colleges the percentage of conditional gifts in-creased, while gifts to permanent funds showed a slight relative decline.

111512°-22-8
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In the colleges of the early national period almost the opposite tendency was
shownrapid growth of permanent funds' and rapid increase in gifts to
the general fund. In all the colleges prdYessuorships, scholarships, and library
were well remeniensi, though gifts to libraries among the older colleges
did not 'grow so rapidly as was true in the younger tslioels. Everywhere it
has been re fashion to give " to the college" outright or toward some main
feature like buildings, equipment, library, professorships, or scholarships.

As compared with other kinds of philanthropy the data show that higher
education is one of the greatest recipients of charity we have to -slay, that a
vast permanent endowment for higher education is being built up, and that
philanthropy still bears the larger portion of the entire burden of coat They
bring out clearly tit' recent large movement of philanthropy towani tire do-
veiopment of professional and technical schools and women's. .olleges. and
nisotoward the larger support of church 'boards of education, lb. functions of
Which have been much enlarged in recent years.

GREAT EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS.

During the last portion of the present period the great private foundation
appeared as a form of educational philanthropy which was practically new.
:Awl) of these foundations represented the ideas and aspirations of the one
man whose fortune gave it existence. Dominated by no church or religious
creed, and not even by the man who established it, but only by public opinion
and the corporation laws of State and Nation, these foundations have en-
tered the educational field and left an impress on practically every type of
educational enterprise in the country. whether private, State, or church.

The whole business and financial aspect of higher education has been studied
and in a sense made over as a result of the operations of these gifts. 'File
college curriculum has been more clearly differentiated from that of the
secomlary school, and standards of achievement in studies more clearly de.
fined. Attention has been forcefully called 'to the problem of the disZrilailion
of colleges and to the principles which should guide us in locating new col.
leges. Millions have been added to the general endowment of higher educa-
tion. Medical, legal, and engineering education have been enormously profited
by the clear and impartial studies that have }leen made of these schools and
by financial assistance. The scientific study of education has not cap! been
greatly stimulated, but contributionoriCave been made through. ell-Piftlents
and investigation. The bounds of knowledge have been pushed out in many
directions by extensive and costly research. The principlPs involved hi pen-
sions for teachers have been thoroughly studied from every angle and broadly
and with some measure of satisfaction established.

Sonic doubts and fears and many sharp criticisms haye been voivell.lest
these powerful corporations might seek to hiss education and public opinion
in favor of wrong social, political, or business ideals. This should he looked
upon as a sign of health. Democratic society must not he expected to take

-such gifts on faith. Even if there is a grain of danger from such crporn-
tions, such danger should he mercilessly weeded out. In seeking fcit such
dangers, however, we must not close our eyes to the obvious benefits which
have and must continue to accrue to higher education from these sources.
While society must insist upon its right to control such corporations, it must
not he blind to the difficulties these foundations have had to face in .blazing
the new trails which they respectively have chosen to mark out in the field
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of higher education. If the church, the State, the university, the professor,
and the general public will continue to distinguish between intelligent criticism,
on the one hand, and mere suspicion and gossip on the other. and remember
that a wise administration of these gifts is largely dependent upon a cooperat-
ing and appreciative beneficiary, then this, the greatest experiment in educa-
tional philanthropy that has ever been tried, will continue to prove its worth
to society.

DEVEImPhiENTS REARING UPON A Timoihr of ENLkMMENTS.

From all tills giving, what have we learned about the meaning of When.
thropy itself? What attitude shall the State, the church. and society in general .
take toward the great stream of gifts that is continuously pouring into the lap
of higher education in the country?

It is obvious that gifts to colleges are accepted by all as great blessings,
and practically nowhere is there evidence that people fear the power which
may some day be exercised through these gifts ; that is how firmly the college
has established itself in the confidence of the people. 'So many thousands of
people have contribute-el small or large gifts to build thecae schools, so closely
have the schools been associated with the church, and so Intimately have they
%coven themselves Into the life of the people that they are everywhere fully
trusted, and thus far no very had effects of philanthropy have been felt.' Even
the great privntely.endowed inetltutions like Cornell (accepted with much
misgiving at the outset In many quarters) have now fully won the' confidence
of the people in general, of the church, and of the State. This is not surpris-
ing in the light of the study of the conditions placed upon the thousands of
gifts classified in the cours of this study.

If there 18 any misgiving in the minds of the people about any educational
philanthropy to-day, it is perhaps In referenee to one be another of the
recently established nontesching foundations. Here some uncertainty exists,
as has been pointed out, though even:Jeer* there is comparatively little that
has not been accepted In most quarters with full confidence.

If philanthropy has so nearly won the entire confidence of the people, It
is because of the record philanthropy has made for itself. In defining the
meaning of education, or in setting the limits to Its participation in college
buildIng:donors have-not departed too far from the accepted ideas. ideals, and'
prnetives of the time and of the people they sought to serve. Millions have
beei6iven for permanent endowment but the practice has been to endow
"the college'," a "professorship," a " scholarship," a given line of 'research,"
re " 1 b ra ry ," and rarely or never to define with any severe detail Just what
is to 'be includri under the term "college," "professorship," "scholarship,"
etc. The result is that the writer has found little evidence of harmful or
even useless foundations. Ihrge or small.

In the light of these facts it seems fair to assume that the great dominating
motive in ethicatIonal philanthropy has been desire to serve society; or, if we
prefer,-desire for a very high type of notoriety. So far as social progress -is
concerned, these are but two views of the same thing.

'The writer not and it feasible in this study to inquire into the number of gifts
that have really, laid a burden upon the college. In his autobiography, President White,
of Cornell, expresses the opinion that our colleges have too frequently been the re-
cipients of such gifts as an observatory, leaving ths college the responsibility of pure
chasing instruments and caring for upkeep.
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k
It has been pointed out that most that tuns been done toward developing a

theory of educational philanthropk in this country has grown directly out of
the practice rather than out of theehtudies of social and political theory. TheXeoestry has faced and soled certain fundanental questions as they have arisen,
as: The function of the State in higher education; the function or the church In
higher education ; the function of private philanthropy hi teaching and non
teaching meth hies touching higher education In .tatting these questions there
ham been endless deate mid some itieruess of feeling, Net .we hike fully nc-
cepted the idea of State-endowed higher education, and, amirding to our prat,
lice, defined that education in the, broadest posahle way. This acceptaler of
State endowed education did not rule out the church whose activities; in t...ileg
building are as much appreciated and as well supported as ever. flout there
should have been a risen between the oil idea of church-directed education and
the new ides of State education wan to he expected. The outcome of st:h a
clash in this country, Wee% er could not have been different from what it watt.
Similarly, there was a iv awn the rhumb mud the prliatek endowed
types of colleges, but each has a %%ell-estalished place in present practie.

in this country we have nut confined ourselves to any single notion about
who shall bear the burden of higher education. The Shift. establishes a nut
versify but it also emouragelt the work of the church awl of pillage 'Arnim-
Giropy.' The practice is therefore bases) upon a theory that is not fully in
line with those of the early English, French, and German philosophers. It is
far awry liberal, being based rather upon the inelerk Mg I ImeeptIous of our
social anti !link-ill organization.

Ownership of prowrty in this eountr curries with it the right of bequest.
and the "dead hand" rest a, in *rue degree. upon most of the Institutions of
higher education. Wf fully respect the rights and the expressed wishes of the
educational benefactors,' hut this study shows that the enefactors hike
also respected the rights of society, not the society of to-day only but that of
future generations as well. There has been a growing tendency for colleges
and universities to emit the tenus of proffered benefactions with utmost
care and to refitse to aecet gifts to which undesirable conditions are attached.
Similarly there toes been a growing tendency on the part of benefactor 4 either
to accept terms suggested by the institution or to make the gift p-deltoidy
without conditions or with specific provision for futhre revision of the condi.

yA-tions named. This, it AVIld to the writer, marks 413 achievement which
guaranteed society against Moat if not all the evils fiS8011i(41 with endowed
edueation.

\ After an examination Of the hundreds of documents which have furnished
the basis of this study, the writer is inclined to look upon edu7ational Within-
thropy as an essential and highly important characteristic of democracy.

if a statement were made of the theory which has been evolved or the
principles which have been arrived at In the almost three centuries of prac-
tiee, they would seem to be about as follows:

(I) PerManent endowment of higher education by the State, by the church,
or otger saaociation, or by individuals, is desirable.

(2) All gifts to education, whether for present use or for 'permanent en--,
dowment, whether large or small, should be encouraged, because they open

Usually the property of each schools is made entirely, br at leant in part, free from
taxation by Orate taw'.

As note the Obeid College case.
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'up large pow:11001es in the way of educational investigation and experiment
nod because the donor Is brought into an intimate relationship with an enter-
prise that is fumiamental to the national llfey

(31 The wishes of a donor as exprensed la the conditions of his gift shall
he respected and %Illy protected by the State

(41 It Is desiraide that the conditions controlling a gift shall he stated In
general terms only and that the methods of carrying out tilie 1orpses of the
donor be left largely to the reelPtent of the Art.

(:41 Finn Ily. it Is desirable that even the purpose if a gat should be made
filterable after n reasonable period of time has elapsed, and, if it be desirable.
Oust the gift be terminated.

(4
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